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Abstract/
The digital revolution and the arrival of the internet have shifted the global social environment.
This change in society has enabled new collaboration and partnership, access to and accumulation
of previously unobtainable data, and it has transformed methods of communication. This research
imaginatively stepped into this new space to produce works of new media art that investigated
placemaking within the digital domain.
The project drew on the open-source culture and methods of hacking social media to engage
with syndicated public content on the internet, handheld technologies, and geo-located datasets.
Emphasis was placed on uncovering behavioral situation generated through the networked culture
of the internet and developing original methods of storytelling that relay socially useful narratives.
Furthermore, the research used ethnographic approaches to creatively investigate the concept of
the transnational experience within the new cosmopolitan space. It engaged with the concept that
the global community is forming a new culturescape that is impacting on the evolution of creativity,
politics and the sciences.
The scope of the tools used adjusted and evolved in parallel to the continuous and ever changing
media available on the net. The outcomes of the creative practice are therefore delivered across
networked art, code, geo-located narrative, digital print, video, animation, installation, and a
hybridization of all of these.
8LITVSNIGXGSRXI\XYEPP]MHIRXM½IW[MXLGYVVIRXRI[QIHMETVEGXMGIERHMXMWWMXYEXIHEWEGVIEXMZI
competitor, participant and contributor in this space through successful public research outcomes
that include exhibitions, publications, conference speaking, and attainment of grants and awards.
The examination submission is structured as a transmedia portfolio. It contains the printed
supporting document to the practice, an artist book called ‘Cultural Probe: 8 July 2008 - 8 July
2010’ and a DVD archive of works made during the PhD research project.

-GSR½VQXLEXXLIXLIWMWMWQ]S[R[SVOERHXLEXEPPTYFPMWLIHSVSXLIVWSYVGIWSJQEXIVMEP
consulted have been acknowledged in notes to the text or the bibliography.
-GSR½VQXLEXXLIXLIWMWLEWRSXFIIRWYFQMXXIHJSVEGSQTEVEFPIEGEHIQMGE[EVH
Megan Leigh Smith 2010
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(I½RMXMSRW
Digital domain/ refers within to socially networked space enabled by digital technologies. I
EWWSGMEXIXLIXIVQWTIGM½GEPP]XSSTIVEXMRK[MXLMREXIGLRSPSK]IRLERGIHPIEVRMRKIRZMVSRQIRX
[LIVIXLIHI½RIHTIVMQIXIVSJWTEGIXLEXTL]WMGEPP]I\MWXWFIX[IIRXLIKE^ISJXLII]IERH
the application of touch to a networked device actually extends a person in non-linear patterns
and trajectories to locations and people around the world. Operating with the digital domain
encompasses the experience of taking part in the digital enabled socially networked world.
Placemaking/ is a term borrowed from the research area of Urban Planning & Architecture.
;MXLMR XLI digital domain, the act of placemaking refers to carving out individual space and
identity. It is about the maker deliberately accessing information then taking a perceptive stance
within that data route which results in a demarcation or a personalization of the space. An
example used within this document is the activity of geo-locating within the digital domain, where
XLIQEOIVXEKWXLVSYKLTVSGIWWERMHIRXM½EFPIRMGLIEGVSWWRIX[SVOIHTPEXJSVQWXLEXEPWSXMI
him/her to a physical location. This fusion of actions creates a locality and a new identity that
describe the social context of the situation; the culture of the digital domain, which operates in a
public and social manner.
Culturescape/ is the story of a place developed through a networked combination of factors,
those involving location/region, cultural situation and participant behaviour - and pertaining
primarily to a globalized and cosmopolitan culture that is participating in dialogue online.
Socially useful/ is used to reference methods of practice and new media art works that are
actively engaging society through participation in positive, constructive and collaborative ways.
Hacking/ is a creative method of practice used to upturn the pattern of giving and receiving
data. It is an adopted attitude and is associated with a set of values that often involve mutual
collaboration.
;LIVIEWEmash-up refers technically to the blending of tools, visuals, sounds, etc. into a collaged
product, that may not be able to be categorically labeled within current Contemporary Art
language or medium.
Visualization/ is a visual articulation and/or creative chronicling of an aggregated situation.
;MXLMR XLMW VIWIEVGL-LEZIPSSOIHTVIHSQMRERXP]EXRI[QIHMEEVXMWXWYWMRKXLMWTVSGIWWXS
curate syndicated data from the internet into a new method of storytelling. The works are
often experienced by the audience dynamically via a screen and occasionally the visualizations
are rendered into digital print format. Visualizations made by artists with a hacker’s ethos are
imaginatively repurposing common social tools and public content to draw attention to the new
culturescape.
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Research Objectives/
8LI VIWIEVGL UYIWXMSR EMQW ERH SFNIGXMZIW MHIRXM½IH EX 14LMP WXEKI EVI EW JSPPS[W &VMIJ
descriptions of how they have been addressed are outlined below. They are all addressed in
more depth within the thesis.
Research Question/
Focusing on the contemporary experience of operating within multiple locations, cultures and
spaces simultaneously:
how is individual space generated, claimed and situated within the digital domain,
how are intimate actions and perceptions of the self articulated within the digital domain,
how is the self extended to reach others via the digital domain?
Aims/
1. To generate, locate, and situate the self within the technology mediated physical and emotional
environment of the digital domain.
2. To investigate embodiment within technology enhanced environments by extending the
boundary of reality to include both the physical and the ‘virtual’ as one hybrid functional/
dysfunctional operating space within the digital domain.
3. To demonstrate, through art practice, actions of extending the self to others in attempts to
carve out a socially networked space which exposes personal identity.
8LIUYIWXMSRERHEMQW[IVIIZEPYEXIHERHXIWXIHXLVSYKLTVEGXMGIERH[IVIVIWSPZIHXLVSYKL
a combination of projects that imaginatively explored the digital domainJVSQFSXL½VWXTIVWSR
perspective and third person. Initial explorations were independent though as the PhD progressed
the extension became more collaborative and curatorial in order to discover original methods
SJVIPE]MRKWXSVMIWMRXSERHEGVSWWRIX[SVOIHWTEGI8LI½REPWXEKISJXLIVIWIEVGLGSRGIRXVEXIH
on demonstrating how identity, situation, location and place are articulated within social media
and can be used to tell narratives that could not have been relayed before extension into the
digital domain was made possible.
A full list of the art works produced is found on page 8. A set of DVD’s archiving the work
produced accompanies this document.

Research Objectives/
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Objectives/
1. To explore claim and perception of space using a mash-up of geo-locational data, narrative,
public social networking platform content, SL experiences and other appropriate forms of social
experience generated within the situation of the digital domain to document and place the self.
Each piece of work made tested and evaluated new technologies in order to creatively extend
the social use of the media. It was central to this PhD research that the media shifted from project
to project in order to stay aligned with and abreast of popular web-based social platforms. This
resulted in the development of several new methods to articulate narrative in socially networked
WTEGIERHTVSZMHIHGVMXMGEP[SVOWSJEVXXLEXVI¾IGXXLIWMXYEXMSRSJXLIGYVVIRXculturescape.
2. To embody the digital domain through performance by living vicariously through Edwige
Pronovost, a Second Life avatar, to analyse how humans as characters appropriate and make
social or structural claims on space, in particular in the effort to form a home, and to document
the physically immersive and augmented situation encountered within digital space. Performances
in physical space will be matched with similar encounters inworld and recorded through video,
photo-documentation and narrative documentation on my blog.
This work is found within the section Megan + Edwige/ The bending of space but not me, which
highlights attempts to become a Second Life avatar through performances in Leeds, New York
City, Toronto & Cocoa Beach. This work is represented as a series of still images and as a video
that document both travel through the cities and visits to their corresponding spaces in Second
0MJI-REHHMXMSR³)H[MKI7IP¾IWWP]'EKIHMRXLI;IF´PSSOWEXLS[EREZEXEVGERJYVXLIVI\XIRH
into social media beyond the pre-script of the virtual world in order to stake claim on digital
space.
3. To gather this research via the cultural probe method using myself
as the case study, as a ‘trans-individual’1 actively carving out a home
within the digital domain. This placemaking will take shape as a series
of performances, designed journeys and collaborative events within
the digital domain.

1 For the sake of subject
clarity, the term
µWUDQVĥLQGLYLGXDO¶LVUHSODFHG
ZLWKµWUDQVQDWLRQDO¶ZLWKLQ
the document.

The ‘Cultural Probe’ became the research methodology, where the practice was documented
across several social media platforms, carving out a place for my research and actions within
new media practice. Furthermore, the archive of logged events enabled the fabrication of new
work, in particular the artist book, ‘Cultural Probe and ‘647 days 18 hours’. The section of this
document titled Cultural Probe/ a method for tagging space discusses this in more depth.

³:HVKDSHRXUWRROVDQGWKHUHDIWHURXUWRROVVKDSHXV´0DUVKDOO0F/XKDQĪī
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Introduction/
Questions to resolve through practice/
Focusing on the contemporary experience of operating within multiple locations, cultures and
spaces simultaneously:
how is individual space generated, claimed and situated within the digital domain,
how are intimate actions and perceptions of the self articulated within the digital domain,
how is the self extended to reach others via the digital domain?
8LMWTETIVHSGYQIRXWLS[-LEZIGSRXVMFYXIHXSI\XIRHMRKXLI½IPHSJGVIEXMZITVEGXMGI[MXLMR
the arts, in particular within new media, and what I have uncovered as an artist using new
forms of technology as my tools. I will discuss the creative action of sharing stories on the web
in an effort to be more fully engaged with a social space that spans a greater geography than
my daily travels enable, and how this act contributes to a social education. Most importantly, I
discuss how I and other artists are exploring concepts of identity and the hybrid experience
of new community using the web as our playground for documenting space and place with
location-aware technology and participative projects. To situate my research within current new
media practice, I draw on works by artists; Cao Fei, Jer Thorp, Marisa Olson, Ben Rubin & Mark
Hansen, Jonathan Harris & Sep Kamvar among others. Psychologist, Dr. Aleks Krotoski’s research
into web identity is discussed and Don Tapscott’s research, with nGenera and the University of
Toronto, is used to reference the social framework of the generation in which I, and the aboveQIRXMSRIH EVXMWXW EVI STIVEXMRK[MXLMR 6I¾IGXMSRW SR EVXMWXMG TVEGXMGIGIRXIVIH SR RSQEHMG
identity and the transnational cosmopolitan imagination, by Hou Hanru, Director of Exhibitions
& Public Programmes at the San Francisco Art Institute, and Marsha Meskimmon’s, Professor
of Modern Contemporary Art History & Theory at the University of Loughborough, reference
GYVVIRXGVMXMGEPVI¾IGXMSRSRRI[QIHMETVEGXMGI[MXLMR'SRXIQTSVEV]%VX8LMW4L(VIWIEVGL
project has been a part of a global shift in creativity and socio-political culture. The paper points
to some aspects of this change and discusses how my practice has documented, responded to
and is situated within this transformed space.

14 Introduction/

8LIVIWIEVGLEMQWERHSFNIGXMZIWMHIRXM½IHEX14LMPWXEKIEVIEWJSPPS[W8LI]EVIEHHVIWWIH
throughout the document.
Research Aims/
1. To generate, locate, and situate the self within the technology mediated physical and emotional
environment of the digital domain.
2. To investigate embodiment within technology enhanced environments by extending the
boundary of reality to include both the physical and the ‘virtual’ as one hybrid functional/
dysfunctional operating space within the digital domain.
3. To demonstrate, through art practice, actions of extending the self to others in attempts to
carve out a socially networked space which exposes personal identity.
Research Objectives/
1. To explore claim and perception of space using a mash-up of geo-locational data, narrative,
public social networking platform content, SL experiences and other appropriate forms of social
experience generated within the situation of the digital domain to document and place the self.
2. To embody the digital domain through performance by living vicariously through Edwige
Pronovost, a Second Life avatar, to analyse how humans as characters appropriate and make
social or structural claims on space, in particular in the effort to form a home, and to document
the physically immersive and augmented situation encountered within digital space. Performances
in physical space will be matched with similar encounters inworld and recorded through video,
photo-documentation and narrative documentation on my blog.
3. To gather this research via the cultural probe method using myself as the case study, as a
‘trans-individual’ actively carving out a home within the digital domain. This placemaking will take
shape as a series of performances, designed journeys and collaborative events within the digital
domain.
;LMPIXLIVIWIEVGLUYIWXMSRW EMQWERHSFNIGXMZIWTSMRXIHXLITEXLSJXLITVSNIGXXLI][IVI
not precise instructions for what I was to uncover and produce, especially as this research
focused on exploring social place within the internet, a space that has dramatically changed
throughout the course of the research project. Using the objectives as the practical foundation,
the art works produced were tested, improved and re-assessed in order to achieve the aims
and to develop original content. The objectives were arrived at through a crossover of works
made. In particular, ‘Cultural Probe’, a lifelogging experiment that provided an overview of the
intermingled aspects of my practice, research and life, became the referencing tool for the
methodology of my practice because it was a system to expose and claim place within social
media while documenting attempted extension into the digital domain. The aims were achieved
progressively and organically throughout the project. In some cases the works aligned with
all three aims, though the second aim is primarily addressed within the Project section of this

Introduction/
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document, called Megan + Edwige/ The bending of space but not me. Like most art practices
achievement of goals was through exploration and journey.
;LIR - MRMXMEXIH XLI TVSNIGX MR  - [EW GSRGIVRIH [MXL XLI MHIE SJ LYQER IQSXMZI ERH
sensorial interaction in technology-mediated situations. The social environment of the web that
is now mainstream was not yet present. Extension into the internet was still primarily text-based
though, Flickr2, an online photo sharing network, had just entered the market and was gaining
popularity. Facebook and Twitter were not in the public domain3. The relevance of Computer
Generated Imagery (CGI) as an art form was heavily debated or disregarded within the Fine Art
courses I was exposed to - a discussion that also took place within the press industry and across
,SPP][SSH EW QSVI 4M\EV ½PQW [IVI FIMRK
produced and analogue methods of animation 2 )OLFNUODXQFKHGLQit was acquired by Yahoo! In
were being substituted for digital approaches. I 2005 Ī)DNH&5ī.
was interested in the digital revolution and how 3)DFHERRNSXEOLFO\ODXQFKHGWRDQ\XVHUZLWKDYDOLG
HPDLODGGUHVVLQ6HSWHPEHUĪ$EUDP&ī.
I could be part of this movement as an artist.
7ZLWWHURɷFLDOO\ODXQFKHGDVWZWWULQ-XO\
The creative journey taken on this PhD has
FIIRLIEZMP]MR¾YIRGIHF]X[SGSQTPI\JEGXSVW
that affect each other:
1. my identity as a culturally hybrid person
or transnational4 ERH XLI EJ½RMX] - LEZI JSV
other artists and researchers who share this
experience and how we interpret, engage with
and uncover locality; how we placemake5.
2. the social & political revolution enabled by
the web and digital methods has affected the
global concept of community identity, forcing
a new globalness upon the world.

Ī$UULQJWRQ0ī.
4,ZDVERUQLQ&DQDGDDQGJUHZXSRQWKHERUGHU
of Quebec and Ontario; an area known for its varied
FXOWXUHVDQGODQJXDJHV,SDUWLFLSDWHGLQERWK,KDYH
VLQFHOLYHGLQ0H[LFR*XDWHPDOD7DLZDQDQG(QJODQG
DQGWUDYHOOHGZLWKLQGLɱHUHQWFRXQWULHV)URPHDFK
RIWKHVHSODFHV,KDYHUHWDLQHGDGLɱHUHQWPHPRU\DQG
SHUVSHFWLYHRQFXOWXUHWUDGLWLRQVDQGODQJXDJH7KLV
H[SHULHQFHKDVKHOSHGIRUPP\LQWHUHVWLQWUDQVQDWLRQDO
DUWZKLFKORRNVDWWKHFRPSOH[LW\RIJOREDOL]DWLRQDQG
understands that cultural interactions are of a transient
nature. The Research Centre for Transnational Art,
Identity and NationDWWKH8QLYHUVLW\RI$UWV/RQGRQ
suggests that. “...established certainties about the
nature of culture, tradition and authenticity are being
FRQVWDQWO\TXHVWLRQHG7KHPRYHPHQWRISHRSOHVDQG
DUWHIDFWVLVEUHDNLQJGRZQERUGHUVDQGSURGXFLQJQHZ
identities outside and beyond those of the nation state.
,WLVQRORQJHUHDV\WRGH¿QHWKHQDWXUHRIWKHORFDO
and the international, and many cultural interactions
QRZRSHUDWHRQWKHOHYHORIWKHWUDQVQDWLRQDO´Īī
,FRXQWP\VHOIDVDQDUWLVWSURGXFLQJZRUNRQWKHVH
FRQFHSWVDQGDOVROLYLQJDVDK\EULGRIWKHFXOWXUH,KDYH
absorbed.
5*DEL6FDUGLGH¿QHVWKHWUDQVQDWLRQDODUWLVWDQGWKHLU
PHWKRGVRISUDFWLFHĥEDVHGSODFHPDNLQJLQKHUHVVD\
How Many Roads, as, “…artists from all over the world:
IURP(XURSHWR6RXWKHDVW$VLDWKH0LGGOH(DVWWR
America. What unites them is an intercultural outlook
WKDWLVQRWDGHOLEHUDWHFKRLFHEXWDVSRQWDQHRXV
UHVSRQVHWRWKHVWLPXOLDQGWKHLQÀXHQFHVRIWKH
GLɱHUHQWHQYLURQPHQWVLQZKLFKWKH\KDYHHQGHGXS
OLYLQJ´Īī
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My research and the development of my practice is accurately
articulated by Hanru: “This process always begins with the exploration
SJMRXMQEXII\TIVMIRGIWERHIRHWF]VIZIEPMRKWSQIEGIVFMGGVMXMUYIW
and challenges facing some imminent essential social issues. One can call
this a strategy of politics of intimacy” (2008, p.48). Through the practice
of storytelling I started at the emotional core and worked outwards
XS[EVHWVIZIEPMRKXLIJSPPS[MRKWIPJHI½RIHGSRGITXSJEculturescape:

61RUEHUW:HLQHUĪĥ
īLVDOVRUHFRJQLVHGDV
the initiator of Cybernetics;
the study of information
feedback systems.
7 Dr. Aleks Krotoski deĥ
VFULELQJ1RUEHUW:HLQHU¶V
ORRSWKHRU\LQKHU%%&
series ‘Virtual Revolution¶

The story of a place developed through a networked combination of factors, those involving location/
region, cultural situation and participant behaviour - and pertaining primarily to a globalized and
cosmopolitan culture that is participating in dialogue online.
-EPWSMHIRXMJ]ETEVEPPIPFIX[IIRXLIIZSPYXMSRSJQ]TVEGXMGIERH2SVFIVX;IMRIV´WLoop Theory.
The expression, ‘In the Loop’ refers to the ability of anti-aircraft gunners to hit their targets with
accuracy. Krotoski describes the essential issue in this way:
2SVFIVX;MIRIVEWOIH³;LIR[I[EPO[L]HSR´X[IJEPPSZIV#´,IEVKYIHXLEX[LEXOIITW
us upright is a constant loop of information to and from the brain, a loop of action and
VIEGXMSRXLEXEPPS[WYWXSTVIHMGXJYXYVIEGXMSR7S;IMRIVWE[XLIKYRRIVLMWKYRXLITPERI
and the pilot not as separate entities but all embedded in the same loop of continuous
feedback. Only through thinking in this way, linking human and machine together as one could
the gunner successfully hit their targets (2010)7.
My practice projects have progressively moved away from emotional subjects directly attached
to my body and embedded themselves more and more within cosmopolitan studies. Using new
technologies as my tools I have been able to narrate and creatively draw new social space by
PIXXMRKQ]XSSPWERHETTVSEGLIWIZSPZIXLVSYKLSYXXLIVIWIEVGL;MXLIEGLTMIGI-LEZIKVEHYEPP]
increased the perimeter around me, contributing to a physical trace of a journey and my place.
This process has also allowed me to predict the future progress of my practice in a way similar
to an unfolding story. As I have moved from one project to the next, I have been expanding the
space around my body to chronicle social place. The action and reaction generated by making
IEGLMRHMZMHYEPTMIGILEWHMVIGXP]WXMQYPEXIHXLIGVIEXMSRSJJYXYVITMIGIWWYFWIUYIRXPSSTWSV
one central progressive movement, into a creative space. This movement has not been based
on a linear model for producing practice-based work but rather on a networked system from
which I draw inspiration, and within which each project is interlinked.
This research is situated within an artistic practice that seeks direct engagement with the greater
public rather than the art community; it seeks to exchange with the utopic idea of a universal
public, or what Marsha Meskimmon, calls the cosmopolitan imagination. This is practice which

Introduction/
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86RFLDOO\XVHIXOLVDWHUPXVHGE\WKHDUWLVW-HQQ\
+RO]HULQKHUFUHDWLYHSUDFWLFH(OL]DEHWK$76PLWK
FXUDWRUDWWKH0XVHXPRI&RQWHPSRUDU\$UWLQ
&KLFDJRVD\VWKDW+RO]HU³«FRQVLVWHQWO\HPSKDVL]HG
WKHDUWZRUNDVDFDUULHURILGHDVWKDWVWLPXODWHDSDVVLYH
viewer to become an active questioner by inviting
UHÀHFWLRQRQLQWHQWLRQVPHDQLQJDQGDXWKRUVKLS´
ĪSī,KDYHDFTXLUHGWKHWHUPLQRORJ\ZLWKLQ
WKHFRQWH[WRIWKLVGRFXPHQWWRUHIHUHQFHQHZPHGLD
DUWZRUNVDQGPHWKRGVRISUDFWLFHWKDWDUHDFWLYHO\
HQJDJLQJVRFLHW\WKURXJKSDUWLFLSDWLRQLQSRVLWLYH
constructive and collaborative ways.

“… pushes the boundaries of the imagination,
…, by [applying in practice] a critical shift from
asking what artworks show us about the world
to asking how they can enable us to participate
in and potentially change, the parameters
through which we negotiate the world” (2010,
p. 6). She suggests that ‘…cosmopolitanism asks
how we might connect, through dialogue rather
than monologue, our response-ability to our responsibilities within a world community”(p.7).
In order to practice in this way it is essential to not only understand the mind-set but to also
have tools that can enable this approach. Through the course of this research project various
GSQQSRP]EZEMPEFPIXSSPWXLEXIREFPII\GLERKIERHHMEPSKYIMRYRMUYI[E]WLEZIFIIRYWIHXS
QEOIRI[[SVO*YVXLIVQSVIEVXMWXW[SVOMRK[MXLXLIWIXSSPWERHQIXLSHWEVIEPWSMHIRXM½IH
within this document in order to contextualise my practice within the current art movement.
;LMPI XLI [SVH GSQQSR MR EVX PERKYEKI MW TVSFPIQEXMG FIGEYWI MX MHIRXM½IW E WSGMEP GPEWW
divide between those who can understand, make, collect and discuss art practice and those that
can not, it would be unintelligent to suggest that a divide does not exist. A growing number of
artists are using the tools commonly available, through mass production, global distribution and
intense marketing such as mobile phones, socially networked sites and GPS enabled devices, to
QEOI[SVOERHXSXEOIXLIMVTYFPMGTVS½PIMRXSXLIMVS[RLERHW EREGXMSRXLEXMWEPWSTVIWIRX
within the music industry as musicians gain their identity and fame on MySpace, Facebook and
=SY8YFI2SXSRP]EVIXLIWIXSSPW½RERGMEPP]SFXEMREFPIXSEQEWWQEVOIXERHQEOMRKMXIEWMIV
to self-promote, most importantly they are empowering a common population to contribute to
creative practice. Furthermore, creative socially useful8 content is being shared on the web and
is resulting in the formation of new communities with a common interest, which in turn boost
GVIEXMZMX]MRXLITSTYPEXMSRERHMRGVIEWIWEGGIWWXSERHEGUYMWMXMSRSJMRJSVQEXMSR 4EVXSJXLI
97KHVWUXFWXUHRIWKHLQWHUQHWZDVEXLOWLQW\SLFDOPLOLWDU\VW\OHZKHUHLIRQHVHFWLRQRIWKHJULGVKRXOGIDLOLW
ZRXOGQRWFROODSVHWKHV\VWHP,Q%HUQHUVĥ/HHLQYHQWHGWKH¿UVWHGLWLRQRIWKH:RUOG:LGH:HERQWRSRIWKH
H[LVWLQJLQWHUQHW+HWKHQJDYHDOOKLVVRXUFHFRGHDZD\IRUIUHH7KLVGHPRFUDWLFDFWQRWRQO\LGHQWL¿HGKLPDVD
VRFLDOFUXVDGHULQDFDSLWDOLVWDQGPLOLWDUL]HGHQYLURQPHQWLWDOVRDOORZHGIRUWKHGHYHORSPHQWRIWKH:RUOG:LGH
:HE7KHDEEUHYLDWHGSUH¿[ZZZRUWKHWHUPZHEEHFDPHDQLQIDPRXVV\PEROVRIDVSDFHPDGHDQGDVVHPEOHG
WKURXJKWKHQHWZRUNHGLPDJLQDWLRQRIDPDVVLYHSRSXODWLRQWKDWLVVWLOOJURZLQJH[SRQHQWLDOO\,QFUHGLEO\WKHZHE
LVJRYHUQHGE\QRFHQWUDODGPLQLVWUDWRU7KHJURZWKLVGXHLQSDUWWRLQGXVWU\ZKRVHL]HGWKHRSSRUWXQLW\WR
HQFRXUDJHFRPSXWHUVLQWRPRUHKRPHVDQGLQWRVFKRROVLQWKH¶V7KHUHVXOWRIWKLVDFWLRQOHGWRDSRSXODWLRQRI
FUHDWLYHDQGLPDJLQDWLYHSHRSOHZKRGLVWULEXWHGWKHLUFRGHDQGNQRZOHGJHDPRQJVWHDFKRWKHUPDNLQJWKHZHEZKDW
LWLVWRGD\3RHWLFDO\WKHZHEFRXOGEHDVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHVWRU\RIDZLOGEHDVWZKRKDVDSSHDUHGPXOWLSOLHGEHFRPH
uncontrollable, and is now a haven for, among other things, the cultivation of memes*, tools, and culture. Through
LWVHYROXWLRQLWKDVVKLIWHGWKHFRXUVHRIVRFLDOKLVWRU\RQDPDVVLYHVFDOH7KH86PLOLWDU\ZKRLQLWLDOO\KHOSHGWR
EXLOGWKHFRQFHSWVRIWKHLQWHUQHWLQWRDQHWZRUNPRVWOLNHO\FRXOGQRWKDYHSUHGLFWHGWKDWVRFLHW\ZRXOGWDNHLWV
WRRODQGHɱHFWLYHO\SURGXFHWKHODUJHVWVRFLDODQGSURJUHVVLYHSDUWQHUVKLSDFKLHYHGLQKLVWRU\WRGDWH
*Meme³WKHQHZUHSOLFDWRUDQRXQWKDWFRQYH\VWKHLGHDRIDXQLWRIFXOWXUDOWUDQVPLVVLRQRUDXQLWRILPLWDWLRQ«
([DPSOHVRIPHPHVDUHWXQHVLGHDVFDWFKĥSKUDVHVFORWKHVIDVKLRQV«-XVWDVJHQHVSURSDJDWHWKHPVHOYHVLQWKHJHQH
SRROE\OHDSLQJIURPERG\WRERG\YLDVSHUPRUHJJVVRPHPHVSURSDJDWHWKHPVHOYHVLQWKHPHPHSRROEHOHDSLQJ
IURPEUDLQWREUDLQYLDDSURFHVVZKLFKLQWKHEURDGVHQVHFDQEHFDOOHGLPLWDWLRQ´Ī'DZNLQV5ī
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10 New New Human Beings FDPHRIDJHSRVWĥ&KLQD
:KLFKDOLJQVZLWKWKHVDPHWLPHVWDPSDV7DSVFRWW¶V
1HW*HQHUDWLRQERUQEHWZHHQĥ0RVWRIWKH
artists mentioned in this document are born within this
range, including myself.

shift that is occurring within the digital revolution
and web 2.0 is that more art is being made than
ever and what rises to the top of the emergent 116HH7DSVFRWW¶VFKDSWHU7KH1HW*HQHUDWLRQ&RPHV
system is the result of the same old principles: of Age. In Grown Up Digital
luck, hard work, talent and promotion. Similar to
the internet’s designEGGSVHMRKXS[LMGLER]SRIGSQTSRIRXGERFIQMWWMRKJVSQXLIIUYEXMSR
without the system failing, the network algorithms and social involvement that make up the web
GSYPHQEOIXLIGSRXVMFYXSVTVSHYGIVWIPJMHIRXM½IHEWEREVXMWXSVEREREP]WXEWXEVSZIVRMKLX%
leveling of power is occurring with users of social media (Krotoski, 2010,Virtual Revolution).This
shift is impacting on the distribution and exchange of information and allowing for a change in
the form of creative process. It is also revealing a rising common attitude enabled by the web, a
GSPPIGXMZIWSGMEPZEPYIXLEXMWRSXRI[XSLMWXSV]FYXFIGSQMRKQSVITVIZEPIRXXLIGSR½HIRGI
to share.
The New New Human Beings10 are an example of a cohort of rising artist in China, who are
born out of materialistic and consumer driven societies and their activities are indicators of this
global political shift in power. Hanru describes below their creative behaviour, but the statement
is also relevant to Tapscott’s Net Generation11, as both groups spring from a similar space on the
timeline:
8LI]XLVS[XLIQWIPZIWMRXSXLI¾Y\SJMQEKIWERHMRJSVQEXMSRSJXLIGYVVIRX±KPSFEPEVX[SVPH²
and absorb all kinds of new inventions and fashions. They disregard the distinction between
“high” and “low”, elitist and popular, low-tech and high-tech, intellectual and consumerist, “art”
and “entertainment”, established and underground. It’s an alternative world distancing itself
from the hegemonic and dominant power system. This distancing or transcendence is their
most powerful form of political engagement. It is a form of social competition in this age of
KPSFEPIQTMVI SRI[LIVIXLIVIMWRSXTSPMXMGEPSTTSWMXMSRSVYXSTMEFI]SRHXLIWIGSR½RIW
(2008, p.46).
Drawing on the research of Krotoski, Tapscott and Hanru and based on the social framework
within which my creative practice lies, with its uses of popular or common tools, I feel the
New New Human BeingKIRIVEXMSRMWVIHI½RMRKGVIEXMZITVEGXMGIFI]SRH'SRXIQTSVEV]%VX
This new form of making takes from the situation of open culture on the web. Furthermore,
interdisciplinary artists are now starting to shift social perception of art practice as more and
more people are able to claim a creative stake in practice either as a maker or a consumer.
The more conventional gallery-based curatorial system to promote, broadcast, and to receive
information on the arts is no longer the only model, now that the web has become a predominant
facet within the home. The artist Jenny Holzer also agrees that artists can effect change, but she
warns in her conversation with Henri Cole that, ‘it depends on whether one is competent, lucky,
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ERHGLERKIMWEFSYXXSLETTIRER][E]² UYSXIHMR7QMXL)T 8LMWHSGYQIRX
discusses the evolution of my own practice alongside the socio-cultural shift that has taken shape
SZIVXLIPEWX½ZI]IEVWFIGEYWISJXLIVMWISJMRXIVRIXYWIVWERHJYRGXMSREPMX] ERHLS[-LEZI
adopted a working ethos of making work that can tell a socially useful story with the contents
of the web.

+ Setting
the loop
in motion/

½K1IKER7QMXL³&IEX´  MRWXEPPEXMSRWLSXTestbed 3, Leeds Met Gallery.

Humans form a biological system that functions, in some respects, similarly to networked
computers.The brain functions through a series of synapses relaying information to the body, the
FSH]VIWTSRHWXLVSYKLQSZIQIRXERHWIRWEXMSR;MXLXLMWMRQMRH-WXEVXIHQ]TVEGXMGIPSST
with ‘Beat’ (2005; ½K), an intimate body-based piece that combined CCTV live feeds with prerecorded video of an ultrasound of a heart.The installation was shown on two separate occasions,
during Testbed 3 at Leeds Met Gallery 2005 and at SightSonic 2005. The piece was relatively
interactive but my creative goals to have the piece directly linked with the human body, and
WYFWIUYIRXP]KIRIVEXIEQIEWYVIHI\TIVMIRGIJEMPIHHYIXSQ]MRI\TIVMIRGI[MXLTVSKVEQQMRK
and using sensory electronics12.The second challenge with the piece was the use of CCTV as my
tool. I respect the use of this tool in art-making but I did not want to align my practice with CCTV
art or make work, at that time, which was
12,ODWHUFDPHDFURVV&DUGLRPRUSKRORJLHVĪīE\WKH
aligned to surveillance culture. Though it
DUWLVW*HRUJH3RRQNKLQ.KXWDWWKH$UQRO¿QLµ,QEHWZHHQ
7LPH)HVWLYDORI/LYH$UWDQG,QWULJXH¶Īī7KLVSLHFH
was the available technology that I could
ZDVFRQFHSWXDOO\VLPLODUWRµ%HDW¶EXWIDUPRUHVRSKLVWLFDWHG
understand to relay a visual live feed, I had
technically. Details here: KWWSJHRUJHNKXWFRPDUWZRUNV
FDUGLRPRUSKRORJLHVFDUGLRPRUSKRORJLHVĥY
LIWMXEXMSRW SR EGUYMVMRK MX JSV JYXYVI YWI
as, even at that time, I classed it as a dated
13,KDYHVLQFHXVHG&&79RQFHLQDQLQVWDOODWLRQµ(GZLJHB
DQGB0HJDQBDWB%DUNVWRQB+RXVHB/HHGV¶ĪīZKHUH,ZDV
tool and I wanted to move beyond the
¿QDOO\DEOHWRUHVROYHRQHRIWKHDERYHLVVXHVE\VKRZFDVLQJ
analogue system13.
it alongside a live webcam feed which was intended as
social comment on the death of analogue CCTV and the
unavoidable fact of current IP tracking.

‘Child’ produced between 20062007 (½K), was by far the most
self-referential story I could
have told during this research
project as I worked on a digital
gestational process that paralleled
my own biological experience of
FIGSQMRK E QSXLIV JSV XLI ½VWX
time. The goal was to explore
technology-mediated experience
and to bond with technology. The
making of the CGI animation, and
WYFWIUYIRX[IFWMXIHSGYQIRXMRK ½K1IKER7QMXL³'LMPH´  HMKMXEPWXMPPJVSQZMHIS
the process, allowed me to
I\TIVMIRGIERHVI¾IGXSRXLIMRXMQEXIWMXYEXMSRSJLYQERIRKEKIQIRX[MXLGSQTYXIVKIRIVEXIH
MQEKIV];LMPIWXVYKKPMRKXLVSYKLXLIXIGLRMGEPEWTIGXWSJXLIWSJX[EVI14 to create the exact size
of forearm, adjust the eyebrow depth, and to manipulate the x, y, and z-scales in the abdomen
to manifest breathing, I was also biologically engineering the same within my own womb. I felt as
XLSYKLXLIVI[EWRSFVIEOMRLYQERGVIEXMSR-[EWQEOMRKVI¾IGXMRK 14,XVHG3RVHUD
VRIWZDUHSDFNDJHIRU'
and programming, with all aspects of my body and mind.
¿JXUHGHVLJQ DQLPDWLRQ

The animation was exhibited and used on all promotional materials
at NeMe & IMCA’s The Mirror Stage (2008) at the Lanitis Foundation in Cyprus and at Odoo/
Current - New British Art (2007) at the Genghis Gallery, in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. Yiannis
Colakides, curator of The Mirror Stage, discusses the situation of video art in his introductory
essay in the exhibition catalogue:
Video is a recording medium, which captures the ‘real’ or other machine generated imagery.
The recorded reality is manipulated through editing, compositing and/or other means, which
strip the presented pieces from their context, their initially recorded ‘reality’. As such,…, it can
be said that video constructs reality by manipulating its appearance and thus,…, generates
[LEXQE]FITIVGIMZIHEWVI¾IGXMZI[SVOW[LIVIXLIMQEKIWYFWXMXYXIWXLIHSGYQIRXEXMSR
of reality and rises superior to it helping it to assume a symbolic presence comparable to that
achieved by the other art disciplines (2008, p. 10).
I agree with Colakides argument, that video work is competitively placed within current art
practice.This is now evidenced by major artists recognized for their contribution to video practice
such as Tacita Dean, Bill Viola, and Darren Almond; while Nam June Paik HIWIVZIW WMKRM½GERX
credit for encouraging this media into artistic process. However, what I was trying to achieve
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with both ‘Beat’ and ‘Child’, and where I differ from Colakides view, was that I was interested in
bringing renewed importance to the process of being involved with the technology in order to
tell the story of creative development and to engage an audience with the tools and process.
This action itself can help “…it to assume a symbolic presence,” (Colakides, p. 10) by making the
work more democratic and situating the practice of artists who work with Do-it-Yourself (DiY)
approaches. Though very much an analogue approach, I drew inspiration from the installation/
TIVJSVQERGI TMIGI³8LI;E]8LMRKW +S´   F] EVXMWXW 4IXIV *MWGLPM ERH (EZMH;IMWW ER
I\EQTPISJ½PQIH[SVOXLEXVIZIEPWXLIGVIEXMZITVSGIWW[MXLSYXQENSVIHMXMRKERHWYGGIWWJYPP]
IRKEKIWEREYHMIRGIHIQSKVETLMGXLEXPMIWJEVFI]SRHXLIEVX[SVPHE½GMSREHSWFIGEYWISJMXW
use of common or household content.
In addition to my desire to produce art in a democratic manner to cater to a large demographic,
I also decided that it was necessary to produce pieces that connected with the body in the
pursuit of work that could bolster emotional and physical reactions from my audience. The
pieces, ‘Beat’ and ‘Child’, unnerved my viewers into conjuring comments on biometric scanning
and surveillance culture tied with technologies such as facial recognition15. ‘Beat’‘s interactive
nature made the audience aware of their heart rate and generally caused a physical uneasiness.
The reaction to ‘Child’ became a social experiment where I discovered that parents, especially
those with reservations about technology, became agitated and at times aggressively opposed
to the piece of work. However, when I exposed the ‘Making of Child’ in a web-based storyboard
that documented the process of making it, combined with my memoir of being pregnant the
piece suddenly became a relaxing and engaging story. At this stage of my research, and within
QSWXSJXLIWYFWIUYIRXTVSNIGXWEGGSQTPMWLIHHYVMRKXLI4L(-EMQIHXSVIZIEPXLIWXVYGXYVEP
process, demonstrating that excessive edits can decentralize a piece from its initial intention, a
situation that occurred to some extent with ‘Child’, and that the tools used can act to reveal
honesty in storytelling which can empower the audience to engage and therefore make a piece
more democratic.

153DUWRIWKHUHVHDUFKOHDGLQJXSWR&KLOGGLGLQYROYHVRPH
facial recognition research. I also analysed my facial features
XVLQJ6,)DFH*HQ0RGHOHUWRDJHP\VHOIWRDQGWR\HDUV
of age.
16 The website can be accessed here:
KWWSZZZPHJDQVPLWKFDFKLOGFKLOGKWPO
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They are moving forwards/
There is a rich and sophisticated history of artists working with networked communication, and
researcher Edward Shanken, provides a thorough overview of this practice in the chapter Survey,
within Art and Electronic Media (2009). Among them is ‘Send/Receive Satellite Network’ (1977)17,
a piece initiated by several artists working under the collective title of Colab, and enabled by the
Centre for New Art Activities and the Franklin Street Arts Centre in
New York, Art Com/La Mamelle Inc. in San Francisco and NASA. This 17/L]D%HDU¶VEORJRQHRI
work delivered a two-way interactive, visually-networked conversation WKHSURMHFWV¶PDLQDUWLVWV
GLVFXVVHVWKHSURFHVVRI
between people on either side of the U.S.A. over a two-day period. VHWWLQJXSDQGGHOLYHU\DV
A split screen was used to relay feeds from each city through cable ZHOODVKRVWVSUHVVFOLSSLQJV
from the ‘Send/Receive
television. It is estimated that the artists’ event drew a trans-continent 6DWHOOLWH1HWZRUN¶DUWLVW
audience of 25 000 people (Shanken, 2009, p. 33). In 1980 Kit Galloway event:
and Sherrie Rabinowitz made ‘Hole-in-Space’, a satellite networked KWWS
sendreceivesatellitenetwork.
public performance between New York and Los Angeles. The artists EORJVSRWFRP/
did not broadcast their plans to set up audio and visual feeds and 18 & 19 The Virtual
instead left the event as an open platform. Over three evenings, chance Community by Howard
encounters foretold user-generated narratives. The result is described Rheingold KWWSZZZ
UKHLQJROGFRPYFERRN
as an “…evening of discovery, followed by a mass migration of families html
and trans-continental loved ones, some of which had not seen each $FFHVVHG
other for over twenty years” (Zimbardo, 2008, p. 140). This new genre
of practice and creative thinking, which saw artists using new communication and computerbased technologies, was also simultaneously being taken seriously by the French government
when they began to recognize the importance of information gateways and how the speed of
transferred knowledge would affect society and power structures. In the Nora-Minc Report L’Information de la société (1978), commissioned by the French government, the following is
SYXPMRIH±%QEWWMZIWSGMEPGSQTYXIVM^EXMSR[MPPXEOITPEGIMRXLIJYXYVI¾S[MRKXLVSYKLWSGMIX]
like electricity, …The debate will focus on interconnectability, …The breakdown of power will be
determined between the people who create networks and those who control the satellites…”
(Rheingold, 2000)18. This document also foretold that affordable technologies, like the wave of
home-computers that eventually entered homes in the 1980’s, combined with global exchange
[SYPH IWXEFPMWL±©ER YRGIVXEMR WSGMIX] XLI TPEGI SJ YRGSYRXEFPI HIGIRXVEPM^IH GSR¾MGXW E
computerized society in which values will be object of numerous rivalries stemming from uncertain
GEYWIW FVMRKMRK ER MR½RMXI EQSYRX SJ PEXIVEP GSQQYRMGEXMSR². This report outlined a new
[SVH³XIPIQEXMUYI´[LMGLWXIQQIHJVSQGSQFMRMRKXLIX[S*VIRGL[SVHW³XIPIGSQQYRMGEXMSR´
ERH³MRJSVQEXMUYI´8LMWMRXYVRPIHXSXLIPEFIPMRKSJXLIGVIEXMZITVEGXMGIORS[REW8IPIQEXMG%VX
The term was established by the artist Roy Ascott as an area of practice that “…permits the
EVXMWXXSPMFIVEXIEVXJVSQMXWGSRZIRXMSREPIQFSHMQIRXMRETL]WMGEPSFNIGXPSGEXIHMREYRMUYI
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geographical location. Telematics provides a context for interactive aesthetic encounters and
facilitates artistic collaborations among globally dispersed individuals. It emphasizes the process
of artistic creation and the systematic relationship between artist, artwork, and audience as part
of a social network of communication… [A] distinctive feature of telematic art is the capabilities
of computer-mediated communications to function asynchronously” (Shanken, 2003, p. 53). The
budding interest by society and government, who started to place these new technologies
and methods of communicating into a new contextual space, allowed the public and artists
to imagine the use of networked technologies to relay new forms of transmedia20 narrative
and social interaction. This also enabled a conceptual merger of art,
20 “In transmedia
technology/science, tele-communicated stories, experience, behaviour,
storytelling, content
and geography, which has had a profound effect on creative practice.
becomes invasive and
SHUPHDWHVIXOO\WKH
DXGLHQFH¶VOLIHVW\OH
$WUDQVPHGLDSURMHFW
GHYHORSVVWRU\WHOOLQJDFURVV
PXOWLSOHIRUPVRIPHGLD
LQRUGHUWRKDYHGLɱHUHQW
³HQWU\SRLQWV´LQWKHVWRU\
HQWU\ĥSRLQWVZLWKDXQLTXH
DQGLQGHSHQGHQWOLIHVSDQ
EXWZLWKDGH¿QLWHUROHLQ
WKHELJQDUUDWLYHVFKHPH´
Ī,DFREDFFLī
$FFHVVHG
KWWSZZZOXQFKRYHULS
FRPIURPĥ
crossmedia.html

However, artists working with these telecommunication constraints and
open-practices which are built on networked information exchange,
are still relatively underground and commonly most appreciated within
academic education and new technology environments and less so
within the arts. This is primarily due to a lack of crossover between
subjects. Shanken writes: “Contemporary art practice and writing are
remarkably rich but often lack understanding of science or technology
and the interdisciplinary artistic practices and critical discourses that are
co-extensive with them. Art-science and new media art offer valuable
insights into the implications of science and technology and expand
the possibilities of art. However, these discourses often display an
21 This is drawn from the
impoverished understanding of aesthetic and theoretical developments
LQWURGXFWLRQWR6KDQNHQ¶V
in contemporary art, resulting in work that fails to resonate in that
talk for the ‘Transforming
&XOWXUHLQWKH'LJLWDO$JH¶
context”21  ;LMPI-GSRWMHIVXLEXXLMWLEWFIIRXLIGEWIXLIVIEVI
FRQIHUHQFHĪīKWWS
growing numbers of successful artists, several of whom are mentioned
www.transformingculture.
HXNH\QRWHĥVSHDNHUV
in this paper, whose practices do sit on the borders of research between
HGZDUGĥDĥVKDQNHn
science, physics, engineering, new technologies and contemporary arts.
These practitioners are now being supported by an increasing number
of curators, galleries, writers and organisations who are advocating the value of new media art.
Sarah Cook and Beryl Graham have recently published Rethinking Curating: Art After New Media
(2010). This is an important book that addresses a shift in curatorial practice brought about by
the artists’ gained power to self-promote on a large scale via social media, and the issues curators
face with the instability, short life and possible immateriality of some new media works. It aids
both curators and artists to address the challenges of interpreting this new form of working
by providing troubleshooting advice for exhibiting complex technologies while suggesting that
XLIEVXMWXWEVGLMZIHTVSGIWWJSVEVVMZMRKEXXLI½REPTMIGIMWEWVIPIZERXXSXLIGYVEXMSRSJXLI
[SVOEWXLI½REPSYXGSQI8LI]EPWSHMWGYWWLS[XLIWI[SVOWGERWMX[MXLMRERHFI]SRHXLI
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traditional gallery environment and hence can
blend into the daily visual stimuli of the general
environment; a conversation that is pertinent
to my own practice, which exists both across
XLI[IFERHMRQSVI½\IHJSVQEXWSJTL]WMGEP
installations.These are methods that will help the
underground new media artist to rise up beyond
their own efforts of self-promotion because
it sets a public debate in place about the new
transient context in which the new media artist
operates and is received. Curators like Shanken
and Hanru are spearheading the support of
new practices within large cultural centres like
San Francisco MoMA and MoMA New York.
Rhizome22 and Eyebeam23, both based in New
=SVO*YVXLIV½IPH24, British Computer Society in
London, and Ars Electronica25 in Linz, are among
a few supportive organisations who are catering
to the creative cross-fertilization through
commissioning projects, promoting ideas in early
WXEKIW SJ HIZIPSTQIRX EW [IPP EW ½REP [SVOW
publishing peer-reviewed journals and hosting
exhibitions and conferences which address the
arts, technology and society in one space. Ars
Electronica initiated a new prize in 2010 to
deal directly with this issue, calling the category
‘Hybrid Art’, which they describe as work that
MW±HIHMGEXIHWTIGM½GEPP]XSXSHE]´WL]FVMHERH
transdisciplinary projects and approaches to
media art. Primary emphasis is on the process
of fusing different media and genres into new
forms of artistic expression as well as the act of
transcending the boundaries between art and
research, art and social/political activism, art and
pop culture”.
Several universities are also taking active steps
XS[EVHWIRWYVMRKXLEXJEGYPXMIWVI¾IGXXLMWWLMJX
by forming strong ties with neighbouring subject

25

22³5KL]RPHLVGHGLFDWHGWRWKHFUHDWLRQSUHVHQWDWLRQ
SUHVHUYDWLRQDQGFULWLTXHRIHPHUJLQJDUWLVWLFSUDFWLFHV
WKDWHQJDJHWHFKQRORJ\7KURXJKRSHQSODWIRUPVIRU
H[FKDQJHDQGFROODERUDWLRQRXUZHEVLWHVHUYHVWR
HQFRXUDJHDQGH[SDQGWKHFRPPXQLWLHVDURXQGWKHVH
SUDFWLFHV:HVXSSRUWDUWLVWVZRUNLQJDWWKHIXUWKHVW
UHDFKHVRIWHFKQRORJLFDOH[SHULPHQWDWLRQDVZHOODV
WKRVHUHVSRQGLQJWRWKHEURDGHUDHVWKHWLFDQGSROLWLFDO
LPSOLFDWLRQVRIQHZWRROVDQGPHGLD2XURUJDQL]DWLRQDO
voice draws attention to artists, their work, their
SHUVSHFWLYHVDQGWKHFRPSOH[LQWHUUHODWLRQVKLSV
EHWZHHQWHFKQRORJ\DUWDQGFXOWXUH´
KWWSUKL]RPHRUJLQIR
23³(\HEHDPLVDQDUWDQGWHFKQRORJ\FHQWHUWKDW
SURYLGHVDIHUWLOHFRQWH[WDQGVWDWHĥRIĥWKHĥDUWWRROV
IRUGLJLWDOUHVHDUFKDQGH[SHULPHQWDWLRQ,WLVDOLYHO\
incubator of creativity and thought, where artists and
technologists actively engage with culture, addressing
WKHLVVXHVDQGFRQFHUQVRIRXUWLPH(\HEHDP
challenges convention, celebrates the hack, educates
WKHQH[WJHQHUDWLRQHQFRXUDJHVFROODERUDWLRQIUHHO\
RɱHUVLWVFRQWULEXWLRQVWRWKHFRPPXQLW\DQGLQYLWHV
WKHSXEOLFWRVKDUHLQDVSLULWRIRSHQQHVVRSHQVRXUFH
RSHQFRQWHQWDQGRSHQGLVWULEXWLRQ´
KWWSZZZH\HEHDPRUJDERXWDERXt
24³)XUWKHU¿HOGRUJEHOLHYHVWKDWWKURXJKFUHDWLYHDQG
FULWLFDOHQJDJHPHQWZLWKSUDFWLFHVLQDUWDQGWHFKQRORJ\
SHRSOHDUHLQVSLUHGDQGHQDEOHGWREHFRPHDFWLYH
FRĥFUHDWRUVRIWKHLUFXOWXUHVDQGVRFLHWLHV,WSURYLGHV
SODWIRUPVIRUFUHDWLQJYLHZLQJGLVFXVVLQJDQGOHDUQLQJ
DERXWH[SHULPHQWDOSUDFWLFHVDWWKHLQWHUVHFWLRQVRIDUW
WHFKQRORJ\DQGVRFLDOFKDQJH´
KWWSZZZIXUWKHU¿HOGRUJ/
25³,W¶VSDUWRI$UV(OHFWURQLFD¶VQDWXUHWRFRQVWDQWO\
VHHNRXWZKDW¶VQHZDWWHQWLRQLVQHYHURQDUWRQ
WHFKQRORJ\RURQVRFLHW\VLQJO\ZKLOHH[FOXGLQJWKH
RWKHUWZR,QVWHDGWKHIRFXVLVDOZD\VRQFRPSOH[
FKDQJHVDQGLQWHUUHODWLRQVKLSVDWWKHQH[XVRIDOOWKUHH
)RUWKUHHGHFDGHVQRZ$UV(OHFWURQLFDKDVEHHQOLYLQJ
out this curiosity, a sense of inquisitiveness that is
FRQVWDQWO\PDQLIHVWLQJLWVHOILQQHZDQGXQH[SHFWHG
ZD\VħDVVSHFXODWLYHIXWXULVWLFVFHQDULRVRUSURYRFDWLYH
DFWLRQLVPSKLORVRSKLFDOGHEDWHVRUDQDO\WLFDOVFUXWLQ\
RIFXUUHQWGHYHORSPHQWV$WDOOWLPHV$UV(OHFWURQLFD
GH¿QHVLWVDUWLVWLFĥVFLHQWL¿FPLVVLRQDVZRUNLQJ
WRJHWKHUZLWKWKHSXEOLFDVZHOODVZRUNLQJWRHGXFDWH
WKHSXEOLF5HJDUGOHVVRISHULRGLFFKDQJHVLQFRQWHQW
DQGLQHYLWDEOHVWUXFWXUDOXSGDWHVWKHIXQGDPHQWDO
RULHQWDWLRQUHPDLQVWKHVDPHħWKHIRFXVLVFRQVWDQWO\
RQWKHLVVXHVRIFULWLFDOLPSRUWDQFHWRRXUVRFLHW\´
KWWSZZZDHFDWDERXWBDERXWBHQSKS
266HH3UL[$UV(OHFWRQLFD+\EULG$UWDYDLODEOHIURP
KWWSZZZDHFDWSUL[BFDWHJRULHVB
HQSKS"FDW +\EULGİ$UW
$FFHVVHG
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areas that should complement research. Leeds Metropolitan University’s own approach to
establish the new Faculty of Art, Environment and Technology, is a step in this direction, and a
QSVIWTIGM½GERHRSRXVEHMXMSREPETTVSEGLMWXLISRIJSYRHEXXLI1EWWEGLYWIXXW-RWXMXYXISJ
Technology which does not have faculties at all but a series of project-based labs which allow
for experts in different subjects to work together. Most importantly, it is not the geographical
neighbour that is the most crucial collaborator to liaise with but instead, through the internet,
ETTVSTVMEXI TEVXRIVW GER FI MHIRXM½IH ERH XLMW MW XLI QIXLSH XLEX 6LM^SQI )]IFIEQW ERH
*YVXLIV½IPHEVI[SVOMRKTVSKVIWWMZIP]JSV[EVH[MXL
Among other forms of research, artists are harnessing the opportunity brought on by the
advent of new media and networked culture to adapt to new methods of practice that involves
working collaboratively across the disciplines of art, technology and social science. By connecting
through the internet and social media as well as by using new tools, they are able to make
new projects, share knowledge, build partnerships and, in a sense, use
27$PHHWXSLVDWHUP
hacking as a method of practice and to form a new scene that is not
used for “...an online
RIGIWWEVMP] KISKVETLMGEPP] HI½RIH 1] S[R TVEGXMGI [SYPH RSX LEZI
VRFLDOQHWZRUNLQJSRUWDO
WKDWIDFLOLWDWHVRɹLQH
become international if it had not been for this network, which allowed
JURXSPHHWLQJVLQYDULRXV
localities around the world. QI XS ½RH PMOIQMRHIH EVXMWXW ERH GYVEXSVW [LS [IVI MRXIVIWXIH MR
0HHWXSDOORZVPHPEHUVWR new media art and experimental methods of making. Neither would
¿QGDQGMRLQJURXSVXQL¿HG
by a common interest, such I have been able to develop work with the open-source electronic
DVSROLWLFVERRNVJDPHV
platform Arduino, used to make ‘Pst! microCONTROL’, if I had not had
PRYLHVKHDOWKSHWVFDUHHUV
access to a wealth of shared knowledge online in the form of blogs,
or hobbies. Users enter
27
WKHLU=,3FRGHĪRUWKHLUFLW\ tutorials, image databases, published projects, and meetups . Hanru
RXWVLGHWKH8QLWHG6WDWHVī
discusses his interpretation of the new connected artists in this way:
DQGWKHWRSLFWKH\ZDQWWR
meet about, and the website “New media – electronic communication and pop cultural events, etc.
KHOSVWKHPDUUDQJHDSODFH – have provided them with the perfect means to construct such an
DQGWLPHWRPHHW7RSLF
‘underground’ but limitless community. Mobile phones, emails, blogs and
listings are also available
for users who only enter a
online games comprise their fundamental tools, while keeping up with
ORFDWLRQ´
global cultural fashions is the way they nurture their bodies and minds”
KWWSHQZLNLSHGLDRUJ
ZLNL0HHWXSFRm
(2008, p. 46). Furthermore, Hanru goes on to label artists working in this
$FFHVVHG
way with terminology that Cao Fei also uses, that of New New Human
Beings. He states, “they align themselves with completely new forms of
28³1HZ0HGLD6FRWODQG
LVDQDWLRQDOGHYHORSPHQW
living, believing and behaving. At the end, they never hesitate to merge
agency fostering artist and
themselves into the new globalised world driven by consumerism and
audience engagement with
all forms of new media
technology, and thus declare a trans-national and ever-changing identity,
SUDFWLFH´
a kind of multi-cultural and multi-functional identity that always evolves
KWWSZZZPHGLDVFRWRUJ
about
toward plurality and multiplicity” (2008, p.46).
$FFHVVHG

Among the underground are organisations such as New Media
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Scotland28 who have recognized the creative potential of social media and host a Twitterist in
Residence programme where artists take over their stream for 6 weeks to broadcast anything
from stories to snippets of code. TINT, an interdisciplinary media arts organisation, and
curators of Unleashed DevicesEXXLI;EXIVQERW%VXW'IRXVIMR0SRHSR  EVI
spearheading collaborative initiatives not only for artists currently versed in technology but
EVXMWXW[LS[MWLXSFVIEOMRXSRI[QIHME%VXMWXW´PMOI.IVIQ];SSHERH%P½I(IRRIRHMWGYWIH
in the next chapter, are actively contributing to the new geo-tagged culturescape. The artists
1EVMWWE3PWSRERH6EGLIP4IVV];IPX]LEZIIQFIHHIHXLIQWIPZIWMRXSXLIWSGMEPP]RIX[SVOIH
system in their respective performances, ‘Marisa’s American Idol Audition Training Blog’ (2005)
and ‘Rachel is’ (2009). Olson religiously updated a public blog about the ins and outs of the
American Idol process allowing her followers to participate in the process by voting on her attire
and to leave their opinions on her status in the competition. Her real reason for participating in
the competition was to encourage people to become interested in blogging and social media
ERHXSZSMGISTMRMSRW;IPX]YTHEXIHLIV*EGIFSSOTVS½PIIZIV]WM\WIGSRHWJSVLSYVWFSXL
garnering a large following by creatively pushing the purpose of the media and making a social
GVMXMUYIF]I\EKKIVEXMRKXLITSTYPEVSFWIWWMSRXSVIKYPEVP]YTHEXISRI´WWXEXYW
The artist Jer Thorp applies himself in the area
of visualization with a work ethos that reads
“there is an art to evolution”30. His piece
GoodMorning31(2009), uses the social media
tool Twitter to relay his narrative; a simple friendly
message that thousands of people contribute
to the application every day. Using an API,
Thorp aggregates the messages based on their
location and time of day and the result is a visual
indicator of the effort people are giving to social
media and to each other. Furthermore, it simply
illustrates the enormous potential for narrating
culturescapes using the data found online when
a standard regularly broadcast salutation upon
rising in the morning is mapped so well.

29³7,17LVDQ8.EDVHGLQWHUGLVFLSOLQDU\PHGLDDUWV
organisation dedicated to art which is derived from,
DQGUHÀHFWVXSRQWKHLQWHUVHFWLRQVRIWHFKQRORJ\
and culture. As an artist run organisation our core
LQWHQWLRQVDUHFRQFHUQHGZLWKWKHVXSSRUWRIDUWLVWLF
FROODERUDWLRQDFWLQJDVDSRLQWRIMXQFWXUHIRUDUWLVWV
ZRUNLQJZLWKLQWKH¿HOGVRIVFLHQFHDQGWHFKQRORJ\:H
DVVLVWLQSXUVXLQJDQGHVWDEOLVKLQJFROODERUDWLRQVZLWK
VFLHQWLVWVWKHRULVWVDUWLVWVDQGRWKHUSUDFWLWLRQHUV
2XUSURJUDPRIH[KLELWLRQVDQGHYHQWVVXSSRUW
DQH[SHULPHQWDWLRQRIPHGLDDQGLQWHUDFWLYHDUWV
HQFRXUDJLQJDXGLHQFHVWRSDUWLFLSDWHH[SORUHDQG
FUHDWH´
KWWSWLQWDUWVRUJDERXW/
$FFHVVHG
30 See his website: KWWSEOSUQWFRm
$FFHVVHG
31-HU7KRUS
KWWSEORJEOSUQWFRPEORJEOSUQWJRRGPRUQLQg
$FFHVVHG

It is the work of the above curators, writers and artists who are allowing for the creativity
MR HEXEWIXW ERH RIX[SVOIH GSQQYRMGEXMSR XS ½REPP] WYVJEGI F] VIGSKRM^MRK XLIMV TEVX MR XLI
current culturescape and within this new art scene. They are collectively enabling practices to
cross disciplines through collaboration and are hence augmenting the potential for transmedia
storytelling.This shift in global behaviour and activity is leading to the creative chronicling of social
place that narrates a new form of participation and perception.
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Hacking
the intimate/

a bridge to a Culturescape/
‘Child’ was the piece that bridged the analogue to digital process and the web-based story
‘Making of Child’ became the channel that allowed the research to extend into discovering and
playing with online narrative. It initiated a deeper look at the effects of receiving data from a
screen. It was also the beginning of a new work ethic for me, which put emphasis on subtle
Hacking without intending to break the computer or the network but instead used these tools
to upturn the pattern of giving and receiving data. The following excerpt, taken from McKenzie
;EVO´WA Hacker Manifesto, describes the work ethic that I learned throughout the course of
the research project.
Hackers create the possibility of new things entering the world. Not always great things, or
even good things, but new things. In art, in science, in philosophy and culture, in any production
of knowledge where data can be gathered, where information can be extracted from it,
and where in that information new possibilities for the world produced, there are hackers
LEGOMRKXLIRI[SYXSJXLISPH;LMPI[IGVIEXIXLIWIRI[[SVPHW[IHSRSXTSWWIWWXLIQ
That which we create is mortgaged to others, and to the interests of others, to states and
GSVTSVEXMSRW[LSQSRSTSPM^IXLIQIERWJSVQEOMRK[SVPHW[IEPSRIHMWGSZIV;IHSRSX
own what we produce – it owns us (2004, 004).
Furthermore, it is researcher Eric Raymond who discusses how the hacking of something actually
spawns from an attitude. He writes that “…hackers solve problems and build things, and they
believe in freedom and voluntary mutual help” (2001); all values that I aim for when developing
my practice. The result of this attitude is that a hack may “…be characterized as an appropriate
ETTPMGEXMSR SJ MRKIRYMX];LIXLIV XLI VIWYPX MW E UYMGOERHHMVX] TEXGL[SVO NSF SV E GEVIJYPP]
crafted work of art, you have to admire the cleverness that went into it” (2003).
The ‘Making of Child’ website is read in a landscape format, a non-standard approach to revealing
information online, and the construction of it can be considered to be a moderate hacking
initiative. Perhaps one of the great inventions of all time, the printing press, actually hacked and
then inhibited a method of information access by pigeonholing the mass production of text
MRXSETVIWGVMTXMZIJSVQEXXLITEKI-RXLI;IWXXLMWMWVIEHJVSQPIJXXSVMKLXERHJVSQXSTXS
bottom.
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The artist Scott McCloud has written about the -R½RMXI'ERZEW-HIa, in which he suggests users
of new media should be “...treating the screen as a window rather than a page”(2009).This is the
approach I adopted to relay the web-based ‘Child’ narrative to my audience, which allowed for
the distribution of time across the piece. This kind of making outside the box is still somewhat
complex as the common entry-level tools, that most people use to express themselves on the
web, do not permit a user to break away from the traditional

format.
The hacking ethic of manipulating a system to make it do something it was never meant to do
is essential to pushing technologies and creativity forward because it can force people to see
patterns and facts that exist but are not appropriately narrated. Observing via the screen also
I\XIRHWXLI½IPHSJZMWMSR by enabling a new method of reading layers of information, which affect
learning. Curator Nicolas Bourriaud believes that “…today the screen has become the main
frame through which we see the world”(2010). He argues that it is not only the format that
is important but the layers of information displayed such as pop-up windows and extensions
[MXLL]TIVXI\XXLEXEVIHMVIGXP]MR¾YIRGMRKXLI[E]WXLEXEVXMWXWEVIQEOMRKERHTVSHYGMRK[SVO
Furthermore, Professor Lev Manovich of the University of California, San Diego, discusses how
XLIPE]IVMRKSJMRJSVQEXMSRSREWGVIIREJJIGXWLMWXSV] ,IVIJIVWXSXLIYWISJ½PQERHZMHIS
TVSGIWWERHI\TPEMRWXLIEGGIWWERHEGUYMWMXMSRSJMRJSVQEXMSREWERI\TIVMIRGMRKSJERIX[SVO
as acts of co-existence and addition:
Time becomes spatialized, distributed over the surface of the screen. In spatial montage,
nothing is potentially forgotten, nothing is erased. Just as we use computers to accumulate
endless texts, messages, notes and data, and just as a person, going through life, accumulates
QSVIERHQSVIQIQSVMIW[MXLXLITEWXWPS[P]EGUYMVMRKQSVI[IMKLXXLERXLIJYXYVIWTEXMEP
montage can accumulate events and images as it progresses through its narrative… here
computer screens function as a record of memory (2002, p. 272).
Visualization artists have played a key role in helping society realize the extent of data and
connection that exists online. They have helped to shift the attitude of web use from a passive
user system to a more empowered public who are enthused and inspired to use the internet
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JSVMXWTSXIRXMEP%WMKRM½GERXTMIGIMREMHMRKXLMWWSGMEPWLMJXMW³Mapping the Internet’, also known
as, ‘Day in the life of the Internet’ (2003; ½K), an optical chronicling of a day in the life of the
internet by Barrett Lyon of The Opte Project. It gained popularity because it visually articulated
XLIGSRZSPYXIHGSRRIGXMSRWXLEXI\MWXIHSRPMRI-X[EWEVIZSPYXMSREV]MQEKIJSVX[SVIEWSRW½VWX
FIGEYWIMXHIQSRWXVEXIHXLIGSQTPI\MX]ERHYRHIGMTLIVEFPIEWTIGXSJMRJSVQEXMSR¾S[ERHWSGMEP
connection established through the internet, a fact that internet users were aware of but found
HMJ½GYPXXSMQEKMRIXSMXWJYPPI\XIRXERHWIGSRHFIGEYWIPMOI&IVRIVW0II0]SRJVIIP]VIPIEWIH
his code. I am not aware of other
applications of his code, however
the gesture is representative
of an attitude and an ethic of a
pronounced cultural shift towards
a more connected society.
Lyon’s visualization can be
symbolically compared to the
observation that humans form a
biological system that functions,
in some respects, similarly
to
networked
computers
by drawing attention to the
complex structural narrative that
make up both the body and the
internet. His piece encouraged
me to attempt to engage with
communication and, in particular,
look at new ways I could develop
community with a network
½K&EVVIXX0]SR?8LI3TXI4VSNIGXA³1ETTMRKXLI-RXIVRIX´EOE³(E]MRXLI
approach, and to make work that life of the Internet’ (2003) digital image. Creative Commons Image.
could embody a locality. In order
to push Scott McCloud’s -R½RMXI'ERZEW theory further, I started to think about creative acts
through which to playfully map the internet in order to relay a story or a culturescape.
The screen was just one part of the spectrum of methods for information relay and I decided it
was important to also push the audience to read data in new ways and across greater distances.
In order to do so, I needed to understand Internet Protocol addresses (IP) and the capabilities
of Application Programming Interface (API) to relay new narratives using Global Positioning
Systems (GPS). By the end of the PhD I was able to combine all three of these tools to hack
WSGMEPQIHMEMXWIPJERHVITVSKVEQQIMXXSWTIGM½GEPP]XIPPGSQQYRMX]FEWIHREVVEXMZIW
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A personal journey through the internet is technically registered with Internet Protocol addresses,
which attach a computer or an internal network to the internet.These paths are what Lyon used
to make a ‘Day in the life of the Internet’. The data, though not visually mapped, is held forever
on web servers. A personal computer user will know where they have been online but reversetracking of visitors to one’s spaces is also possible with details such as the general geographical
area of the visitors available through the system administration of blog and web packages.
Programmes, such as Google Analytics, allow users to see data in great detail. It can reveal that
TISTPIJVSQEPPSZIVXLI[SVPHEVI[EXGLMRKEWTIGM½GTIVWSR´WGSRXIRXFI]SRHXLIPIZIPSJ
interaction that is experienced through deliberate or orchestrated communication exchange.
This informed representation of one’s identity sitting alongside active
32GDQDKER\G¶V3K'WKHVLV engagement of adding to the social web can alter a person’s sense of
µ7DNHQ2XWRI&RQWH[W¶
space and help them understand their public audience32 (danah boyd,
GLVFXVVHVWKHLPSDFWRI
2008). Dr. Stephen Boyd Davis, Reader in Interactivity at Middlesex
WHHQVH[SHULHQFLQJDQG
building identity in the age
University, discusses how the networked individual can customize both
of new social media. Her
spatial and temporal experiences: “… the world is different depending
research looked at how
SR[LS]SYEVIERH[LIVI]SYWXEVXJVSQ;MXLXLIEHZIRXSJTSVXEFPI
JOREDOO\FRQQHFWHGVSDFHV
of interaction, such as
interactive technologies…, what matters to me now at this moment
0\6SDFHDQG)DFHERRNFDQ
shift generational and social in my current location and circumstances can become central. This
SHUVSHFWLYH
introduces a form of subjectivity we could call the egocentric subjective,
KWWSZZZ
in which my location and other aspects of myself impact decisively on
GDQDKRUJSDSHUV
7DNHQ2XW2I&RQWH[WSGf
the representation” (2009, p.47).
In 2000, Bill Clinton, then President of the United States of America, made GPS data more
accessible to an international public by loosening the grip on satellite data; an action that gave
rise to a surge of online maps. Google harnessed the market by releasing Google Maps and
Google Earth, which provided an innovative three dimensional perspective on the world. Its
maps were in such detail that it became an attractive social application used to locate one’s
home, to give and receive directions and to explore for amusement. Perhaps one of Google’s
KVIEXIWX MRMXMEXMZIW MR GSRWXVYGXMZI QEVOIXMRK [EW XLIMV WYFWIUYIRX HIGMWMSR XS VIPIEWI WSQI
control to the public. In 2005, following other mega companies like Amazon and eBay, they
released their Application Programming Interface (API) to an already infatuated public. This
enabled the established community to interact with the software and become creative with it.
This marked a new phase in online web development, and it is when sharing content became an
MRGVIEWMRKP]TSTYPEVERH³LMT´ EGXMZMX]8LI[VMXIV8MQ3´6IMPP]GSMRIHXLMWRI[WSGMEPWTEGI;IF
 1ERSZMGLVI¾IGXWYTSRERHUYSXIW3´6IMPP]´WWXERGIWE]MRKXLEX±©SRIMQTSVXERXJIEXYVI
SJ;IF  ETTPMGEXMSRW MW HIWMKR JSV LEGOEFMPMX] ERH VIQM\EFMPMX] ?ERH XLEX XLIWI GSQTERMIW
purposely made] available their programming interfaces and some of their data to encourage
others to create their own applications” (2008, p. 74).
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+ entering New Media practice/
hacking story/
‘The DoGoSee Project’
The deliberate ‘gifting’, by major industries, to the online public of more user-led control, web
interaction and social mapping applications combined with user-friendly and accessible tools like
camera phones and inexpensive Global Positioning System (GPS) devices entering the market,
impacted on my creation of work online, especially as Google Maps API release facilitated the
development of ‘The DoGoSee Project’ (DoGoSee). This shift stimulated the ability to create
with a more networked work method and ultimately a socially useful approach to practice, which
simultaneously enabled the later development of my aim to generate, locate, and situate the self
within the technology mediated physical and emotional environment of the digital domain.
‘The DoGoSee Project’ was developed collaboratively with Ben Halsall33. 33VHHELRJUDSKLFDOGHWDLOV
Though, like the other works I had produced it was also a storytelling RQFROODERUDWRU%HQ+DOVDOO
at the end of the document.
initiative, it importantly pushed my practice in an opposite direction by
challenging me to move beyond previous approaches to working. It also took my practice into
an area that was not as of yet accepted by the larger arts community as valid practice, New
Media.Though the combined words ‘new media’ have been in use since Marshall McLuhan made
them famous in the 1960’s, artists, writers, and curators adopting this term to reference practice
that used web-based social technologies as their tools in the early 2000’s were not receiving
WMKRM½GERXEGORS[PIHKIQIRXJVSQXLIEVX[SVPHERHXLIXIVQ[EWWXMPPVIPEXMZIP]MRMXWMRJERG]
within this area. Professionally, though I still did not identify as a New Media artist, I saw that
entering this area of practice was an essential step. I understood that working within this area
would push my practice into what could become a competitive place. It allowed me the liberty
to work with cutting edge technologies and to develop a new method of practice that would
creatively narrate a networked social space that was entirely new and growing daily.
‘DoGoSee’ allowed for an intimate experience of the city but it did not do it from my personal
narrated perspective and the interaction within the piece stepped further away from the body
than I had previously done. Instead of concentrating on attachment, empathy and emotion, the
focus of the project relied on audience, community and risk to develop a more objective and
networked approach to storytelling. Using a blog to interact with a public ‘DoGoSee’ initiated
JSYVTIVJSVQERGIWFIX[IIRERH8LI½VWX[EWMR&IVPMR EGMX]RIMXLIV,EPWEPPRSV
Q]WIPJ LEH FIIR XS FIJSVI E JEGX XLEX TVSQTXIH XLI MRMXMEP MRUYIWX MRXS LS[ XS HMWGSZIV E
place when no personal physical or emotional connections to the location yet exist. The entire
5 days spent in Berlin were left in the hands of a blogging community that determined our
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34 Sites such as Flickr will currently embed an image in its
H[DFWORFDWLRQRQDPDSXVLQJ*36WHFKQRORJ\KRXVHGZLWKLQ
the camera.

actions within the city - from where we ate,
to what hotel we chose to stay in, to what
we did, who we met, and what we found.
In return for their advice and instructions
we used mobile phones to document each
HMWGSZIV]ERH[ITSWXIHXLI½RHMRKWSRXSXLIFPSKMRVIEPXMQI8LITVSNIGXVIWYPXIHMREPMZI
stream on the web generated through a partnership between the public and us (½K ).
Google’s release of its API enabled the embedding of the data onto a map that chronicled the
narrative journeys.

350REORJXVHGWRGHVFULEHDEORJZKLFKFDQEHXSGDWHGYLD
DPRELOHSKRQHXVLQJ606RU006
KWWSZZZR[IRUGGLFWLRQDULHVFRPYLHZHQWU\PBHQB
JEPBHQBJE0$FFHVVHG

‘The DoGoSee Project’s’ realization was directly tied to improved access to web based mapping
and geo-location, and to the increased prevalence of affordable yet sophisticated camera
phones in the UK. It also relied heavily on hacking in order to make all the technologies perform
together. In 2010, this can now be done with relative ease34. Labeling and geo-locating images,
videos and text, has almost become an invisible and even automatic activity, called tagging. The
EVXMWX%P½I(IRRIRLEWFIIRTVSQSXMRKXLMWEVIESJXEKKMRK hacking and narrative practice by
encouraging people to document their lives through the publishing of images to the web from
their mobile phones since 2003. He termed the action ‘mobile blogging’ and shortened it to
moblog when naming his purpose-built website, a word that entered into the Oxford English
dictionary in 200535. In the same year an image of a person trapped in a London Underground
station, during the London bombings, showcased on Moblog in real-time prompting a surge of
XVEJ½GXSLMWWMXIERHRI[WGSZIVEKIJVSQQENSVGSVTSVEXMSRW ½K ;LMPIQSFMPIWLEZIFIIR

½K³%HEQ7XEGI]0SRHSR´  
SREXYFIXVEMRFIX[IIR/MRK´W'VSWWERH6YWWIPP7UYEVI0SRHSR.YP]
Creative Commons image.

½K
Mobile phone photographs taken in response to
FPSKKIVVIUYIWXWHYVMRK(S+S7II&IVPMR
%TVMP&IVPMR$TQ
Something typically German… for Pierre
“Photograph something typically German.”
Comment by Pierre — April 8, 2006 @ 11:06 am
%TVMP&IVPMR$EQ
This made me smile, at Alexander Platz…
for Simon.
“I’d just like to see a photo of something which
made you smile.”
Comment by Simon — April 10, 2006 @ 2:53 pm
%TVMP&IVPMR$TQ
,MXPIV´W¾SSHIHFYROIVPMIWFIPS[
±4PIEWI½RHXLIPSGEXMSRSJ,MXPIV´WFYROIV²
Comment by - Yvonne Singer
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367KLVSURFHVVLVQRW
dissimilar to early art
education where children
and beginner artists are
sometimes encouraged to
mimic works of masters
in order to learn basic
PHWKRGVIRUSURGXFLQJ
which then leads to
LQGHSHQGHQWSUDFWLFH
372Q6HSWHPEHU
WKH¿YHELOOLRQWKSKRWR
ZDVXSORDGHGWR)OLFNU
which is only one of several
RQOLQHVSDFHVZKHUHSHRSOH
XSORDGDQGGLVFXVVWKHLU
SKRWRJUDSKV
KWWSZZZÀLFNU
FRPSKRWRV
yeoaaron/5000000000/
38 Statistic sourced directly
IURP$O¿H'HQQHQZKR
has been managing the site
VLQFHLWVLQFHSWLRQ
#DO¿H
KRZGR,¿JXUHRXWWKH
total no. of images on
KWWSZZZELJDUWPREFRm
PDS"$QGZKDWZDVWKH
GDWHRIWKH¿UVWHQWU\"
5:36 PM May 10th
via TweetDeck
@cawsand
good question, ill come
back to you the morrow if
WKDW¶VFRRO"
5:44 PM May 10th
via TweetCaster
in reply to cawsand
#$O¿H
great. Thanks.
5:46 PM May 10th
via TweetDeck
LQUHSO\WR$OÀH
@cawsand
0RUQLQJ)LUVWSRVW$SULO
SRVWVĪXSWR
SLHFHVRIPHGLDSHUSRVWī
RIZKLFKDSSUR[İKDYH
EHHQPDSSHG
8:48 AM May 11th
via Brizzly
in reply to cawsand

commonly used as essential 2-way communication tools since the
1990’s, their sophistication and accessibility began at this point to make
them more powerful distributors of information to a wider audience.
Around 2005, the action of documenting one’s location and then
instantly sharing the experience online started to become a hobby,
fad, or common and popular activity and one that has also helped
break news and release suppressed information. The artist and writer
Christian Nold, who has developed large community mapping projects,
references the shift from a niche activity to an activity of critical mass
in Emotional Cartography (2009). He notes that: “Mapping Emotions
had become a meme that was not mine anymore, but one that I had
merely borrowed temporarily from the global unconscious” (p. 4). The
association with the concept of borrowing an idea is important as it
demonstrates how individuals imitate and engage with good ideas, in a
sense hacking them to suit their purpose or to tell a story, and in this
case, leading to the collective effort to share over 5 billion images on
the social web (Sheppard, 2010)37, to create a new mapped space of
human experiences or a culturescape.
Mobile technologies are also being used in focused creative ways such
as ‘The Big Art Mob’ developed by Channel 4 and Moblog. Since its
MRGITXMSR MR  QSVI XLER  MQEKIW JVSQ KVEJ½XM XS FVSR^I
sculptures, have been added to mapped locations across Britain,
(personal communication, May 2010)38 an action that allows for local
narratives to be strung together through remote and immediate
participation.
³(S+S7II´ FSXLFIRI½XIHJVSQXLIRI[EGGIWWXSXIGLRSPSK]ERHMX
used the shift as a means to situate itself as a tester and competitor
within a new area of creative practice. Not only was it technically hacking
the technology, it was additionally critically hacking into previously tested
methods of storytelling and attempting to form a new narrative structure
XLEXGSYPHEVXMGYPEXIXLIGETEFMPMXMIWSJXLIIUYMTQIRXMRYWIERHXLI
new social space that the media was orchestrating. Furthermore, it was
a model that could continue to be expanded upon. By the end of 2007,
events had taken place in Highbury, London and twice within Leeds. In
2007, Leeds Met Gallery and the Situation Leeds Festival commissioned
the project, to encourage the local community to document the city
with mobile phone photography.The visual results of the initiative were
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delivered in projected live feeds to the gallery walls relaying a networked story. Among other
objects in the exhibition, three A0 maps (½K) provided a sample of the structure of the journeys
experienced.
The project’s purpose was to relay aspects of the new culturescape or to outline this new space
through combining accessible handheld technology, geography, community and place. The use of
the public blog and the portable global positioning (GPS) devices to record and illustrate past,
present and future scenarios and situations presented the project with a means to articulate
facts in new ways by showcasing perceptions of location, sharing narrations, and ultimately by
staking claim to a new concept of place that was based around the development of audience
interaction and a community. This is not unlike methods used in projects by Blast Theory, who
developed the multi-user geo-located games, ‘You Get Me’, ‘Can you See Me Now’ and ‘Uncle
Roy All Around You’, which tender an intimate bridge between experiencing location and live
REVVEXMZI JIIHW ;MXLMR XLIWI TVSNIGXW TIVGITXMSR SJ XLI PSGEXMSR ERH XLI NSYVRI] EVI FSXL
EJJIGXIHEXIGLRMUYIEPWSYWIH[MXLMRXLIKIRVISJ-RXIVEGXMZI*MGXMSR+EQIWEPWSORS[REW8I\X

½K8LI(S+S7IIGSQ4VSNIGX³0IIHW1ET´  HMKMXEPTVMRXQQ\QQ
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%HZIRXYVIW [LIVIIRZMVSRQIRXWERHWXSV]SYXGSQIWEVIMR¾YIRGIHF]XLIGLSMGIWQEHIF]
XLIMRZSPZIHYWIVW;LMPWX&PEWX8LISV]I\XIRHWXLII\TIVMIRGIMRXSETL]WMGEPNSYVRI][LMGL
forces the users to travel and to come into direct physical contact with people while remaining
connected to a remote network of users, the ‘DoGoSee’ networked audience with whom we
were connected forced us on the physical journey. Participation was mediated by the time
it took for us to complete the tasks our bloggers had set and to travel to locations and take
action. The process resulted in the development of an online, networked performance between
the audience and us; where participation and contribution determined the outcome of the
performance. It produced a non-linear story that was as much about our discovery of place as
the making of a new narrative space online.
In 2005, Aaron Koblin, New Media artist and Technology Lead of Google’s Creative Lab, made
another important piece of visualization. ‘Flight Patterns’ (½K) used the data from the U.S.
*IHIVEP%ZMEXMSR%HQMRMWXVEXMSRXSTPSXXLIEMVXVEJ½GSZIVXLIGSYRXV]HYVMRKSRIHE] MRXSE
pattern.Though this work does not document social activity on the internet, Koblin expanded on
artistic practices that use both the internet to source data and use emergent patterns to relay
information. This work took The Opte Project’s visual discovery one step forward by allowing
the public to identify the narration of the networked situation within a recognized geography.
It is the artist’s decision to remove the under laying political map of the U.S.A. in this piece that
made the work so important as the data itself clearly mapped major landmarks and the country’s
KISKVETL]&]QEOMRKXLI¾MKLXTEXXIVRWEZEMPEFPIMRXLMWQIXLSHXLITMIGIYWIHRI[XSSPWXSEMH
in visually deciphering dense networked data for a public who could not have accessed it before;
allowing the audience to place themselves within the emergent activity. It is a piece of art which
then became a tool to help push the argument for climate change and air policy review. It also
GERVIZIEPXLII\XIRXSJEMVWIGYVMX]XLEXXLI97% QYWXQEREKI ERHMXXLVS[WYTUYIWXMSRW

½K%EVSR/SFPMR
‘Flight Patterns’ (2005)
digital image.
Image courtesy the artist.
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about the extent of industry travel needed by any one company on a given day.
In 2008 Koblin went on to develop ‘New York Talk Exchange’ (½K) in collaboration with
Senseable City Lab at MIT for the MoMA. In this work IP was used to map the amount of data
exchange in one day between the people of New York City and the rest of the world. The
glowing areas on the image articulate centres of contact that received greater levels of data. In
XLMWTMIGIEWTIGM½GKISKVETLMGEPEVIEMWYWIHXSXIPPERIZIRQSVIMRXMQEXIREVVEXMZISRIXLEX
people can ground themselves with.
These story-telling pieces demonstrate how ‘DoGoSee’ and other New Media artists began to
mediate information and how they focused their practice on making sense of emergent data
and social space. By 2008, when the exhibition Design and the Elastic Mind opened at the MoMA
in New York, there was an infusion of map-making and visualization applications available online
½K%EVSR/SFPMR³2I[=SVO8EPO)\GLERKI´  HMKMXEPMQEKI-QEKIGSYVXIW]XLIEVXMWX
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and to purchase. Not all of these tools were successful for reasons discussed in writer and critic
Peter Hall’s chapter, Critical Visualization, in the book that accompanied the exhibition. Hall states
XLEX±©GEWGEHMRKZIMPWSJMRJSVQEXMSREWJEQSYWP]HITMGXIHMRXLIFMREV]GSHISJXLI½PQ
8LI1EXVM\LEZIFIGSQIEHI½RMXMZIWMKRM½IVSJSYVEKI² T 8LMWWXEXIQIRXTMRTSMRXW
LMWVIEHIVWXS[EVHWEWTIGM½G^SRISREXMQIPMRIXLIWEQISRI-YWIHEXXLIFIKMRRMRKSJXLMW
text to introduce the concept of the New New Human Beings and place myself within the
computer age. The visual shift produced social excitement and progressively took shape within
interface design on the screen. The manner of reading masses of information in overlapping
PE]IVW[EWEWQYGLHVMZIRF][IFFVS[WIVWEWMX[EWJSVEIWXLIXMGWERHIQSXMSREPMR¾YIRGI
by the gaming and creative software industries. It has prompted a new non-linear pattern of
reading where a computer user interprets multiple layers of information on one screen while
sifting through information in a way that best
supports their purpose as artists, designers, or
392YHUWLPHVFLHQWL¿FH[SHULPHQWVKDYHSURYHQWKDW
WKHEUDLQFDQFKDQJHWKHZD\LWSURFHVVHVDQGUHFHLYHV analysts. I refer to this method of ingesting and
LQIRUPDWLRQ2QHVLJQL¿FDQWVWXG\LQWKLVDUHDRI
scanning information as an act of extending the
FRJQLWLYHUHVHDUFKZDVGRQHE\&6KDZQ*UHHQDQG
'DSKQH%HYHOLHUDWWKH8QLYHUVLW\RI5RFKHVWHU86
½IPHSJZMWMSR.
LQZKHUHWKH\SURYHGWKDWSOD\LQJJDPHVOLNH
&RXQWHU6WULNHDQG:RUOGRI:DU&UDIWFDQ³H[SDQG
\RXU¿HOGRIYLVLRQDQGVSHHGXS\RXUSURFHVVLQJRI
YLVXDOLQIRUPDWLRQ´Ī7DSVFRWWSī

40 Narrative StructuresDUHWKHWLWOHFRQFHSWXDODUWLVW
0DUN/RPEDUGLĪĥīXVHGIRUKLVPHWKRGRI
SUDFWLFHZKLFKSURGXFHGQRGHĥEDVHGGUDZLQJVWKDW
PDSSHGVRFLDODQGSROLWLFDOUHODWLRQVKLSVDFURVVWKH
ZRUOG$PRQJKLVPRVWIDPRXVZRUNLVµ%1/5HDJDQ
%XVK 7KDWFKHUDQGWKH$UPLQJRI,UDT¶FDĥ
ZKLFKZDVUHTXLVLWLRQHGE\WKH)%,IURPWKH:KLWQH\
0XVHXPRI$PHULFDQ$UWDIWHU6HSWHPEHUDV
DUHVRXUFHIXOSLHFHRIUHVHDUFK0RVWLPSRUWDQWO\WKH
GUDZLQJVEHFDPHYLVXDOPDSVWKDWDOORZHGYLHZHUV
WRXQGHUVWDQGV\QGLFDWHGSXEOLFLQIRUPDWLRQWKDW
ZDVSUHYLRXVO\RQO\REWDLQDEOHLQWKHIRUPRIWH[W
PRVWRIWHQSXEOLVKHGLQQHZVSDSHUVDQGMRXUQDOV
7KHPDSVXQUDYHOOHGFRPSOH[VRFLDOVLWXDWLRQVZKLOH
WULJJHULQJDQHZPHWKRGRIUHDGLQJGDWDĪHobbs,
ī%HQ)U\VXJJHVWVWKDW³/RPEDUGL¶VGUDZLQJV
ZDONWKH¿QHOLQHRIWKHLQIRUPDWLYHDQGWKHDHVWKHWLF
EXWHYHQPRUHLPSRUWDQWKLVSURMHFWVJLYHXVDQH\H
LQWRWKHSRVVLELOLW\DQGWKHGHSWKWRZKLFKZHFDQ
XQGHUVWDQGFRPSOLFDWHGLQIRUPDWLRQ´ ĪīZKLFK
LQWXUQDUWLFXODWHVWKHLPSRUWDQFHWKDWWKLVIRUPRI
visual information relay and analysis will have as more
DQGPRUHGDWDLVVRXUFHGWKURXJKSDUWLFLSDWLYHDQG
FROOHFWLYHHɱRUWV
417KRUSVSHDNLQJDW7KLQNLQJ'LJLWDOĪī
KWWSYLGHRVWKLQNLQJGLJLWDOFRXNMHUĥWKRUSĥ
ZLUHGĥXN
$FFHVVHG

Furthermore, in practice New Media artists
are now forming narrative structures, aided by
visualization tools, from the abundance of layered
data published to the internet. This act is helping
to decipher and understand the situation of the
information age40, and the visual information,
in either its new legible or aesthetic form, is
contributing to anthropological research. The
artist Jer Thorp shared this observation, at the
Thinking Digital (2010) conference, when he
states that: “Our relationship with information
has changed… and it is changing”41. He then
advocates that scientists, designers and artists
need to form partnerships when dealing with the
abundance of information produced by the web
in order to ask and respond to the important
and social challenges that are stemming from
this new global database of knowledge. In
reference to the art project ‘;I *IIP *MRe’, by
Jonathan Harris and Sep Kamvar, Thorp declared
the work now represents: “5 years of gathered
concise data about the feelings of the people
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on the internet, and…, [it] has become a very useful repository of data for scientists.” Hence,
not only is it a valuable research pool that chronicles human emotion as the social web has
unfolded, it is also an important piece of art that tells social stories. Perhaps, screen media,
visualizations and participative projects realized through emergent models are simply the reawakening of a looking-pattern/method that had been forcefully programmed to be dormant
through the traditional practice of reading pages of text. Maybe, via the social web interface and
XLVSYKLEVXMWXWVI¾IGXMRKSRRI[EZEMPEFPIHEXEVIXVMIZIHXLVSYKLXLIIQIVKIRXW]WXIQWXLIVIMW
a new ability to communicate and to expand human potential. Possibly, humans are actually now
retrieving a skill and a method of perception that is in fact more true to the natural structure of a
social narrative; if visualized – a layered and networked system. I also wonder, as this new method
of communication is adopted, if it is possible that learning and social participation are becoming
a fuller emotional experience because of the democratic interactivity that the web allows? I can
see my practice expanding, post-PhD, to explore in more depth change in behavioural patterns
adopted through the process of learning by
42 It would be naïve to assume that the internet
visualization and social engagement. I am most and handheld technologies have reached to every
interested in how this learning method is affecting corner of the world, or that they need to. However,
are available at varied and increasing degrees
cosmopolitanism or globalness perspectives they
of teleconnectedness worldwide, even within the
within localized environments. I will discuss this PRVWUHPRWHRUSRRUORFDWLRQV.URWRVNLGLVFXVVHV
increased access to mobile technologies in Africa in her
further in the ‘Conclusion’.
9LUWXDO5HYROXWLRQVHULHVĪ(SLVRGHīDQG7DSVFRWWDOVR
references shift of access from solely western society to
DPRUHXQLYHUVDOSXEOLFĪ&KDSī5HVHDUFKRQLQWHUQHW
FXOWXUHDQGFRQVXPSWLRQUDWHVLQ7ULQLGDGE\'DQLHO
0LOOHUDQG'RQ6ODWHUUHOD\VDPRGHORIDFTXLVLWLRQWKDW
LVJUDGXDOO\EHLQJPLUURUHGDURXQGWKHJOREHĪī

As mentioned within, occurring in parallel to
the evolution of the research project was the
global adoption of the social web and digital
technologies42 and the popular associated activity,
to make, test, and to hack its systems, hardware and ideas. Simultaneously, there was rebellion
within Fine Art & Design. Artists initially using these methods of practice were considered to
be simply producing ‘pretty visualizations’ and poor grade images. Along with art critics some
schools of thought were, and in some instances still are, clutching at the dated philosophy that:
“In the popular imagination, the internet was a discrete place detached from the ‘meat-space’ of
the physical world; hanging in empty space” (Hall, p.122). I agree with Daniela Benelli, Councilor
for Culture, Cultures, and Integration of Province of Milan, that: “…artists act as sensitive
seismographs of the present; in their work, individual habits and collective practices, the most
profound characteristics and feelings of contemporary life, are made manifest with exceptional
immediacy” (2006, p. 7).The visualization artist and co-founder of the open-source programming
language ‘Processing’, Ben Fry, says: “we must maintain a humanist view of data, relying on our
own faculties to tell a story, ..., and to improve the discourse surrounding data, we must disavow
our fascination with the intricate and complicated by learning how to throw things out” (2009).
It is the artists’ role then to be selective with the data, so that they may articulate a story that
JSVQWETMIGISJ[SVO[MXLMRXLIGSQTPI\IQIVKIRXRIX[SVO;LMPI8LI3TXI4VSNIGXTVSZMHIH
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an intimate glimpse of the confusion housed within a day or even a minute of experience online,
it is an image like the one taken by Adam Stacey in the London Underground that cuts to the
chase and uses the appropriate media to narrate and mediate a situation. ‘DoGoSee’ aligned
itself with both areas initially, though it eventually led to telling precise stories that formed a
PEVKIVTMGXYVISJEGSQQYRMX]8LSYKLQEOMRKXLI[SVOW[IVIXIGLRMGEPP]HMJ½GYPXEXXLIXMQIERH
involved a high level of drive to make all the systems work together it was an important means
to articulating what was to come within the world of social media and geo-tagging. The hacking
ethic to both see the potential in the technologies and to shape them into a new method of
storytelling was key in advancing my practice and eventually led to more complex projects like
‘Our City, Our Music’ and ‘Pst! microCONTROL’. Furthermore, ‘DoGoSee’ situated itself with
the development of New Media practice in the UK and in doing so became archived among the
works of early adopters of these new methods of working. It is a project that sits with artists
who have taken the revolutionary ethic of hackingXSMQTVSZIGSQQYRMGEXMSR¾S[F]HVE[MRK
original narrative structures and illustrating culturescapes using new social media tools, GPS, and
HEXE8LMWEVIESJTVEGXMGI[LEXIZIVMXFIGSQIWPEFIPIHMRXLIGSQMRK]IEVWFIMXSJ½GMEPP]2I[
Media or not, is the New New.
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a method for tagging space/
Lyon and Koblin’s visualizations became pieces of art because the authors had the imagination
to articulate a situation that then transformed networked data into a spacial artefact, giving the
audience the ability to understand the information within a new context. The objects evoked
emotion, a reaction that allowed the graphic image to become a story.The creative development
loop traced during this research produced practice-based works that analysed human emotional
connection mediated through technology in ‘Beat’, both ‘Child’ pieces and then it stepped into
the system with ‘DoGoSee’ to create a narrative structure online. The next action was to persist
with the hacking ethic of combining media and story to take a new look at the manner in which
information is provided and experienced in the mainstream culturescape while concentrating on
concepts of place and drawing on my personal transnational experiences.
43µ0\3RUWDEOH+RPH¶

‘My Portable Home’43 (2008; ½K) used a tent, a rogue internet ZDVGHYHORSHGLQSDUWIRU
WMKREPEPETXSTEGIPPTLSRIERHEYHMSZMWYEPIUYMTQIRX8LIXIRX[EW FXUDWRU/DUV9LOKHOPVHQ¶V
Travellers BoxSURMHFW
a symbolic shelter, or a temporary home within the city. It represented The
,QLWZDVVKRZQDW
a way to strip back the comforts of a home and focus on the activity :RRORRĦ1HZ/LIH%HUOLQ
at ICA Overgaden,
of communication, an act that can make one feel ‘at home’ regardless and
&RSHQKDJHQ
of surroundings. The piece documents a conversation between my
mother and myself, with me based in the city of Leeds in England,
and my mother in the countryside in Canada, and thereby references two geographically distant
spaces that are networked through the internet and satellite cellular activity, and isolated by
various GPS data points. Furthermore, the piece demonstrates the current ability for cultural
groups to sustain contact with loved ones, a sense of home while being apart; a situation aided
by the increased public access to low-cost web-based communication systems. The piece is
also part of a collaborative project orchestrated by curator Lars Vilhelmsen. To date, over 40
artists have worked with the tent and ‘travelers’ box’, on which I rested the computer, spanning
a geography that crosses the U.S.A., England, Germany, France and Denmark.
My contribution to the project, ‘My Portable Home’, was designed to creatively articulate the
traced path of IP addresses from a personal perspective. It worked by contrasting the opposing
spaces of individual and shared space, both important aspects of the emergent network upon
which the work is built and reliant upon. Both the demarcation of the GPS and the time stamping
of the conversation allow the work to become placed within a digitally-situated and structured
relationship.Through the making of ‘My Portable Home’ I understood that the individual as an act
of being solitary or unconnected with others is impossible. However, the alternative is the case,
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[LIVIXLIMRHMZMHYEPVIJIVWXSEHMWXMRKYMWLEFPIIRXMX][MXLMRERIX[SVO;LIRXLMWMRHMZMHYEPSV
entity is operating with social media and the web, over time they develop a physical trace in the
form of a journey that can be narrated.
‘My Portable Home’ did not focus on attaching itself or immersing itself within the network it
deconstructed contextually, instead it was positioned upon its structure, as a broadcast webbased video documentary of the performance. It simultaneously was staking claim for the
transnational experience of home, which inhabits a global world and makes oneself at home
through dialogue. Meskimmon declares that artists working in this area of practice “…participate
in a critical dialogue between ethical responsibility, locational identity and what [she] would call
cosmopolitan imagination” (2010, p.5). In reference to the artist Yin Xiuzhen’s work, ‘Portable
Cities’ (2004), Meskimmon further argues that the political territories that currently exist need
to be re-imagined in order to understand the new globalness and that it is essential to “...
engage productively with the geographies of transnational exchange, … through a creative map
of portable cities” (p. 14). Engagement of this kind will have the affect of establishing a more
GSWQSTSPMXERWSGMIX]XLEXYRHIVWXERHWXLI¾YMHJSYRHEXMSRXLEXMWRS[MRTPEGI[LMGLLEWGSQI
about by both a digitally networked space and emplacement44. To propel this area of research
further, and to document my behaviour, as I more thoroughly engrossed my practice into the
web, I decided to adopt an ethnographic method using a mobile device as a cultural probe45.
;LMPIIXLRSKVETLMGWXYHMIWSJXIRMRZSPZI[EXGLMRKTISTPI-HIXIVQMRIHERIKSGIRXVMGETTVSEGL
as earlier described by Christian Nold, was more interesting and it would allow me to creatively
play with the data without having to seek publishing permissions.
½K1IKER7QMXL³1]4SVXEFPI,SQI´  HMKMXEPWXMPPJVSQZMHIS
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On 19 July 2008 I wrote on my research blog:
Cultural Probe
“The new iPhone has the capacity to encourage clustered activity within the digital domain.
8LMW[MPPFIVI¾IGXIHMRXLIFSSWXSJRI[YWIVWSRWSGMEPRIX[SVOMRKWMXIWQSFWHIWGIRHMRK
on new applications, and in collaborative and collective ways that are still not imagined.
By working with Google, incorporating GPS, and using the touch screen, among other
features new methods for learning, locating, experiencing and accessing information will
develop. In the rapidly expanding services available to internet users the use of Google on
the iPhone enables users to tap into an established network.
I will be using this device over the next 18 months as a cultural probe, to gather information
EFSYXTISTPIERHXLIMVEGXMZMXMIWMRVIPEXMSRXSXLIHI½RMXMSRSJ³SRI´WWTEGI´-[MPPQSRMXSV
and track my movements using GPS and I will maintain a blog that describes my location,
my emotions, and my discoveries. It will be a self-report of the experience of embodying
the domain that is limitless, but encountered intimately in my hand.”
Between July 2008 and June 2010 I used an iPhone as my primary tool for the project called
‘Cultural Probe’ (½K). It was a lifelogging experiment that provided a thorough overview of
the intermingled aspects of my practice, research and life. It became an important referencing
system for the methodology of my practice, which by this point was using social media to both
make new work and to archive my research and art practice. I drew on multiple applications
on the phone to source data on my locations and to contribute chatter and images to the web.
I then allowed web applications to mash my contributions into various places at once such as
Flickr, Facebook47 and Twitter48, which I also fed into my blog both automatically and manually.
The artist book of the same title as the project, provides a visual reference to the activities I
undertook and is a creative transcript that archives a large portion of my contribution to social
44 While displacementLVWKHWHUPXVXDOO\XVHGZLWKLQWKLVFRQWH[WWRGHVFULEHDWUDQVQDWLRQDOSHUVRQ¶VH[SHULHQFHRI
PRYHPHQW,DJUHHZLWKWKHFULWLF0HODQLH6ZDOZHOODQGWKHRULVW0HVNLPPRQWKDWLWLVDWHUPWKDWLPSOLHVDODFN
of choice. Rather, the term emplacementXVHGKHUHWRUHIHUWRDVHOIĥGLUHFWHGEHKDYLRXUDODFWLRQLVWKH³PDNLQJRI
SODFHZLWKLQUDSLGO\PRYLQJDQGÀXLGQHWZRUNRIH[FKDQJH´Ī0HVNLPPRQSī
45,ZDVLQWHUHVWHGLQUHVHDUFKRQWKHLQWHJUDWLRQRIWKHSK\VLFDODQGWKHGLJLWDOHQYLURQPHQWE\WKH(TXDWRU*URXS
DW5R\DO&ROOHJHRI$UWĥ,QWHUDFWLYH'HVLJQ5HVHDUFK6WXGLREXW,GHFLGHGWKDWWKHLU&XOWXUDO3UREHNLWWKDW
LQFOXGHGSDSHUSHQFLOFDPHUDDQGDOLVWHQLQJJODVVFRXOGEHLPSURYHGDQGPDGHPRUHSUDFWLFDODQGUHVRXUFHIXOE\
XVLQJDQDOOĥLQĥRQHFRQQHFWHGGHYLFH6HHĪ'L[īKWWSZZZKFLERRNFRPHFDVHVWXG\FXOWXUDOĥSUREHV/
46)LUVW3RVWWRÀLFNU
KWWSZZZÀLFNUFRPSKRWRVPHJDQOHLJKVPLWKDUFKLYHVGDWHĥSRVWHG/
47,MRLQHG)DFHERRNGXULQJWKHVXPPHURIEXWKDYHEHHQXQDEOHWRGLJRXWRIHPDLOEDFNXSVRU)DFHERRN
KLVWRU\WKHH[DFWGDWHDVERWKV\VWHPVZLOOQRWDOORZPHWRVHDUFKEDFNWRWKDW\HDU,I,GHFLGHGWRSD\IRUP\HPDLO
service I believe I could retrieve this data.
48,MRLQHG7ZLWWHU-XO\

½K1IKER7QMXL³'YPXYVEP4VSFI´  HMKMXEPGSPPEKIQEHIJSVXLIPEYRGLSJXLII\TIVMQIRX
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exchanges online. I also see it as evidence of what Bourriaud calls, ‘relational aesthetics’, which
he states is “...to consider interhuman exchange an aesthetic object in and of itself ” (2002, p.
 ;LMPIMX[EWRSXRIGIWWEV]XSKEXLIVERHJSVQXLMW[SVOMRXSEFSYRHFSSOMRSVHIVJSV
MX XS QIIX &SYVVMEYH´W HI½RMXMSR - HIGMHIH MX [EW ER IWWIRXMEP WXIT XS ZMWYEPP] EVXMGYPEXI XLI
socially-layered method of the research methodology (½K). The layout of the content refers
symbolically to methods of reading on the screen where information is received in a layered
QERRIV8LIGSZIVMWEVIGSVHSJQ]+47XVEGOWEGVSWWXLI[SVPHWMRGI%YKYWX;LMPI
the collection of micro posts provides a sample of my activity, more thorough extensions of the
posts can be found by following the hyperlinks to my blog, Flickr, and Delicious accounts, and
various other websites cited within the book.
Using the data accumulated with ‘Cultural Probe’ I have also made the work ‘647 days 18 hours’
(½K), which is an interactive map and still images that reference my GPS trail for the duration
of the title. The recording of my movement in this piece became a
performed journey that carved out a networked narrative from digital 497KHLQWHUDFWLYHPDSDQG
can be found on my
WTEGI 'SPPIGXMRK HEXE SR Q]WIPJ ERH XLIR WYFWIUYIRXP] QEWLMRK MX images
-XQHEORJSRVWKWWS
across platforms, allowed me to hack my identity into online space. PHJDQVPLWKFDEORJ"S 2
½K1IKER7QMXL³'YPXYVEP4VSFI.YP].YP]´  WEQTPIJVSQIEVP]FSSOHIWMKR
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½K
Megan Smith
‘647 days 18 hours’ (2010)
2008-08-28 16:33:48 2010-06-07 11:16:54
Distance: 46015.0 km Avg speed: 3 km/h Max speed: 23592 km/h,
digital image.

At the risk of appearing like a social media junkie50 or simply as an overuser of social media,
I began to introduce my creative practice into these spaces and to discuss online how these
platforms were becoming my tools. This process simultaneously built narratives about my work,
archived my creative thought process and strengthened my identity as an artist. The artist Andy
;EVLSP´WHMWGMTPMRIHERHXMVIPIWW]IEVEGGYQYPEXMSRSJPMJI´WITLIQIVEMWEJEQSYWI\EQTPISJ
507KRXJK,XVHG7ZLWWHUWRSULPDULO\GLVFXVVUHVHDUFKZLWKSHHUV,WUDQVPLWWHGWKHIHHGLQWRP\)DFHERRNSDJH
LQDQHɱRUWWREHFRPHWUDQVSDUHQWZLWKWKHµIULHQGV¶,ZDVFRQQHFWHGWRLQWKDWVSDFH$V,FRQWULEXWHGWR7ZLWWHU
UHJXODUO\WKHIHHGRQ)DFHERRNZDVVLPXOWDQHRXVO\XSGDWHG2FFDVLRQDOO\,ORVWIULHQGVDVWKH\SHUKDSVGHFLGHGWKDW
,ZDVVSDPPLQJP\)DFHERRNZDOOZLWKUHVHDUFKMDUJRQWKDWZDVRIOLWWOHLQWHUHVWWRWKHPRUFRQÀLFWHGZLWKKRZWKH\
ZLVKHGWRUHPHPEHUPH0\DUJXPHQWWRPDLQWDLQWKLVZD\RIUHOD\LQJGDWDZDVEDVHGRQEHLQJKRQHVWDERXWP\
LGHQWLW\:KHQ)DFHERRNGHYHORSHGLWZDVDSODFHWRUHNLQGOHQRVWDOJLFWLHVZLWKSHRSOHRIWKHSDVW$V,KDYHOLYHG
LQPDQ\SODFHV,KDYHDODUJHQHWZRUNDQGDUJXDEO\KDYHKDGGLɱHUHQWIRUPVRILGHQWLW\GHWHUPLQHGE\P\DJHUROH
ORFDWLRQDQGIDFWRUVVXFKDVEHLQJRQKROLGD\RUDWZRUN,ZDVLQWHUHVWHGLQFKDOOHQJLQJWKHSHUFHLYHGPHPRU\WKDW
SHRSOHIURPP\SDVWKDGRIPHVRWKH\FRXOGXQGHUVWDQGDPRUHURXQGHGPHZKRKDGVLQFHH[SHULHQFHGPDQ\WKLQJV
DQGZDVFXUUHQWO\LQYROYHGLQDSUDFWLFHĥEDVHGUHVHDUFKGHJUHH2YHUWKHODVWIRXU\HDUVWKHQRVWDOJLDWHQVLRQDQG
LQKLELWLRQRQOLQHKDVHDVHGRɱZRUOGZLGHDQG\RXQJHUJHQHUDWLRQVZKRDUHVWLOOIRUPLQJWKHLULGHQWLWLHVDUHIHHGLQJ
WKHVRFLDOPHGLDSODWIRUPVZLWKH[WHQVLYHDPRXQWVRIGDWDDQGUHÀHFWLRQ-RKQ7DSVFRWWDUJXHVWKDWWKLVVKDULQJRI
LQIRUPDWLRQVRIUHHO\PD\KDYHDQHJDWLYHNQRFNRQHɱHFWVLQWKHIXWXUH,DJUHHWKDWVHFXULW\ZLVHWKHUHDUHULVNV
+RZHYHU,DOVREHOLHYHWKDWXVHUVRIVRFLDOPHGLDKDYHEUHDFKHGDQHZIRUPRIVRFLDOL]LQJDQGFRPPXQLFDWLQJDQG
SHUKDSVWKHUHVXOWRIWKLVRSHQQHVVZLOOEHFRPHWKHEXLOGLQJEORFNVWRZDUGVDPRUHLQFOXVLYHDQGGHPRFUDWLFVRFLHW\
EHFDXVHWKHVHWRROVDUHIDFLOLWDWLQJQHWZRUNHGIUHHGRPRIH[SUHVVLRQDQGGLVFXVVLRQ
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a creative practitioner drawing both from the culture around him and the tools of the time, in his
case magazines and newsprint, invitations, handwritten notes, etc. The result, aptly named ‘Time
Capsules’51 became an act of lifelogging not too dissimilar to artist Steve Mann’s exhaustive acts
of souveillance52. The difference lies in the year, by the late 1980‘s and 1990’s, when Mann was
recording his life data he was able to wear his technologies to log
his daily routines and encounters instead of compiling them in a box.
;LMPIQ]VIGSVHMRKSJPMJIYWMRKXLIEZEMPEFPIWSGMEPQIHMEXSSPWHSIW
RSXGSQTIXIMRPIRKXLSJXMQIRSVGSPPIGXMSRSJQEXXIVXS;EVLSP´W
51µ7LPH&DSVXOHV¶LV
610 standardised boxes, I have been able to push the available tools, held within The Archives
as my predecessors have done, to make the collected whole into a Study Center at The Andy
:DUKRO0XVHXP86$
TMIGISJEVX[LMGLVI¾IGXWXLIWMXYEXMSR-I\TIVMIRGISREHE]XSHE] Information on the work
basis. In doing so, I have become a participant in the activity of my FDQEHVHHQKHUH6HHĥ
KWWSZZZZDUKRORUJ
practice.
collections/archives.html
In the work ‘Playground/Play Ground/Ground Play/Lay Round PG’53 52 Souveillance: “the
recording of an activity
1E]¯TVIWIRX  -TYWLXLIGSR½RIWSJEWXERHEVH;SVH4VIWW IURPWKHSHUVSHFWLYH
blog by breaking the linear chronological layout and ordered system RIDSDUWLFLSDQWLQWKH
DFWLYLW\LHSHUVRQDO
of telling a story by spamming the site with content from my other H[SHULHQFHFDSWXUH´Ī.HUU
blogs and by dropping curated content into the blog from external 0DQQīKWWSZZZ
public sources. I would like to say this succeeded in breaking the anonequity.org/weblog/
DUFKLYHV/H[SORULQJB
JSVQEXSJXLIFPSKFYXEGXYEPP]-LEHXSVIP]SRTVIZMSYWP]EGUYMVIH HTXLYBSKS
knowledge of HTML to ‘properly’ break it. In order to extend the 53 ‘Playground/Play
piece I had to sabotage the original code of the author’s text, though *URXQG*URXQG3OD\/D\
this author’s work is still referenced within the website source code. 5RXQG3*¶
is found here:
The artist Daniel Eatock’s and co-author Jeffery Vaska’s revolt against KWWSPHJDQVPLWKFD
XLI W]WXIQ SJ VIEHMRK GSRXIRX SRPMRI MW WMKRM½GERX8LI] HIZIPSTIH SOD\JURXQG
a web platform, Indexhibit (2004), which assists artists to relay 54'DQLHO(DWRFN
their work through a narrative structure based on the premise of KWWSZZZLQGH[KLELWRUJ
the combination of ‘index’ and ‘exhibit’. This model can be a more history/
$FFHVVHG
effective tool for artists by providing a presentation structure that
enables their aims and ambitions and their process chronology to
be expressed in one space. It allows the content of a webpage to
I\XIRHMRXSMR½RMX]XSXLIVMKLXSVPIJX )EXSGO´WHVMZI[EWXSFVIEO
from traditional print methods and allow for the owner of the content to curate the space to
their own needs and for their audience’s experience. Eatock stresses on his website that. “...
XLMWMWEFVIEOJVSQXVEHMXMSREP½\IHPE]SYXHIWMKREWWSGMEXIH[MXLTVMRX ERHEQSZIXS[EVHW
an interactive experience where the user creates their own viewing experience. This embraces
recent interactive display methods”54.
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In my own curation of what can only really be understood as visual social chatter on ‘Playground/
Play Ground/Ground Play/Lay Round PG’ (½K), I added animated gif ’s to the piece for two
reasons. First, in homage to artists like Marisa Olson, Joshua Heineman and Olia Lialina who
continue to use this retro and playful form of information relay to both shock and impress
visitors to their sites. Among the most successful artists to work in this genre is Lialina, whose
meticulously-built websites enable visitors to visually journey through participation while
simultaneously learning about her work55,IVVI½RIHTVSGIWWSJGVIEXMRKTPE]JYPERHIRKEKMRK
narratives using the animated gif online are acts of rebellion that present a different approach to
VIEHMRKHEXE8LIWIGSRHVIEWSRJSVQ]YWISJERMQEXIHFYXXIV¾MIW[EWXSMHIRXMJ]XLIKVETLMGEW
a symbolic representation of visitors to the site who leave little evidence of being there. Though
XLIMV-4EHHVIWWMWPMWXIH[MXLMRQ][IFWMXI´WZMWMXSVHEXE XLI]LEZI¾YXXIVIHMRERHSYXSJXLI
space without participating.
On March 10th, 2009 I wrote on my research blog:
% FYXXIV¾]  GER IRXIV ERH I\MX E [MRHS[ [MXLSYX SRI
ORS[MRK XLI] GER ¾YXXIV F] EW ]SY WMX SR ]SYV JVSRX TSVGL
they can enter your back garden and settle on the pool noodle
while the children play.They can be a friend from 25 years ago
reading your status, a colleague catching up on your blog, a
stranger reading your report, your aunt looking at your family
photos, the person who is considering the purchase of your car
through the online auto-trader. Sometimes you glimpse them
through stats, comments, trails they leave behind. Sometimes
you don’t notice them at all and yet they have been by.

552OLD/LDOLQD
KWWSDUWWHOHSRUWDFLDRUJ/
$FFHVVHG
56 7KHIXOOEORJSRVW
*UDGLHQWVRI,QWLPDF\LQ
3XEOLF6RFLDO6SDFHVZDV
ZULWWHQLQUHVSRQVHWRD
3DWWHUQ/DQJXDJHZRUNVKRS
DWWKH/RQGRQ.QRZOHGJH
/DEUXQE\<LVKD\0RU
and Steve Warburton. It
can be found here: KWWS
PHJDQVPLWKFDEORJ"S 

½K1IKER7QMXL³4PE]KVSYRH4PE]+VSYRH+VSYRH4PE]0E]6SYRH4+´  WGVIIRKVEFJVSQFPSK
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-EPWSHIZIPSTIHETIVWSREGEPPIH)H[MKI4VSRSZSWX[LS½VWXETTIEVIHMR7IGSRH0MJIMR
I would like to say that I traveled vicariously through her but instead, the shyness I experience in
‘real-life’ was also present in my avatar’s personality. For the most part of Edwige’s time in Second
0MJI [II\TPSVIHMREWXIVISX]TMGEPXSYVMWXQERRIVGSRWMWXMRKSJUYMGOZMWMXW[MXLEGEQIVEEX
LERH;LMPI - ETTVIGMEXIH XLI MRXVMGEXI HIXEMP ERH MRXIVEGXMZI MRWXEPPEXMSRW XLEX EVXMWXW FYMPH MR
Second Life, I was not drawn to building inworld, nor to carving out an identity within the space.
This may have to do with not devoting extensive and repeated periods of time inworld, which
most likely could have resulted in the development of a community within the space57. Instead,
my interest with Second Life focused on the representation of the ‘real’ inworld. The illusion
of the real is highly sought and delivered in Second Life, showcasing hyper-realistic simulation
scripts which can allow an avatar’s hair to move to an imaginary breeze to attempts to tediously
re-constructed architecture based on real physical structures, such as
H-Building and MoMA, which are discussed in works later on in this 570DULD%DFNHĪ
HSGYQIRX%W-FIKERXSVI¾IGXSR[LEX-LEHZMWMXIHMR7IGSRH0MJIMX SīGHVFULEHVWKHH[WHQW
that some members of
was the general fascination with hyperrealism that exists inworld, which 6HFRQG/LIHHQJDJHZLWKWKH
and community in
led me to the recognize that I was most interested in identity failure. location
KHUHVVD\Ħ6HOI6HWWLQJDQG
6LWXDWLRQLQ6HFRQG/LIH. She

As a self-declared transnational individual, having lived in several discusses the emotional
FRQQHFWLRQWKDWSHRSOH
countries and had varied friend groups speckled all over the globe, associate with their avatar
-ETTVIGMEXIHLS[UYMGOP]-GSYPHQSZIEVSYRH7IGSRH0MJIERH[EW DQGWKHSUREOHPVDQG
EHQH¿WVRIGHYHORSLQJDUROH
fond of speeding around the world rarely resting in one place because WKDWLVVHSDUDWHIURPRQH¶V
the option to teleport from one end of the world to the next was everyday identity.
too addictive. I wished that I could do this in real-life. I was envious of 58 Hu Fang, Once Again,
the speed of travel via networked computer and my avatar’s symbolic We’re On The Road
physical movement. Curator Hu Fang says: “Perhaps this is the way KWWSZZZKXIDQJZULWHV
FRPQRQ¿FWLRQĥHQ2QFHĥ
that travelling is done these days – there is no need to brace yourself Again.html
through wind and rain, but instead, your left hand must grasp hold $FFHVVHG
of the mouse, your right ear pressed onto your cell phone; without
moving one bit, your body has managed to scale through rivers and hills”58. To a certain degree
Fang is right, transfer of knowledge takes shape online alongside emotional experiences and
encounters, factors that form narrative experiences.The web can provide a rich adventure if one
wants to engage and one does learn and gain from these online experiences. However, the ‘hard’
travelling I had done in the past tied me emotionally to the locations because I had memories in
the form of stories. These narratives affected me both physically and emotionally. The argument
that people glued to their computers and immersed in the web do not fully experience is
untrue. They simply learn to experience the location in an alternative way. Regardless, I had no
great stories to tell of my time in Second Life until I began to wonder how I could experience
Second Life in a new way and how my avatar could become more physical, which I will further
discuss in the next section.
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596HFRQG/LIH+ĥ%XLOGLQJ
ZDVEXLOWE\DUWLVW*UDKDP
Hibbert, known as Kisa
1DXPRYDLQ6HFRQG/LIH,W
ZDVVLWXDWHGRQ/HHGV0HW
Island within Second
/LIH,WQRORQJHUH[LVWV
+ĥ%XLOGLQJZDVDIRUPHU
EXLOGLQJRIRSHUDWLRQRQ
WKH/HHGV0HWURSROLWDQ
8QLYHUVLW\&LW\FDPSXV
It is no longer in service
and scheduled for future
demolition.

My creative epiphany arising out of this work arrived when I discovered
that the place I was most comfortable at in Second Life was in H-Building, a meticulously
represented place that also existed in real-life and the location where I worked from 9 to 5
in 2008. At this point I started to embody my avatar in the physical sense. During my initial
TIVJSVQERGI-ZMWMXIH,&YMPHMRKMRXLI¾IWLEWQ]HMKMXEPGLEVEGXIV8LITVSGIWW[EWHSGYQIRXIH
ERHXLI½REPTMIGIHIZIPSTIH JVSQXLIMRMXMEPI\TIVMQIRX [EWEmash-up collage of the two
spaces (½K).
½K1IKER7QMXL³)H[MKICERHC1IKERCEXC,&YMPHMRKC0IIHW´  HMKMXEPGSPPEKI
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I then reviewed my collection of tourist snapshots taken in Second Life and selected three
PSGEXMSRWXSZMWMXMRXLI¾IWLEW)H[MKI[LIVI-[SYPH¾MTQ]TSWMXMSRERHGSRJVSRXQ]MREFMPMX]
XSIQFSH]FSXLEHMKMXEPGLEVEGXIVERHE[IEXLIVVIWMWXERX³¾IWLERHFPSSH´ EZEXEV &IX[IIR
2008-2009 I actually traveled to the three locations, and temporarily transformed myself into my
avatar. I then reconstructed the tourist scene in the physical. I went to MoMA in NYC, the CN
Tower in Toronto (½K) and Cocoa Beach in Florida. In these spaces, my transformation was
documented and I photographed them again as an avatar tourist would.
8LI MRMXMEP SYXGSQIW TPE]IH [MXL EYXSFMSKVETLMGEP GSRXIRX ERH I\TIVMIRGI [LMPI ¾MTTMRK XLI
manner of experiencing the virtual. I was making efforts to introduce Edwige into a new space
within the system. I pushed her to not only occupy Second Life and the physical but also to
enter the architecture of the social web in dynamic ways. She minimally ventured into Facebook,
where her lone friend connection is me. This lack of narrative on Facebook could be construed
as my failure to wholly embody my avatar, however, I am not an actress nor was I interested in
HIZIPSTMRKER]XLMRKSXLIVXLERXLIVIEPMX] &]GVIEXMRKE½GXMXMSYWWXSV]EFSYX)H[MKI-[SYPH
not have been true to my own identity, which was in fact just Megan with the addition of blue
hair and blue contact lenses.

½K1IKER7QMXL³)H[MKICERHC1IKERCEXC'28S[IVC83´  HMKMXEPMQEKI
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³)H[MKI7IP¾IWWP]'EKIHMRXLI;IF´ ½K) was made in homage
XSEVXMWX4MTMPSXXM6MWXW´[SVO³7IPFWXPSWMQ0EZEFEH´ 7IP¾IWWMRXLI&EXL
of Lava) (½K), which I discovered under my foot in 2003, on
EQMRMWGYPIWGVIIR[MXLMREGVEGOMRXLI¾SSVFSEVHWEX47KEPPIV]MR
New York. A pixy-sized Rist shouts up asking for help to anyone lucky
IRSYKLXSRSXMGIXLILSPISVLIEVLIVUYMIXZSMGI-RXLMW[SVO6MWXMW
immortally caged within the bricks and mortar of the physical world.
I tried to imagine the experience, from the perspective of a physical
avatar kept a prisoner within the web and unable to experience touch
or anything more than a scripted breeze. I was the physical Edwige
XVETTIH [MXLMR XLI RIX[SVO8LI TMIGI MW ½PQIH YWMRK ER ETTPMGEXMSR
called BubbleTweet, which then embedded the video in a Twitter
stream. To activate the performance I would tweet a short message
EFSYXMX[MXLEL]TIVPMROXSXLIZMHIS;LIRQ]JSPPS[IVWGPMGOIHSR
the link the video would pop up on their computer screen intruding
on what they were already viewing. Edwige would blink and tap on the
screen hollering, as Rist did, to: ‘Please let me out!’
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60 A web version of the
SLHFHFDQDOVREHVHHQRQ
3LSLORWWL5LVW¶VZHEVLWH
KWWSZZZSLSLORWWLULVWQHW
lavabad/lava.html
$FFHVVHG
61(GZLJH¶VFDOOIRUKHOSFDQ
still be seen by following
this link, though the
interface no longer mimics
Twitter and hence does
not relay the illusion of
intruding on your screen
anymore. This results in a
loss of the initial aesthetic.
KWWSZZZEXEEOHWZHHW
com/channel/cawsand/
SQSw
$FFHVVHG

½K
Pipilotti Rist,
³7IPFWXPSWMQ0EZEFEH´?7IP¾IWW-R8LI&EXL3J0EZEA
(1994) audio video installation
(installation view at SFMOMA, San Francisco;
photo by Ian Reeves).
-QEKIWGSYVXIW]XLIEVXMWXERH,EYWIV ;MVXL

½K1IKER7QMXL³)H[MKI7IP¾IWWP]'EKIHMRXLI;IF´  
digital reconstruction of web-based piece originally created 23/01/09.
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‘As I try to be an avatar & Edwige tries to be me’ (2010; ½K) is a short video piece, accompanied
by a series of still images, which document the experiences of becoming Edwige. It demonstrates
my self-analysed inability to be either a sophisticated avatar in Second Life or to adopt a role
other than my disguised self. However, when in character I was recognized as an avatar and in
particular, during the performance outside the MoMA, I attracted a crowd of onlookers with one
mother telling her son: “Look! It’s performance art!” and other people stopping me in the street
XSWE]±-ORS[[LS]SYEVI²;LMGLMRMXWIPJPIJXQIFEJ¾IH;LSGSYPHXLI]MHIRXMJ]QI[MXL
other than a generic contemporary character?
;MXLXLIEHZIRXSJGSWTPE]IVW EOEGSWXYQITPE]IVW [LSEVITIVJSVQIVW[LSHIZIPSTXLIMV
characters from manga, anime, video games and graphic novels, increasingly gracing the streets
the public has begun to accept a folding over of space; a hybrid experience of the real and the
HMKMXEPTIVWSRE;LEX[EWEZMVXYEPGLEVEGXIVGSQTPIXIP]WITEVEXIJVSQSRI´WTL]WMGEPVIEPPMJIERH
perhaps even social sphere, is now recognizable within the public realm. On her website, artist
Cao Fei discusses her video & photographic research on ‘COSPlayers’ (2004). She establishes
that the cosplayers’ ambition and aggression to be the most outrageous/beautiful/imaginative
character can be counterproductive to achieving a sense of identity when the role actually lends
itself to becoming alienated from reality because the players’ emotional outlets must mimic those
of their characters.Their need for attention through public appearance and their inability to ‘shut
off ’ even within the home leaves them little space to grow up. However, the major adoption of
½K1IKER7QMXL³%W-XV]XSFIEREZEXEV )H[MKIXVMIWXSFIFI´  HMKMXEPWXMPPJVSQZMHIS
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XLIWIVSPIWEHHVIWWIWEWMKRM½GERXKIRIVEXMSREPGYPXYVEPWLMJX 'LMPHVIREVIEGGITXIH[LIRXLI]
HVIWWPMOIWYTIVLIVSIWSVTVMRGIWWIWFYX[L]EVIEHSPIWGIRXSVEHYPXWWS½\EXIHSRVIGVIEXMRK
the doomed activity of trying to carryout the lifestyle of a character?
I think this reaction stems from the rich narratives they have received and continue to receive
through daily engrossment in video games, anime and through their participation in online forums,
which further embeds and secures their interests. Cao Fei, speculates “…though entertainment
JSVEHSPIWGIRXWRSVQEPP]XEOIWTPEGIMREVIPEXMZIP]GSR½RIHWTEGIXLIGYPXYVISJXLIGSWTPE]IVW
[has] brought this group of young people out of the cyber community and into everyday life in
the real world. As they emerge from their digital, cyber communities, 62)RUWKHIXOOUHÀHFWLRQ
they begin to appear in various public activities, showing their faces DQGKHUµ&263OD\HUV¶
see the artists
in trendy residential communities. Using the surrealistic fantasy image work,
website. Available from:
of their game characters they provoke a new aesthetic sense for the KWWSZZZFDRIHLFRP
ZRUNVSKRWRJUDSK\/
public”(2007).
$FFHVVHG

This was also the reaction I recognized while in character. I drew a crowd because I was a symbol
of personal augmented experience or what Barry Bergdoll, Chief Curator of Architecture and
Design for the exhibition Design and the Elastic Mind, refers to as “…the blurring of boundaries
between the real and the virtual” (2008, p. 9). My movements were recognized as being embedded
in a situation that exists on the web and while I could not entirely physically embody my role,
the ambition to articulate a space that no longer only exists behind a screen was welcomed and
understood. Hall says that: “Today we tend to think of the Internet as something that enhances
or augments the physical world, something we encounter everywhere we go” (2008, p. 122).
Unlike the cosplayers, who evidently must un-disguise, breaking from their illusion of being a
part of their game and retreat to real life, my simple humanity was constantly manifested in my
disregard for precise costume, the inability to hold a pose for very long, through social exchange
with my audience, and the appropriation of items such as a winter coat to stay warm.
Furthermore, Cao Fei suggests that: “It is perhaps no longer important to draw the line between
the virtual and the real, as the border between these two has become blurred. In virtual reality
we are not what we were originally, and yet we remain unchanged… At the actual end of this
I\XIRHIHVIEPMX]XLIVIMWWXMPPXLIPSZISJWMQTPMGMX]ERHXLITYVWYMXSJJVIIHSQ² T ;MXL
Q]½REPTMIGIMRZSPZMRK)H[MKI-EPXIVIHQ]JSVQYPEF]ZMWMXMRKXLITL]WMGEPTPEGIEWQ]EZEXEV
ERHXLIR-IRXIVIH7IGSRH0MJIEWQ]³ZMVXYEP´EZEXEVXSQEOIXLI[SVO³)H[MKICERHC1IKERCEXC
&EVOWXSRC,SYWIC0IIHW´  ½K). It became an installation that relayed multiple layers of
HMKMXEPMRJSVQEXMSRSRETVSNIGXMSRWGVIIR [LMGLVI¾IGXIHEPE]IVIHGERZEWSJ)H[MKIERHQ]
identities on Twitter, Facebook, and Second Life, combined with footage of my physical journey
through the building as my avatar. Using a live webcam feed, I was able to broadcast the layered
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situation onto the internet, which contributed to
leaving a trace of my journey via the IP address
sourced from Barkston House’s internet service.
Additionally, I had one lone television set sitting
on its side broadcasting a live CCTV feed of the
space outside the installation.This pointed to the
death of the analogue system of surveillance,
it having been replaced by IP tracking and the
voluntary contribution of identity into social
media which creates a place within the network
[LIVI SRI LEW HMJ½GYPX] GSQTPIXIP] KSMRK
unnoticed and where it is even more challenging
to disappear.
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637KHSURJUDPPHUFDUWRRQLVWDQGZULWHUNQRZQDV
ZK\WKHOXFN\VWLɱDEEUHYLDWHGWRBZK\GLVDSSHDUHG
IURPWKHZHELQ$XJXVWRI6HYHUDORIKLVVLWHV
were deleted and there still remains a mystery as to
ZKDWKDSSHQHGWRKLP+HZDVEHVWNQRZQIRUKLV
FRQWULEXWLRQWRWKH5XE\SURJUDPPLQJODQJXDJHDQG
his illustrated teaching guides. His work has been
DUFKLYHGE\KLVIROORZHUVLQDQDWWHPSWWRERWKSUHVHUYH
KLVYDOXHGUHVHDUFKDQGWRHQVXUHKLVLGHQWLW\RUSHUVRQD
LVUHPHPEHUHGĪ'-:0ī,QWKLVVLWXDWLRQBZK\
KDVDFWXDOO\PDQDJHGWRFROODSVHKLVSXEOLFLGHQWLW\
+RZHYHUKLVSUHVHQFHRQOLQHLVXSKHOGE\WKHSHRSOH
DURXQGKLPZKRDSSUHFLDWHKLVZRUN7KLVLVDOVRD
situation that occurs when someone dies, often a fan
VLWHZLOOEHVHWXSLQWKHLUKRQRXUZKLFKLVPDLQWDLQHG
by a friend or relative, as eventually the deceased social
media accounts will become defunct.
KWWSZZZKĥRQOLQHFRPRSHQQHZVLWHPZK\ĥWKHĥ
OXFN\ĥVWLɱĥ9DQLVKHVĥKWPl$FFHVVHG

The folding of my identity and that of Edwige
became a visual articulation of the hybrid
narrative structure that has blossomed within
the networked digital domain and the physical environment. The concept of living vicariously
through an avatar is not the same as it was, even two years ago, because social media applications
and voice-over IP (VOIP) have altered the dynamic by peeling back the layers of identity that
SRIGSYPHTVIZMSYWP]LMHISVEGXFILMRH8LI½REPTMIGI[MXL)H[MKIMPPYWXVEXIHXLIXIGLRMGEP
complexity of the networked system in which we (Edwige & I) were based, while creatively
commenting on the situation of the social seduction that pressures people to take part and
contribute a voice to the system. This new, networked structure is a permeable space, which
simultaneously empowers people while they lose control of their journey, as their digital presence
permeates networks beyond their knowledge and tells stories within the physical realm. The
result is, after the advent of networked digital systems, a new rendering of reality. This new
WTEGIMW[LIVIERMRRSZEXMZI[EZISJEVXMWXWEVISTIVEXMRK[MXLXLIGSR½HIRGIXSREZMKEXIXLI
intersecting digital, globally networked, and physical social setting because, according the Hanru
and aligning with Tapscott’s research, they have grown up within this shifting environment. They
don’t see it as a foreign environment, where identities are split, but instead they understand that
contributing personal input into networked social space is a practice of everyday life and that
this activity can be capitalized on as an artist. They understand that chronicling the shift that has
taken place is an essential step to deciphering the complex system that the internet unleashed
and that narrating and visualizing the current social situation makes their practice in essence
contemporary of the times. By challenging the creative process and documenting the hybrid
STIVEXMRKWTEGI EVXMWXW[LSGERSTIVEXI¾YMHP][MXLMRMX EVIEGXYEPP]HSMRKRSXLMRKRI[FYX
pushing the limits of the media available to them, and using the tools that they understand best
to do so. This is what the works with Edwige were designed to narrate. Not only was I using
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the new tools and language of the moment, I was attempting to demonstrate the shift in social
interaction that takes place online by pushing the avatar into the physical where she and I were
recognised as one and the same. This was possible because functioning within the digital domain
is not restricted to online encounter, but instead, it is a state that permeates the psyche as a
familiar physical and memorable moment that is experienced, consciously or not, by consumers
of socially networked digital information.

½K
Megan Smith,
³)H[MKICERHC1IKERCEXC&EVOWXSRC,SYWIC0IIHW´
(2009) installation shot, United - ESA, Barkston House.
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Our City, Our Music/
tagging place/
‘Our City, Our Music’ (‘OCOM’) was an interactive geo-located album 646HHELRJUDSKLFDOGHWDLOV
WLS[GEWMRK0IIHWFEWIHIQIVKMRKQYWMGMERWERH½PQQEOIVWMR RQFROODERUDWRU%HQ'DOWRQ
It was a collaborative curatorial project initiated and managed by Ben at the end of the document.
Dalton, Ben Halsall and myself. It was awarded £10 000 in seed
funding from Hewlett Packard’s Media Lab and in-kind support in time
ERHIUYMTQIRXPSERJVSQ0IIHW1IXVSTSPMXER9RMZIVWMX]-RXLI7TVMRKSJEJXIVEWYGGIWWJYP
written brief submitted in open competition to HP Labs and the company Just.b, we obtained an
MRMXMEPKVERXSJERHWTIGMEPM^IHXVEMRMRK[MXLXLIQWGETIWSJX[EVIJVSQXLI1IHME0EF;I
then further developed the project and pitched a more formed concept at the ICA in London
XSEREYHMIRGISJQIHMEWTIGMEPMWXWERHXLIREKEMRMR1E]EXF8;))2 EGSRJIVIRGI
designed to connect indie-creatives with major corporations, held at MOSI in Manchester. ‘Our
City, Our Music’ concept won the Exploding Narratives grant through both the online public
voting system and with the internal judges.
The aim of the Exploding Narratives prize was to fund a project that would experiment with
location-aware devices as tools for delivering engaging narratives using the mscape software,
which combines audio and visual content on several GPS enabled mobile phones and SatNav
devices. Our vision was to use our skills as artists to breathe creative content into the media
capable devices in order for them to become aesthetic objects delivering a curated programme
of cultural value. The goal of ‘Our City, Our Music’ became to support emerging musicians
ERH½PQQEOIVWXSGVIEXIXLIGSRXIRXSJEREPFYQ XSGVIEXIEREVGLMZISJPSGEPXEPIRX ERHXS
encourage people to explore the city through new technology, music and narration.
The participants in the project were selected by a panel of judges we curated, including BBC
TVIWIRXIV%PER 6E[;MPP 1EWWE [LS EX XLI XMQI VER (MKMXEP 7LSVXW EX 7GVIIR=SVOWLMVI8MQ
Garbutt of Utah Saints, Ash Kollakowski from Bad Sneakers Records, Pier VanTijn of Big Red
Button, Nicola Greenan from Arts-Stra and 20202, Mark Hubbard of Old Chapel Rehearsal
Studios, and Rebekka Kill aka DJ The Duchess. An open online call was set up and over 80
ETTPMGERXWETTPMIHXSXEOITEVX8LI½REPHIGMWMSRW[IVIVIEGLIHXLVSYKLHVE[MRK½JX]TIVGIRX
from the online call and the other half through nomination from the panel.
)PIZIR FERHW ERH XIR ½PQQEOIVW QEHI MX XLVSYKL XLI WIPIGXMSR VIWYPXMRK MR E KVSYT SJ
approximately 50 people involved in the project. During the Spring of 2009, we shot 11 music
videos in locations around Leeds city-centre and recorded 1 video and 3 additional sound
tracks as ‘hidden tracks’ on the album. In addition to the opportunity to make a live video, we
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ran a Professional Development programme for all our participants. It provided new skills and
hands-on experience to the team of artists, by offering video production workshops, faceto-face introductions to industry experts and assistance with solving creative and technical
objectives. The artists were granted freedom to distribute their videos at their discretion and
the compositions are now hosted across a number of websites.
‘Our City, Our Music’ launched Saturday 20 June 2009 at Leeds Metropolitan University’s Students
Union with a preview of the album and live performances from some of the participating bands.
On Sunday 21 June, based at NTI Leeds, we offered the opportunity to go on the walk by
lending pre-loaded devices to visitors. Over 80 people tested the mediascape on that day and
WYFWIUYIRXP][ILEZIVYRWIZIVEP[EPOW[MXLQSVIXLERTISTPIXEOMRKTEVX
%XXLIGSVISJ³3YV'MX]3YV1YWMG´´WWYGGIWWMRVIGVYMXMRKQYWMGMERWERH½PQQEOIVWJVSQEGVSWW
Leeds was an intelligent use of social networks like MySpace, Leeds Music Forum, Leeds Visual
%VXW*SVYQ *EGIFSSO ERH8[MXXIV EPSRKWMHIXLITVSNIGX[IFWMXI[LMGLMWEFPSK;MXLEGPIEV
focus on the creation of music videos for release on small screen devices and the ambition to
make the technology delivering the content invisible to its audience the result was an immersive
audio/visual located journey through the streets of Leeds.
The project became an invisible festival across the city (½K) that documented some
of its best kept secrets, highlighted overshadowed locations and social landmarks, and told stories
through the eyes of the people who drew inspiration from the place. It left behind a visual and
audio trail of a cultural scene in Leeds. The album features talented performers from across
Leeds, including experimental music group Chops, Ellen & The Escapades, Eskimo Twins and MTV
Soundbites Competition winners Superpowerless.
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‘Our City, Our Music’ was the largest project I had worked on to date and, though the product
was limited by the reliability of the device, the opportunity to collaborate with Halsall and
Dalton helped push my research further in the direction of making art that was socially useful
and with an open source agenda. Between us our duties overlapped though we also played
PEVKIV MRHITIRHIRX TEVXW MR WTIGM½G EVIEW - VER QSWX SJ XLI EHQMRMWXVEXMSR ERH GSSVHMREXMSR
of location permissions for the shoots, designing and making the map (½K) and the interface
menu layouts, organising and coordinating the professional development sessions, and speakers,
ERHXLIPEYRGLIZIRXW ,EPWEPPSVKERM^IHXLIWLSSXIUYMTQIRXERH[EWVIWTSRWMFPIJSVEPPXLI
sound and video compression for the small screens. He also shot and edited the CHOPS video
[MXLXLIEMHSJ½PQQEOIV(EZI0]RGL,IQEREKIHXLIFYHKIX[LMGL[EWLIPH[MXLMRXLIXLIR
Faculty of Innovation North. Dalton managed the binaural sound recording system and taught
XLI½PQQEOIVWLS[XSYWIMX,I[EWTVMQEVMP]VIWTSRWMFPIJSVXLIGSHMRKMRZSPZIHMRQEOMRKXLI
QWGETI,I[EWEPWSTVIWIRXEXWIZIVEPWLSSXW;IEPPWLEVIHXLIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]SJGSRXVMFYXMRK
papers and public speaking about the project.
Public contributions in which I was involved are as follows:
2009

Light Night Leeds participant, October.
Project presentation, BarCamp Leeds, May.
‘Our City, Our Music’ launch events, June.

65%RWK+DOVDOODQG'DOWRQ
SUHVHQWHGWKHSURMHFWLQ
OHFWXUHVIRUERWK/HHGV
0HWURSROLWDQ8QLYHUVLW\
DQGIRUH[WHUQDOFRQWDFWV
such as the Arts Council of
(QJODQGDQG/HHGV&ROOHJH
of Art Creative Networks,
their talks are not listed
here.

Awarded Northern Design Competition Finalist in 2 separate categories:
New Media & Product Design, June.



³3YV'MX]3YV1YWMG´XIEQ[SVOWLST[MXL%P½I(IRRIRSRXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJXLI
TVSNIGXERH2I[1IHMEF8;))2*%'80MZIVTSSP.YRI

2008


Recipient of the Exploding Narrative development grant
JVSQXLIF8;))2GSRJIVIRGI8LITVSNIGXTMXGL[EWWGVIIRIHEXXLI
ICA London, Manchester Art Gallery, and at FACT, Liverpool, June.
Hewlett Packard mscapeFest08, Belfast, UK, December
Paper: ‘Our City, Our Music’: Case study
Handheld Learning , London, UK October
Paper: ‘Our City, Our Music’: using mScapes to map new narratives
½K³3YV'MX]3YV1YWMG´  
sample of the map embedded on
the handheld devices.
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Throughout the project, there was a strong emphasis, on the part of the ‘OCOM’ team, to share
content and knowledge. The early stages of the research were made public as they developed
SRE;SVH4VIWW&PSK, and our participants were encouraged to talk about the project as well.
One motive for maintaining a public research discourse about our progress was to extend our
knowledge on the subject by making contact with other artists working with locative media and
to enable the prospective audience to comment and be involved. Often, when describing the
project our audiences were hearing about geo-locative technology and binaural sound recordings
JSVXLI½VWXXMQIWSMXFIGEQIIWWIRXMEPXSHIZIPSTERI[PERKYEKIXSI\TPEMRXLITVSNIGX
The potential of wrapping up an audio and visual story based on a community and sharing it
through a mobile device is not uncommon. Many museums partake in audio services where
portable audio sets enable visitors to hear about displays by pressing the appropriate buttons
when they arrive at the corresponding location. The artist Janet Cardiff is one of several artists
who have recorded narrative audio walks and then invited guests to
listen to them via CD or tape as they meander a mapped path through
a city. Blast Theory is a trailblazer in the area of engaging communities
662XU&LW\2XU0XVLF
research blog:
with handheld technology. However, the number of people who have
KWWSRXUFLW\RXUPXVLF
experienced this new form of storytelling is probably still relatively
ZRUGSUHVVFRm
small, with the museum audio model more than likely coming out
67&DUGLɱPDGHVHYHUDO
ahead of everyone else so far. ‘230 Miles of Love’ (2008), by artist
DXGLRZDONVEHWZHHQ
DQG*RWRKHUZHEVLWH %RHVI[7LERELER MWEKISPSGEXIHEYHMSNSYVRI]WTIGM½GEPP]PSGEXIH
for details on each walk
along the M6 motorway in the UK. This project, though essentially
in this series. KWWSZZZ
made in a similar method to Cardiff ’s work where locations were
FDUGLɱPLOOHUFRPDUWZRUNV
ZDONVLQGH[KWPl
GLSWIR EPSRK E VSYXI ERH XLIR XEPIW SV VI¾IGXMSRW EVI VIGSYRXIH
about those spaces within the recording, stepped into the sphere that
Blast Theory operates within by using new technologies to trigger the
audio content when a driver entered the appropriate zone of the
motorway.This project enabled a much larger distance to be traveled than Cardiff ’s work, and the
curation of the content through the constraint of geo-location allows both a complex narrative
to be told and an augmented experience to be had on the part of the listener. ‘OCOM’ critically
XSSOSRFSEVHXLIWIQSHIPWERHIRHIEZSVIHXSEHHZMHISXSXLIIUYEXMSRMRSVHIVXSTYWLXLI
capabilities of the device and the location-aware software, but also to present this device as an
object that could be used to display a curated and aesthetically considered project.
From our background research on locative games and from speaking with participants and
audiences we established that even with the use of a SatNav device, which a growing number
of people possess, the concept of located audio and video content in the form of a narrated
journey was still a complex scenario. I believe the only reason for this is that people were not,
as of yet, accustomed to their personal handheld devices delivering geo-located entertainment.

½K  ½K  ³3YV'MX]3YV1YWMG0IIHW´  MQEKIWXEOIRHYVMRKTYFPMGXSYVW4LSXSWF]&IR,EPWEPP
This was the location of the Ellen and the Escapades video, shot by James Rhodes & animated by Niki Naroz..
The geo-located video is situated between Briggate Street and Lands Lane, in an unnamed ginnel.
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Since the ‘OCOM’ launch in 2009 this has begun to change. The social media application
*SYVWUYEVI [LMGLPEYRGLIHQSRXLWFIJSVI³3YV'MX] 3YV1YWMG´ RS[LEWQMPPMSRYWIVW
worldwide. This application allows people to ‘check in’ to places they have been with their
GPS enabled mobile devices, which in turn records a trace of their daily journeys. Facebook
is also currently rolling out a feature, called Places, that allows users
686WDWLVWLFVXSSOLHGE\
to tag where they are using GPS. There is a heated debate about
Foursquare as of August
KWWSIRXUVTXDUHFRP the pros and cons of marking one’s territory publicly on social media
about$FFHVVHG
applications, in particular in relations to public safety and how the act
of placing oneself could feed personal information into a public system
which could then result in becoming a target of identity fraud. However, I predict that this tagging
of place will only become more popular and that more sophisticated uses for it will develop over
time. ‘Our City, Our Music’ tried to demonstrate the potential of this technology by working with
a team of local people to relay a contemporary story. A year on since the ‘OCOM’ launch, it is
now relatively easy to explain the concept of geo-located community narrative, even to those
who are not at ease with the use of new technology.
By speaking publicly across various forms of social media and at conferences, workshops and
events ‘OCOM’’s aim to involve a large public and introduce them to new forms of narrative
accessed via mobile devices was a success. Neither did the project become pigeonholed within
E GPSWIH RIX[SVO SJ EVXMWX E½GMSREHSW ½PQ SV QYWMG KVSYTW SV KEQIVW8LI HIQSKVETLMG SJ
those who have experienced the tour ranges from children to old age pensioners. The artist
.IVIQ];SSH[LSLEWFIIRVIPIRXPIWWP]GLVSRMGPMRKLMWPMJIYWMRK+47 over the last 10 years, to
draw symbolic patterns (½K) across immense geographical and political spaces has also been
contributing to the new geo-tagged culturescape by demonstrating the potential of GPS to relay
WXSVMIW*YVXLIVQSVI(IRRIR[LSTYFPMGP]WTIEOWSYXEFSYXXLIFIRI½XWSJXEKKMRKTPEGIERH
who helped provide accessible and attractive social media tools so that more people could
take part in the activity, is helping to drive the interest of geo-tagging among the general public
and has become a curator within this new area of practice. ‘Our City, Our Music’ tried to build
on those facets in order to contribute a new approach to participating, making, and involving
community. The result was also a curatorial approach that encouraged a public to engage with
local talent but also to broadcast through new technologies, a gesture that promotes the small
screen networked device as a space for valuable and aesthetic showcase. ‘OCOM’ grew out of
the networked adventure that ‘The DoGoSee Project’ initiated, and though the latter project
involved several people’s input it still aligned more with the work of Cardiff, in a slightly closed
channel approach because it was based on a timed performance to accumulate narrative.
;SSH´WTVEGXMGIPMOI'EVHMJJ ´WTVMQEVMP]QEHIMRWSPMXYHITVEGXMGIHIQSRWXVEXIWLS[PSRKIZMX]
and the repetitive act of accumulating data across a landscape can produce a story, and Blast
Theory focused on the augmented experience of a story told though located journeys. Finally,
Dennen’s ability to assemble and mobilize people and to provide them with tools and options for

½K.IVIQ];SSH³8VEZIVWI1I´  8LI9RMZIVWMX]SJ;EV[MGO(VE[RSRJSSXQMPIWSJ+47XVEGOWHE]W
Image courtesy of the artist.
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GVIEXMRK[IVIQIXLSHWXLEXXLI³3'31´XIEQEGUYMVIHERHHIZIPSTIHMRGYVEXMRKXLITVSNIGX
;IEHSTXIHETVSHYGXMZI³LEGOIV´ ETTVSEGLERHMRHSMRKWSGSRXVMFYXIHXSXLIKIRVIXLEXMW
pushing this area of creative practice forward. Furthermore, by continuously broadcasting our
ideas and by sharing our research beyond academia and the arts we were able to curate a
project that reached and was experienced by a broad public.

½K³3YV'MX]3YV1YWMG0IIHW´  MQEKIXEOIRHYVMRKTYFPMGXSYV4LSXSF]&IR,EPWEPP
This was the location of the CHOPS video, shot and edited by Ben Halsall, assisted by Dave Lynch.
The geo-located video was made prior to the demolition of the Leeds International Swimming Pool.
It is still standing in this image.
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SocialMoment + Pst!/
Hacking as a method of practice/
To accomplish the objectives of the research I used tools such as digital video, blogging and
Second Life to make work that extended the self and placed identity into new spaces within the
digital domain,S[IZIVMRSVHIVXSJYPP]GLEPPIRKIXLITVSNIGXMX[EWRIGIWWEV]MRXLI½REPWXEKI
of the research to push the practice beyond the 3rd aim in order to creatively look at how the
critical mass is extending to reach others via the digital domain, a topic which artists like Jer Thorp
MWVIWIEVGLMRKMRLMWTVEGXMGIEW[IPP -RSVHIVXSHSXLMW-WTIGM½GEPP]PSSOIHEXLS[TIVWSREP
identity is showcased in the social media community and how I could use this identity to make
work that demonstrated the effects of networked community.
I came to the conclusion that it was essential to use syndicated public content to produce
X[S½REPTMIGIWSJ[SVO8LIWITMIGIW[SYPHREVVEXIIJJIGXWSJWSGMEPQIHMEERHJSVQSVHVE[
attention to narrative structures that have not been told or visualized before. I chose Twitter
as the aggregation source because I was already familiar with it, it is a socially useful tool and
its geocode possibilities made it the logical platform for responding
creatively to the social situation of the web culture of 2010. I also
[EW SJ XLI STMRMSR XLEX HIWTMXI MXW GSRWXERX ¾S[ SJ YWIV KIRIVEXIH
692Q$SULOWKH
content from around the globe, the U.S. Library of Congress deeming 86/LEUDU\RI&RQJUHVV
the content to be valid enough to include in its archive, and the RɷFLDOO\DFTXLUHGWKH
archive dating back
numerous applications established to allow readers to source what Twitter
WR0DUFKDQGLWZLOO
they need from it, there were still relatively few people actually critically continue to digitally house
new tweets in the future.
exploring the media to bend it into new narrative structures beyond all
Ī5D\PRQGī
the obvious marketing solutions.
KWWSEORJVORFJRY
ORFKRZĥWZHHWĥLWĥ
LVĥOLEUDU\ĥDFTXLUHVĥHQWLUHĥ
WZLWWHUĥDUFKLYH/

Blogs are practical ways of learning and keeping up to date with interests
but they are numerous and time-consuming to read. The introduction
of Twitter as a social media tool in a sense allowed for some freedom
of space by reducing the content of a blog to a 140 character summary
that directs readers to a blog with key words or hyperlinks, should they
[ERXQSVIMRJSVQEXMSR;MXLXLITVSPMJIVEXMSRSJMRJSVQEXMSREZEMPEFPIXSIEGL[IFYWIVIZIV]
HE]8[MXXIVLEWFIGSQIEGVYGMEPQIXLSHXSIJ½GMIRXP]WTVIEHMRJSVQEXMSRXSTISTPI[SVPH[MHI
within minutes. A fact that has led it to make history as a system that allows for citizen journalism
XSVITSVXUYMGOP]YWMRK[IFIREFPIHQSFMPIXIGLRSPSK];LMPIXLIGSRXIRXSJEX[IIXQE]RSX
EP[E]WFIGVIHMFPIXLIJEGXMWXLEXMXEPPS[WE¾S[SJMRJSVQEXMSRXLEXMWTYFPMGERHXLMWGSRXIRXMW
VITIEXIHHMWGVIHMXIHZEPYIHERHHMWGYWWIHEXERIUYEPP]VETMHTEGIEWMXMWTSWXIH;LEXMWQSWX
important about this speed is that it enables news to proliferate the net. In cases like the Mumbai
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attacks in 200870 and the Iranian election in 200971
[LIVIXLIEQSYRXSJ[IFXVEJ½GVITSVXMRKZMSPIRGI
was inconsistent, it was still surfacing on Twitter in
such abundance that the world understood there
was a serious problem.
3RI SJ XLI QSWX WMKRM½GERX X[IIXW XS EPXIV XLI
perception of social media was sent by Janis Krums
(@jkrums) on 15 January 2009 when a plane crashed
and landed in the Hudson River, in New York (½K).
Krums tweeted image circulated the world in seconds
alerting of the crash and safety of the passengers
before any main news broadcasters could report the
story. This act in turn boosted the number of Twitter
users and prompted a global conversation about the
importance of citizen journalism and the changing
news broadcast situation.
The ‘SocialMoment’ series/
;LMPI³)H[MKI7IP¾IWWP]'EKIHMRXLI;IF´ [EWQ]
½VWXEXXIQTXXSLEGOE8[MXXIVI\TIVMIRGI MX[EWE
½K.ERMW/VYQW?$NOVYQWA  
playful illustration of a conceptual problem and, for
digital image taken 15 January.
future work I aimed to literally push the social impact
Image courtesy of the photographer.
that tweeting can have. The ‘SocialMoment’ (2010)
series, an ongoing project, grew out of this goal. It draws iconic instances
706WHSKDQLH%XVDULĪī
from Twitter during surges of topic-centred emotional activity online.
Tweeting the terror: How social
The individual micro-narratives point to shifts in social perception
media reacted to Mumbai
KWWSHGLWLRQFQQFRP ERH XLI YWI SJ RI[ QIHME &] MWSPEXMRK TYFPMG VI¾IGXMSRW JVSQ XLI
:25/'DVLDSFI
perspective of the writer, a short but important narrative is revealed.
PXPEDLWZLWWHULQGH[KWPl
$FFHVVHG
;LMPI8[MXXIV MW QSWX ORS[R JSV XLI GSTMSYW EQSYRX SJ GSRXIRX MX
71/HY*URVVPDQĪīIran can provide, it is important to understand the way that people are
Protests: Twitter, the Medium
choosing to articulate themselves on it and how some of these status
RIWKH0RYHPHQW KWWS
updates can have a transformative effect on society.
www.time.com/time/world/
DUWLFOH
html
$FFHVVHG

@jkrums ironically asked his followers to wish him luck within his tweet,
ERHMREX[MWXSJJEXIXLEXMW[LEXLIVIGIMZIHRSXJSVLMWVIUYIWXXSKIX
XLVSYKLXLIXVEJ½GFYXMRWXIEHPERHMRKLMQSRISJXLIQSWXZMI[IHMQEKIWSJEPPXMQI8LMWMQEKI
will go on to be used for years, if not to remember historical moments in Twitter’s history, which
may as an application fade from popularity over time, but because of the emotional stir that

½K1IKER7QMXL³7SGMEP1SQIRX$NOVYQW.ER´  ²<²HMKMXEPTVMRX
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rippled across the world of the pilot’s success. Most importantly, in terms of empowerment, the
image came from a mobile phone, a tool that increasing numbers of people are owning across
XLIKPSFI;MXLMRQMRYXIWXLIEGXXSHSGYQIRXXLIWMXYEXMSRERHWLEVIMXSREWSGMEPRIX[SVO
had aided in transforming the world emotionally and technically.
The format in which a tweet is written and later read is also contributing a new code or new
JSVQSJPERKYEKI8LIWXVYGXYVISJXLIQIWWEKIMWJSVQIHSJQIQSVEFPITEXXIVRWERHMHIRXM½EFPI
symbols. For those accustomed to reading tweets or web content, simply looking at the 15
January 2009 message by @jkrums invokes the image of the plane crash because the hyperlink
acts as a trigger for their memory (½K ;LIRW[MJXP]VIEHMRKXLIXI\XERHPMROGPSWIXSKIXLIV
it is possible that people automatically conjure associated images, if for instance the subject is
highly publicised or of a personal nature, pointing to the adoption of new methods of reading
brought on by web-based data structures.
The @iranabad print (½K), in the ‘SocialMoment’ series, discusses the challenges with the
police and the volatile and politically complex situation at hand. By contributing to a public space
online the individual citizens of Iran are able to tell the world a story of panic and corruption
and this act then incites other countries to scrutinize the political system that allows for these
situations to continue. The United States Secretary of State, Hilary Clinton said in her ‘Remarks
on Internet Freedom’ (2010): “The spread of information networks is forming a new nervous
W]WXIQJSVSYVTPERIX;LIRWSQIXLMRKLETTIRWMR,EMXMSV,YRERXLI
72 & 73 Hillary Clinton.
ĪīRemarks on Internet
rest of us learn about it in real time – from real people. And we can
Freedom. KWWSZZZ
respond in real time as well”72. She then goes on to say: “Now, in many
state.gov/secretary/
respects, information has never been so free. There are more ways to
UPKWm
$FFHVVHG
spread more ideas to more people than at any moment in history. And
even in authoritarian countries, information networks are helping people discover new facts and
making governments more accountable”73. In situations like these, and in other extreme events
such as natural disasters, networked communication and services like Twitter are now playing
critical parts in enabling aid response and global scrutiny.
½K1IKER7QMXL³7SGMEP1SQIRX$MVEREFEH.YR´  ²<²HMKMXEPTVMRX
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3REPMKLXIVRSXIFYXERSPIWWMRGVIHMFPIWMXYEXMSR$%WXVSC2MGSPIHIWGVMFIWXLITYVII\LMPEVEXMSR
SJEREPQSWXYRMUYIQSQIRXEPPS[MRKLIVJSPPS[IVWXSMQEKMRIXLIMRWXERX[MXLLIVMRVIEPXMQI
an activity that is completely new (½K). It is the build up of these small events that are telling
a global story, one that the U.S. Library of Congress has deemed important enough to store for
IXIVRMX]JSVWGLSPEVP]ERHVIWIEVGLVIEWSRW[LMPITPEGMRKIQTLEWMWSRXLIUYIV]SJ±[LEX?[MPPA
we… be able to learn about ourselves and the world around us from this wealth of data… I’m
certain we’ll learn things that none of us now can even possibly conceive” (Raymond, 2010).
½K1IKER7QMXL³7SGMEP1SQIRX$%WXVSC2MGSPI7IT´  ²<²HMKMXEPTVMRX
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@iamdiddy’s tweets (½K) can be seen in two different ways. First, from a cynical perspective
where this person does not emotionally value the situation and, second from the angle of
a person who does not place emphasis on the way the information is read. Either way, this
ordering of personal information points to the importance of trying to understand the stories
people are relaying in this medium and also to the changing nature of communication towards
possibly a more inclusive and democratic space where a person like @iamdiddy can ethically
place these two facts side by side with no social retribution.
In the ‘SocialMoment’ series I was able to place emphasis on how the language used in social
media tools, like Twitter, is affecting and shifting the global concept of identity and personal
potential. The web is enabling a social and political revolution, through digital and networked
methods of communication. Tweeting, micro-blogging and other forms of status updates are
demonstrating that people are talking now more than ever and it is important to look into the
narratives that are being formed so that we can understand our future communities.
½K1IKER7QMXL³7SGMEP1SQIRX$MEQHMHH].YP´  ²<²HMKMXEPTVMRX
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Pst! Physical Space Tweets +
Pst! microCONTROL/
‘Pst!’ is the surreptitious beckoning of attention and the acronym for Physical Space Tweets. It is
a small storyteller installed in public space that gives the audience a glimpse into a geo-tagged
community’s topic feed (½K). For the Leeds Pavilion at Mediamatic’s Amsterdam Biennale
(10/09-01/10), ‘Pst!’ chronicled life in Leeds through its twitter feed, aligning itself with the
Biennale’s aim to showcase a city’s local cultural scene.
‘Pst!’ physically and geographically locates a public social narrative. It does this by aggregating
W]RHMGEXIHHEXEJVSQ8[MXXIVTVS½PIWKISKVETLMGEPP]EPMKRIHXSEGMX]YWMRK8[MXXIV´WKISGSHI%4-
the open source Arduino electronic platform and the internet.The devices visually chirp out 140
character Twitter feeds onto small LCD screens. The screen and hardware allude to miniature
advertising billboards but discuss and distribute life feeds.This project situates verbal content and
technology into a new place and relays the data in a new narrative format.

½K1IKER7QMXL³4WX4L]WMGEP7TEGI8[IIXW´  HMKMXEPMQEKI)7%0IIHW4EZMPPMSR%QWXIVHEQ&MIRREPI
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In the case of the Leeds-based device, watching the stream at different times of the day or
the week rendered a picture of the city’s community and activity. There was a pronounced
distinction between the feed on a Tuesday evening when the Yorkshire Post announced a new
NSF GEPP ERH TISTPI HMWGYWWIH XLI PEXIWX (V;LS ITMWSHI ERH XLI *VMHE] ERH 7EXYVHE] RMKLX
feeds when Leeds, a city known for its wild nightlife, articulated across the screen a colourful and
engaging drama documenting the happenings in the city - from bears in tutus spotted outside
the Corn Exchange to a mad rush for a secret gig at the Brudenell Social Club. By removing the
TIVMTLIVEPSJXLIGSQTYXIVERHXLITVS½PI[MRHS[WEWWSGMEXIH[MXLPSSOMRKEXE8[MXXIVJIIHE
‘Pst!’ device can be placed anywhere. It provides a focus on a single message that changes with
each update, slowly threading a local narrative together and hence becoming a direct porthole
into a geo-located public space.
After the Amsterdam Biennale, the project was expanded to display 5 devices at once under the
title ‘Pst! microCONTROL’ (½K), a term adopted in reference to the bottom-up approach that
is becoming an increasingly successful model for social information distribution made possible
through the current internet and supplemented by the open source culture. The shift to a larger
MRWXEPPEXMSREPPS[IHXLITMIGIXSXSYGLSRXLIRSWXEPKMGMGSRSKVETLMGMQEKIWSJXLI³;IWXIVR
Railway Time Reference System’, that display city times side by side on clocks, but it took that
visual symbolism into the present by using social media and new-media tools to reveal world
IZIRXW)EGLHIZMGI[EWEWWMKRIHEWTIGM½GKISGSHIHEVIEERHHMWTPE]IHX[MXXIVWXVIEQWJVSQ
the local source. In this way a device set up to capture the stream from New York narrated
the current situation from the voices of its inhabitants. The case was the same for devices set
for Los Angeles and London. The installation became most interesting by aligning the remaining
X[SHIZMGIWXS/EFYPERH&IMNMRK[LIVIMRJSVQEXMSRGERJEMPXSVIEGLXLI;IWXIVR;SVPHSVMW
censored for political or safety reasons. Interestingly, while some countries such as China and
Cuba operate strict internet censorship, a stream of twitter feeds occasionally get through
to the world from these last two localities, further reinforcing the title of the installation, ‘Pst!
microCONTROL’, by providing examples where people make unusual and extreme efforts to
tell stories. In the case of the Beijing device, its failure to activate among the other nations was
simply evidence of a global political situation that is not ready to completely share and it furthers
XLIRSXMSRXLEXJEMPYVISJETVSGIWWGEREPWSFIEWMKRM½GERXIPIQIRX8LIXIGLRSPSK]YWIHXS
make this work is only a tool and though there is a sense of awe with social media, it is not
magical, but as stated above, it is the cross-fertilization of art, technology and the study of society
that allow stories to surface.
‘Pst! microCONTROL’ was made through the support of the open source community.The code
is a hacked patchwork of multiple projects re-modeled by friends, people I have met online, and
myself. A long-term goal for the installation is to continue to share the code and DiY instructions
for making the devices. The installation was shortlisted for a Continuum Commission. I received

½K1IKER7QMXL
‘Pst! microCONTROL’ (2010)
installation shot, Unleashed Devices;EXIVQERW0SRHSR´<´

a Grant for the Arts from Arts Council England to improve the piece from its earlier incarnation
as ‘Pst!’ and to include it in Unleashed DevicesEX;EXIVQERW%VX'IRXVIMR0SRHSR8LI[SVOMW
also being shown at Invasion of Privacy, at Notfamousyet Art Consultancy in Oxford.
The project situates itself within the current practice of the artists Sep Kamvar and Jonathan
,EVVMWERHXLIMVPMZI[SVO³;I*IIP*MRI´ MRMXMEXIH  ERSRKSMRK[IFFEWIHTVSKVEQQI
which draws public content from blogs by pigeon-holing a harvest criteria on the words ‘I feel’
ERH³-EQJIIPMRK´³;I*IIP*MRI´VIPE]WEREVVEXMZIXLVSYKLGSQFMRMRKTEVEQIXIVWWYGLEWPSGEXMSR
and weather with sentiment-tied search tags. ‘Pst!’ however, has a more biased approach by
WIIOMRKSRP]8[MXXIVYWIVW[MXLMREWTIGM½GKISPSGEXIHFSYRHEV]ERHXLIVIWYPXMWEGSQQYRMX]
tale. It also situates itself within the work of statistician Mark Hansen and sound artist Ben
6YFMR-RTEVXMGYPEVMXFYMPHWSREWMQMPEVMRUYIWXMRXS[IFMRJSVQEXMSRGLEXXIVHIQSRWXVEXIHMR
their piece ‘Listening Post’ (2003; ½K): “an art installation that culls text fragments in real time
from thousands of unrestricted Internet chat rooms, bulletin boards and other public forums”74.
Peter Eleey wrote in Frieze Magazine that: “At a stroke ‘Listening Post’
JYP½PWXLITVSQMWISJQSWX-RXIVRIXFEWIHEVXEJJIGXMRKEWMQYPXERISYW 74)RUIXUWKHUGHVFULSWLRQ
of the work see: KWWSwww.
collapse and expansion of time and space with implications ranging HDUVWXGLRFRPSURMHFWV
from notions of private and public space to individual thought and its OLVWHQLQJSRVWKWPl
$FFHVVHG
role in group dynamics - and it advances all of this within a form that
½REPP]EPPS[WRIXEVXXSGSQTIXI[MXLXLIQSVIWIRWYEPTPIEWYVIW[IEWWSGMEXI[MXLWGYPTXYVI²
(2003). Furthermore, while participating in online forums, microblogging and sites such as
Facebook the user is always surrounded with noises that link them to their physical space be it
XLIMVLSQI XLIMVSJ½GI EGEJq SVEFYW ,S[IZIV³0MWXIRMRK4SWX´ SJJIVWEHMJJIVIRXI\TIVMIRGI
because it emits into the room the sounds of the rambling voices sourced from the content,
which allows the audience to feel part of the mass communication that is taking place online. It
provides a sensorial foothold into the networked system, be this in the role of an eavesdropping
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voyeur or through an empathetic encounter with
the public narrative. The writer Rita Raley suggests
that ‘Listening Post’ is an example of a piece that “…
fundamentally violates the top-centric and left-centric
orientation of print” (2009, p. 25). The piece, though
is widely accepted as an important contribution to
new media and most importantly has captivated the
attention and respect of thousands beyond the art
world. This means, in part, that though it is a complex
installation the visualization is understood by a critical
mass, which re-enforces the point that information,
data, and user generated content is being effectively
communicated in new ways. I speculate that works
of this kind, which capture the popular language of
the moment and successfully broadcast them in this
manner with layers of real-time information, may
in fact be helping to expose new methods for the
emergent behaviour of learning language and other
cognitive processes that are yet to be discovered.
Raley says, that ‘Listening Post’, “...is a provocative
visualization of a collective, of community, on the
one hand, and individual affect on the other. It may
intuitively seem to be the case that large-scale, multiuser SMS works evoke or produce the more powerful notion of community,…, but in fact [it
is] the unsolicited messages in ‘Listening Post’ that give us something larger - more hopeful
and possibly more disturbing all at once.” (p.30) The challenge that arises within this work is
that it is hard to identify the community in the piece, other than being sourced primarily from
English speakers, because the content streams from such a disparate array of locations on the
web. Raley comes to the conclusion that ‘Listening Post’ is in fact the crowd; a representation
of the community on the web and hence the gathering of the global nation. In that sense, ‘Pst!
microCONTROL’ is a showcase of the communities that make up the crowd, it tells the story of
[LEXLETTIRW[MXLMRWTIGM½GEPP]TPEGIHGIRXVIWSJTSTYPEXMSR8LIHMWTEVEXIMRJSVQEXMSRWIIRMR
³0MWXIRMRK4SWX´FIGSQIWEQSVIHI½RIHculturescape in ‘Pst! microCONTROL.The contribution
of ‘Pst! microCONTROL’ to this area of new media is important because it not only provides
a new structural narrative, brought about by the advent of the web, it also discusses space in
terms of one community made up of many cultures and then it places these communities side
by side to see their similarities and their differences. As the world becomes more transnational,
both through human displacement and through networked connection, it is important to

½K&IR6YFMR 1EVO,ERWIR
‘Listening Post’ (2003).
Image courtesy of the photographer Ken McCown.
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ensure that social exchange is taking place and that this exchange is continuously nurtured.
‘Pst! microCONTROL’ allows the narratives to unfold and it helps to understand the new
communities. In a sense, it acts as a seismograph of a ‘new’ place. Hanru states that: “This multidirectional movement of people certainly prompts unprecedented exchange between various
GYPXYVIW 'SRWIUYIRXMEPP] MXTVSZSOIWTVSJSYRHGLERKIWMRHMJJIVIRXPSGEPGYPXYVIW 9PXMQEXIP] MX
produces new localities, and hence new globalness… this new condition of culture leads to a
new understanding of the notion of identity” (2006, p. 11).
In ‘SocialMoment’, and ‘Pst! microCONTROL’ I have drawn on syndicated content to articulate
social situations. The projects became hacks of technology, location, art and society. The results
are visualizations of narrative structures that tell the stories of a current globalized community.
‘SocialMoment’ draws attention to language and emotion that was not broadcast publicly to
such masses before. It demonstrates a new pattern of information relay that will potentially
shift social behaviour. ‘Pst!’ and ‘Pst! microCONTROL’ concentrate on the individual publisher
of content while constraining them to a place. Over time, the work showcases community life
streams in the public domain. These projects provide a glimpse into the current human voice
across the planet.
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Concluding on
Collaborative Practice/

an evolving transformative process/
By late 2005, the web had become an important new creative medium. Artists could
simultaneously use the available technology, within it, to make art and to broadcast their practice
with increasing ease, no longer remaining dependent on galleries and institutions to promote
them. I took part in this space and have contributed to this new genre of art-making by staging
performances, designed journeys, and collaborative events within the digital domain. My practice
projects shifted in dramatic ways in order to demonstrate, actions of extending the self to others
to carve out a socially networked space, which exposes personal identity. In doing so, I embarked
SREGSRWMWXIRXTVSKVIWWMSRXS[EVHW[SVOXLEXMHIRXM½IHI\XIRWMSRMRXSXLIRIX[SVOIHdigital
domain as a method for storytelling, which had the necessary outcome of art works that
responded to social collaboration and also saw me orchestrating and actively participating in
collaborative practice. This process of becoming engaged with online and participative space
started moderately with ‘Child’ and ‘My Portable Home’ and then became more multifaceted
[MXL³8LI(S+S7II4VSNIGX´'SRWIUYIRXP]XLMWETTVSEGLXS[SVOMRKIREFPIHQYGLPEVKIVERH
complex projects like ‘Our City, Our Music’ and ‘Pst! microCONTROL’ to take shape, audience
involvement expanded within my practice, and this approach to working enabled my exhibition
TVS½PIXSKVS[XSMRXIVREXMSREPWXEXYW
-RSVHIVXSEGLMIZIXLMWMX[EWMQTIVEXMZIXSWXITFI]SRHXLIFSH]SV[LEX[EWKIRIVEPP]MHIRXM½IH
in the aims and objectives as the study of the self within the digital domain, while continuing to
source the intimate situation of operating within this new culturescape. To do so, I explored how
social media was enabling original methods of storytelling to pervade, in particular into the area
of formed communities, and I focused on social moments that could not have been told before
the advent of networked technologies. Furthermore, I looked at how social media stories could
FI XSPH XLVSYKL KISKVETLMGEPP] HI½RIH WTEGIW MR ER EXXIQTX XS HIZIPST ERH REVVEXI EGXW SJ
placemaking within a culturescape.
Collaboration affected my practice-based artistic research outcomes in two ways, one by
grounding open source culture and methods of working into my routine, and two, it allowed
for a shift from an autobiographical perspective (‘Child’ & ‘Edwige’ projects) towards a more
I\TERHIHTVEGXMGIXLEXMRZIWXMKEXIHI\XIRWMSRMRXSERHGVIEXMZIVI¾IGXMSRSRGSQQYRMX]XLVSYKL
narrating social situations. Though some pieces did not involve working with other people, such
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as the ‘SocialMoment’ series, nevertheless their critical exploration still contributed to visualizing
the current social shift, to what I see as, a more empowered, collaborative and communicative
culture. Through collaboration I also developed an audience, which led to an observation of
audience behaviour. The later, led to critical review of how social media has shifted methods of
audience interaction and how, as a creative practitioner, I could document and curate aspects of
the change. The ‘SocialMoment’ series was a direct result of that observation because the work
MHIRXM½IWTEVXMGYPEVXVIRHWERHMQTSVXERXGLERKIWMRLYQERFILEZMSYVRSXEWWSGMEXIH[MXLQ]
audience per se, but the cosmopolitan audience that now exists online.
This shift occurred as my tools changed from analogue to digital and then to networked devices
ERHWSGMEPTPEXJSVQW-REREKI[LIVIXIGLRSPSK]MWFIMRKVIMQEKMRIHERH¾SSHMRKXLI[IWXIVR
world with attractive consumables, and new web applications that connect people, it is important
to understand that these systems are only tools. However, some tools are transformative. The
printing press, the telescope, and the screen have socially changed civilization, as has the internet
which in turn has contributed to shifts in social media which have indirectly started to empower
people the world over. In a sense, these new tools have facilitated a new behaviour and a
RI[JSVQSJHIQSGVEG][LIVIEGXMSR IZEPYEXMSR GVMXMUYIERHVIWTSRWILEZIFIGSQITYFPMG
obtainable and instantaneous, but most importantly the open source culture’s sense of duty to
release control to the people enables tools and character to evolve at a more rapid pace. boyd
says: “New technologies will continue to emerge and the ways in which they are adopted and
integrated into everyday life will reshape practice.There is no linear progression to development
and other forces may dampen technological and cultural innovation (Zittrain 2008), but the
WXVYGXYVEPGSRHMXMSRWSJTYFPMGPMJI[MPPPMOIP]IZSPZI²  T  ;LMPI&SYVVMEYHWTIGM½GEPP]
discusses that New Media artists are making attempts “…to be contemporary of the production
system in which we are in,…, and that technology, and new possibilities of communicating or
TVSHYGMRKEVIEGXYEPP]MRHMVIGXP]MR¾YIRGMRKXLIEVXW8LIGSQTYXIVERH?XLIAMRXIVRIX?LEZIAER
MRHMVIGXMQTEGXSRXLIEVXMWXW´[E]SJ[SVOMRKERHTVSHYGMRK;LMGLMWXLEXER]RI[XIGLRSPSK]
any new tool opens a new frame of mind, a new possibility of thinking and representing the
world”75  8LMW WSGMEP ERH GSRGITXYEP WLMJX HMVIGXP] MR¾YIRGIH
75&RQWHPSRUDU\$UWDQG
how I was able to explore the claim and perception of space within
1HZ0HGLD7RZDUGVD
the socially networked digital domain because it enabled a new area of
+\EULG'LVFRXUVHĪī
ĬLQWHUQHWYLGHRĭ$UW%DVHO practice whose agency was to use, gather and mash-up web content
-XQH$YDLODEOHIURP
KWWSZZZDUWFKJRLGPKv in order to illustrate the potential of the new space where networked
$FFHVVHG
stories lie.
On the whole, the works produced aimed to generate, locate, and situate the self within the
technology mediated physical and emotional environment of the digital domain. However, using
myself as the case study, as a ‘trans-individual’, actively carving out a home within the digital
domain, was key to develop the narrated methodology of my research. This practice spread
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across sketchbooks, Flickr, Twitter, my research blog and on Delicious, and used available tools
and systems to relay the information to the public, while it archived the research path. The
compilation of my Twitter feed, ‘Cultural Probe: 8 July 2008 – 8 July 2010’, forms part of the
research trajectory. It is written with the current instant and autobiographical social language,
which encourages users of social media to intermingle their previously separated identities.
Hence my home life, and extensive travel for pleasure and work aligns with workshops I have
reviewed and pieces I have made, because these elements inform each other and are reliant
on each other in order for my practice to take shape and for my online identity to form. This
layered and networked manner of identifying myself places me within current practice as an
artist working with transformative methods.
I have been able to detect absences and to showcase the shift, gaps and failures of information
¾S[-LEZITIVQMXXIHQ]WIPJXLIJVIIHSQXSLEGOW]RHMGEXIHMRJSVQEXMSR¾S[ERHWSGMEPQIHME
tools in order to repurpose or re-order them to tell new structural narratives. By understanding
GPS, IP addresses and APIs, I have been able to dig deeper into the technology so that I could
reveal the potential of these products to tell human stories. In a sense, these new tools have
virtually become invisible and what has surfaced to the top is a new broadcast system that
chronicles global identity.This network can be self-curated to relay information in transformative
ways. I have latched on to this shift by allowing myself the liberty to become irrational and
to dream, as I played with creative attempts to become a part of the system in order to
develop imaginative spaces, or to placemake within it. This was essential in order to achieve
my aim and objectives to embody the digital domain through performance by living vicariously
through Edwige Pronovost, to analyse how humans as characters appropriate and make social
or structural claims on space, in particular in the effort to form a home, and to document the
physically immersive and augmented situation encountered within digital space. This is also how
I investigated embodiment within technology enhanced environments as one hybrid functional/
dysfunctional operating space. The Edwige pieces failed to make one believe I was part of a
computer programme’s space but yet I was readily recognised, even with limited cosmetic effort,
in act as a virtual world character. I was able to place myself into a new space by challenging
the dated pre-conceived notion that what is held within the computer is impenetrable to the
physical. In fact, what exists is a new social space that provides augmented storytelling possibilities
and a new chronicling of place.
In 1997, Aaron Betsky curator of Icons: Magnets of Meaning wrote in the exhibition catalogue:
In a world of urban sprawl, we are increasingly nomads who alight in one spot only
momentarily. Once there, we couple ourselves to a place, and to a sense of belonging,
XLVSYKLWMKRW GMTLIVW SV½KYVIW 3YVXIPITLSRIRYQFIV SYVWXVIIXEHHVIWW SYVZEVMSYW
account numbers, our social-security designation, and the street signs that tell us where we
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are – all of these contain, in both a direct and a symbolic manner, the information that tells
us we are at home.The @ symbol is the most recent of such designations, and perhaps the
most mobile. Through this sign, we couple ourselves, not to a location, but to a system of
MRJSVQEXMSR;IGERXEOISYVEHHVIWW[MXLYWRSQEXXIV[LIVI[IEVIFYXMXHI½RIWYWEW
EQIQFIVSJIMXLIVERMRWXMXYXMSR EGSQTER]SVEKSZIVRQIRXEKIRG] SVEWIVZMGI;MXL
XLI$W]QFSP[IEVIFSXLWSQITPEGIZIV]WTIGM½G[LIVIER]GSQTYXIVMRXLI[SVPHGER
½RHYWERHRS[LIVIEXEPP T
I argue that since 1997 the @ symbol has developed into a placemaker through actions of
extending identities online; grounding people, places, events and objects within the internet. This
development allows any voice to permeate a social and political structure that was previously
curated by the media moguls, large companies, fame and politics.The location of this voice informs
the identity of the individual or situation, which can, for instance, help society to understand a
TIVWSRW´QIXLSHWERHVIEWSRWJSVWXSV]XIPPMRK8LIW]QFSPMGEGUYMWMXMSRSJXLI$W]QFSPF]XLI
MoMA in 2010 further points to the importance this icon has had
767KH0R0$GHFODUHG
on social culture by recognizing the transformative effects it made on
RQ0DUFKWKDW
forming a place for people within new networked space. This action
is had acquired the @
symbol into its collection
conceptually recognizes that those attached to an @ symbol, through
RISULFHOHVVDUWHIDFWV)RU
email or a twitter name for example, are in fact individual participants
the web announcement
and a short history of the
in a cultural shift.
symbols relevance in social
KLVWRU\VHHWKLVSRVWE\
Paola Antonelli: KWWSZZZ
PRPDRUJH[SORUHLQVLGHB
RXWDWĥPRPa
$FFHVVHG

The embodiment of location sets the context for ‘647 days 18 hours’
and ‘My Portable Home’, which are not just about relaying a place or
networked conversation between two loved ones, but instead about
how the transnational can make a home wherever they are, and how
independently each piece “…maintains a productive tension between
the local and the global, the concrete and the conceptual… [Furthermore, it] …counters a
WMKRM½GERXERHJYRHEQIRXEPEWWYQTXMSR¯XLEXXLIWXVIRKXLSJSYVLSQIW SYVREXMSRWERHSYV
identities rests on our ability to provide unyielding foundations.” (Meskimmon, 2010, p. 15).
By using the locative aspects of the @ symbol, GPS and storytelling combined with working
with collaborators, the art works I have made, not only showcase individual stories, they enable
community narratives to surface upon a network. Importantly, the later projects draw attention to
situation within the new culturescape as an iconic social shift, by chronicling markers of important
points in time when society stopped and listened more intently and occasionally changed their
behaviours as a result of what they had just learned. By sharing my methods and my research
TVEGXMGI-EQERIUYEPTEVXMGMTERXMRXLIRIX[SVOIHWTEGI 4IVLETW³4WXmicroCONTROL’ will
EPPS[EKVIEXIVGSRZIVWEXMSRXSWYVJEGISRLS[WSGMIXMIWXLEXEVIGIRWSVIHJVSQXLI;IWXIVR
world are still able to circulate information and that their commitment to communicate is
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a political change that is shifting society now more than ever. The obstruction of feeds from
China and Cuba allow the global society both to imagine a communication space that is freed
ERHMXEPWSEPPS[W;IWXIVR7SGMIX]XSMQEKMRIEGPSWIHWTEGISVGIRWSVIHWTEGIERHLS[XLEX
imposition would extremely disrupt their lives. Importantly, conversational spaces enabled by
social media can place people of all walks of life and nationality side by side. In particular, ‘Pst!
microCONTROL’, allows for a democratic method for local voices to be broadcast. Hanru
claims that “…the social and political claims of different “new” and “foreign” communities must
be heard, and cultural differences must be accepted and even promoted as a key element for the
society to adapt to the global change and hence become more “social(ist)” (2006, p. 13).
8LI YWI SJ XLI WGVIIR [EW EPWS WMKRM½GERX XLVSYKLSYX XLI TVEGXMGI FSXL F] VIJIVIRGMRK MX MR
digital print form in ‘The DoGoSee Project’ maps, ‘Cultural Probe: 8 July 2008 – 8 July 2010’ artist
book, and the ‘SocialMoment’ print series, but also in its direct use in works like ‘Our City, Our
Music’ and ‘Pst! microCONTROL’. If this is the new frame through which the global society is
receiving and communicating, it is only natural that artists reference these tools or portholes in
their work. By making work that cited various uses of the screen I was building on an aesthetic
practice that is not dissimilar to Nam June Paik’s use of the television, or Marshall McLuhan’s
illustrated book ‘The Medium is the Massage’, where he drew on popular culture imagery to
reinforce his theories that were contemporary of the moment. This method of practice also
MHIRXM½IW[MXLEREYHMIRGIXLEXMWGSQJSVXEFPI[MXLXLIWGVIIRERHMWXLIVIJSVIQSVIEFPIXS
IRKEKI[MXLXLIREVVEXMZIW-LEZIFYMPX GYVEXIHERHYRGSZIVIH;LMPIMRZSPZMRKERHEPPYHMRKXS
the screen has made the research more democratic to a larger public, which aligns with my
goals to produce work that is socially useful, it does place my practice within a marginalized
group of practitioners who are not accepted with the current Contemporary and Conceptual
Art environment. However, I do predict that the existing art model is transforming, and will go
through a large revolution in the coming years, which will mimic the excessive change that has
been initiated by the global use of the web. The symbolic or physical use of the screen is only
SRIIPIQIRXSJXLMWRI[EVIESJEIWXLIXMGTVEGXMGIFYXMXMWEZIV]MQTSVXERXWMKRM½IVSJXLIRI[
era of making. It cannot go unnoticed that society has shifted into a new learning space that
surpasses the changes that occurred by way of the Renaissance, and artists are also a part of this
movement and tapping into and articulating the change within their practices.
I do not have a grand vision of what society could become because of this social shift but I do
recognize that the tools that are available now allow a level of user control, engagement and
creativity that has not been there before. This is enabling society to imagine and create within
E RI[ JVEQI[SVO ERH MW QSWX HI½RMXIP] GLERKMRK TIVWTIGXMZIW GSQQYRMGEXMSR ERH GYVEXMSR
SJMRJSVQEXMSR;LMPIXLISTIRWSYVGIGYPXYVI ERHMRTEVXMGYPEVEVXMWXWERHHIWMKRIVW[SVOMRK
with these methods and new tools, are not the only area pushing society forward in positive
directions, by being a part of this collaborative philosophy of practice and community I am able
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to contribute my research to an area of new thinking. The tools at my disposal have affected
my practice outcomes as they have enabled me to make art work at an increased rate of
production and complexity. They have eased the exchange of information with my peers and
fellow researchers by countering the time lost by travel to speak to someone in person or
to set up a conversation. This has allowed me to engage more fully with global conversations
EW-LEZIFIIREFPIXSWLEVIMRQYPXMTPIPSGEXMSRWEXSRGI8LMWMWEFIRI½XXLEXSXLIVYWIVWSJ
social media’s attributes of collaborative practice experience as well. As these tools evolve and
society becomes more accustomed to working collaboratively across digitally networked space
I can see how the rate of production, complexity of research achievements, and attainment of
solutions will be uncovered at a more rapid and productive pace.
1ELEXQE+LERHMWEMH±;IQYWXFIGSQIXLIGLERKI[I[ERXXSWII²&]IRKEKMRK[MXLRI[
technologies, I and other artists working within new media practices, are able to express our
politics and our situations while remaining grounded in transnational spaces. This was predicted
by Elizabeth A. T. Smith, who writes that Holzer’s work is in part responsible for paving a path
JSVGYVVIRXEVXMWXTVEGXMGI WXEXMRKXLEXLIV±©TEWXERHTVIWIRX[SVOWXERHWXSTVI½KYVIXLEX
of a new generation of artists whose engagement with the politics of the world around them
reveal in the making of a complex, multivalent art that operates on the level of affect and
emotion and,…, unleashes unconscious processes and imaginative scenarios” (2008, p. 31-32).
By telling location-based stories through the visualization of the situation of syndicated identity
I am a contributor and participant in an innovative form of art making. The works produced
imaginatively repurpose common social tools and public content to draw attention to the new
culturescape, and by continuously broadcasting and archiving my discoveries and contributions to
new media practice throughout the research project, I have shared my practice within the system
it documents.This positions my work in an area of new media practice that no longer just resides
with China’s generation of young artists; it globally encompasses Tapscott’s Net Generation as
well. These works, and the practices of those artists mentioned within this document, are a part
of an original and current wave of art practice where the focal point is to produce work that is
socially useful. This practice is built on the emergent network to demonstrate the potential of a
geo-located community as a narrator of public space. Bourriaud says that “…[by] manipulating
the shattered forms of the collective scenario, that is, by considering them not indisputable facts
but precarious structures to be used as tools, …artists produce singular narrative spaces of
which their work is the mise-en-scène. It is the use of the world that allows one to create new
narrative” (2002, p. 46). As a result of my research practice, I can acknowledge that new tools
open new frames of mind, and that by pushing their potential further within my practice, I have
made work that “…produces relationships to the world and in one form or another makes its
relationship to space and time material” (Bourriaud, p. 94).
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Furthermore, though I did not set out to become a curator of data nor creative practice,
‘The DoGoSee Project’, ‘Our City, Our Music’ and ‘Pst! microCONTROL’ enabled my work to
migrate into this area. It was through drawing on new tools that this shift came to be. Perhaps
because social media lends itself so well to new methods of relaying information it became
important to adopt a curatorial role in my practice, though I would argue that this was, as
)PM^EFIXL%87QMXLWYKKIWXWERYRGSRWGMSYWTVSGIWWSRQ]TEVXERHMX[EWRSXYRXMP-VI¾IGXIH
on my creative trajectory that I understood how I was engaging with a public in a new way. Part
of understanding the adoption of curation in my practice was instigated through understanding
how artists like Aaron Koblin are curating data. It also materialized via feedback from curators
ERHEVXMWXW[LSLEHHMJ½GYPX]TPEGMRKQ][SVO[MXLMRGSRXIQTSVEV]TVEGXMGIFIGEYWIMXHVI[MR
MRGVIEWMRKWMKRM½GERGISRXLIMRZSPZIQIRXSJE[IFFEWIHEYHMIRGI-RJEGXXLIQENSVWYTTSVXIVW
and followers of my practice became those who found enjoyment in the online interaction or
the methods I used to develop narrative structures from the social data that is freely available
online. I also found a fan base within academic circles that studied learning and communication
that invited me to speak and to help them think imaginatively about how communication models
are shifting. On a whole though, it is the non-art community who have embraced my practice,
and not because the works are simple or do not intellectually challenge them, but instead
because the pieces have involved my audiences, showcased them, and become archives of the
current social situation. In this respect, the works, became curatorial projects that sit with a new
form of art making whose agency is to represent the public domain.
Beyond the PhD research project I intend to progress my practice and actions to take a deeper
look at how mapped storytelling through the visualization of syndicated data can affect learning.
In particular I am interested in how web-based social sharing is affecting localized behaviour. As
an initial step, I will contribute my research methods for ‘Pst! microCONTROL’ to the opensource community in a more formal manner by submitting it for inclusion in relevant journals.
However, beyond publishing, and continuing to exhibit my work, I want to start curatorially
exposing creative DiY and hacking practices that use the emergent system to relay socially useful
narratives. New Media artists’ work is still under represented within the contemporary arts. As
discussed within the ‘They are working moving forwards’ section of this document, technical
HMJ½GYPXMIW[MXLTVIWIRXMRKRI[QIHMEEVXLMRHIVMXWWLS[GEWI%VGLMZMRKSVGSPPIGXMRKMXMWEPWS
a challenge as these works of art are often delicate and have a limited lifespan due to the
shifting system on which they are built. Another reason for under-representation is that these
EVXMWXWEVIRSXRIGIWWEVMP][SVOMRK[MXLMRXLIEVXWWIGXSV;MXLMRYRMZIVWMXMIW-[MPPGSRXMRYIXS
advocate the importance of trans-disciplinary practices and the need to share with an opensource agenda. It is important in the new globalised and instant environment of social exchange
to boost collaborative models as they will ultimately challenge research outcomes to become
more democratic. More ambitious goals can be reached in this method. Artists working in this
EVIEEVIWLS[GEWMRKERHYRGSZIVMRKRI[P]HMWGSZIVIHWXSVMIWXLEXHMWGYWWERHGVMXMUYIXLIZIV]
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cusp of information available. I intend to build collaborative partnerships with these thinkers and
in doing so will build my own practice.
;MXLMRXLIIQIVKIRXRIX[SVO-LSPHXLIVSPIWSJTEVXMGMTERXERHGVIEXMZIGSRXVMFYXSV;LMPI-
have simultaneously been placemaking through storytelling within the networked digital domain,
my work has formed part of the culturescapeXLEXHI½RIHERHFVSEHGEWXIHQ]VIWIEVGL;MXL
XLIEGUYMVIHQIXLSHSPSK]XSTVSHYGIXSEsocially useful agenda I take my practice forward to
uncover original detail within the cosmopolitan space and to push new media, DiY, and creative
hacking culture forward. It is by emotionally engaging with this new manner of communicating
and creating art works, and through technically using the emergent system to develop original
methods of practice that I have been contributing, to my obligation, as an artist, to challenge the
WXEXYWUYSERHXSQEOI[SVOSJEXVERWJSVQEXMZIREXYVI
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2010
Over Yonder
³3TIR;MRHS[MR'MX]´*
RIX[SVOIHMRWXEPPEXMSRFIX[IIR;IWXJmPMWGLI6YRHWGLEY0IWIVWLST (SVXQYRH +IVQER]ERH
ESA Leeds, UK,
8-12 November.
Exhibition website: http://wygoveryonder.wordpress.com/
Short Listed for: NorthernNet Creative Commissions, August.
Press Reviews:
‘Ein Fenster in die Stadt’
by: Dortmunder Rundschau
11 November 2010
LXXTXMR]YVPGSQYXJUa
Invasion of Privacy
‘Pst! microCONTROL’
Notfamousyet, Oxford, UK. 22-31 October.
Exhibition website: http://www.notfamousyet.co.uk/home/2010/9/9/invasion-of-privacy.html
Bring the Happy
‘The DoGoSee Project - Leeds’
Invisible Flock - The Light, Leeds, 15/10 - 22/11.
Exhibition website: http://www.bringthehappy.co.uk
Unleashed Devices
‘Pst! microCONTROL’ (with support from Arts Council England)
;EXIVQERW%VX'IRXVI0SRHSR¯
Exhibition website: LXXT[[[[EXIVQERWSVKYOI\LMFMXMSRWYRPIEWLIHCHIZMGIW/
Catalogue: LXXTMWWYYGSQXMRXEVXWHSGWYRPIEWLIHCHIZMGIWCGEXEPEKYI3
Press Reviews:
‘Hackers tackle domestic devices’
by: BBC
1 October 2010
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-11444695
³6SFSXGVIEXIWKVEJ½XMWOIXGLIWSJXSMPIXYWIVW´
F]3PMZME7SPSR;MVIH9/
28 September 2010
http://tinyurl.com/5wyou9j
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‘Art and games: three intriguing exhibitions you should try to see’
by: Keith Stuart
Tuesday 24 August 2010
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/gamesblog/2010/aug/24/games-art-robots
³9RPIEWLIH(IZMGIWEX;EXIVQERW³
by: Katharina Hetzeneder
23 Sep 2010
http://londondesignfestival.com/blog/unleashed-devices-watermans
Twitter/Art+Social Media
‘SocialMoment’
Diane Farris Gallery, Vancouver, 01/04 – 01/05.
Exhibition website: http://www.dianefarrisgallery.com/exhibit/twitter/index.html
Press Reviews:
‘Art tweets in blips and bleeps in Twitter/Art + Social Media’
By: Alexander Varty - Georgia Straight/ Visual Arts Reviews
April 15 April 2010
http://www.straight.com/article-302823/vancouver/art-tweets-blips-and-bleeps
³8[MXXIVXEOIWEFS[:ERGSYZIVKEPPIV]I\TPSVIWXLI½RIEVXSJX[IIXMRK´
Vancouver Sun
By: Gillian Shaw
7 April 2010
http://tinyurl.com/3xxmgwo
‘Twitter/Art+SocialMedia Show at Diane Farris Gallery’
By: Jonathan Hanley - VO, Vancouver Observer
5 April 2010
http://tinyurl.com/3y9sdbw
‘Getting the art world a-Twitter:
Ambitious exhibition to probe effects of social media on artists’
By: Hans Ongsansoy - THE PROVINCE
1 April 2010
http://tinyurl.com/3y8ya2o
‘Art exhibit all a twitter about social media’
By: Vancouver Courier
26 March 2010
http://tinyurl.com/3ydclrk
‘Gallery Exhibition Preview: Questions, not answers’
By: Adam Cristobal - The Peak
date unknown
LXXT[[[XLITIEOGEEVXMGPIKEPPIV]I\LMFMXMSRTVIZMI[UYIWXMSRWn
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Arts Birthday,
‘Cyber Party’* Live streaming of exhibitions and events around the world.
ESA, Leeds, 17 January.
Stream Archive: http://www.justin.tv/artsbirthdayleeds/videos

Amsterdam Biennale 2009
‘Pst - Physical Space Tweets’
Mediamatic, ESA Leeds Pavilion,16/10/09-3/01/10.
Exhibition website: http://www.mediamatic.net/page/97484/en
‘Our City, Our Music Launch’
Leeds Met Students Union & NTI Leeds, June.
Project Website: http://www.OurCityOurMusic.com
United
³)H[MKICERHC1IKERCEXC&EVOWXSRC,SYWIC0IIHW´
East Street Arts, Leeds, 26-27 June.
Exhibition website: LXXT[[[IWE[IFSVKYOTEKIEWT#WIGXMSR-HIRXM½IV!C0
2008
Ours: Democracy in the Age of Branding
‘The Ottawa River/La riviere des Outaouais’*
Vera List Center for Art and Politics, New York, 16/10/2008 – 30/01/2009.
Exhibition website: http://www.branding-democracy.org/
Installation image: http://tinyurl.com/32p6kl4
VIDEOCRACY-REBRANDING ACTS TINA B.
‘The Ottawa River/La riviere des Outaouais’*
Prague Contemporary Art Festival, Czech Republic, 25/09 - 15/10.
Archive website: http://www.videoartworld.com/data/bulletins/TINA-B-08.html
Screen grab of event: http://tinyurl.com/2wove9y
The Mirror Stage - NeMe International Video Exhibition,
‘Child’
Lanitis Foundation & IMCA, Cyprus, 17-29 September.
Exhibition website: http://neme-imca.org/category/themirrorstage/
Catalogue: http://tinyurl.com/36myw4d
The Travellers Box (The Sandwich Box)
‘My Portable Home’
ICA Overgaden, Copenhagen, June.
Exhibition website: http://www.thetravellersbox.org/
Installation image by Lars Vilhelmsen: http://tinyurl.com/3yfe9w7
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The Travellers Box (The Sandwich Box)
‘My Portable Home’
;330332I[0MJI&IVPMR.YRI
Exhibition website: http://www.thetravellersbox.org/
Journey - Departure Lounge
‘The DoGoSee Project - Leeds and Berlin Interviews’
East Street Arts, May 8-10.
Exhibition website: LXXT[[[IWE[IFSVKYOTEKIEWT#WIGXMSR-HIRXM½IV!C0
2007
Odoo/Current
‘Child’
Genghis Gallery, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, 10-30 April.
Catalogue: %ZEMPEFPIYTSRVIUYIWX
Exhibition Blog + PDF: http://odoocurrent2007.blogspot.com/ + LXXTXMR]YVPGSQXSUKd
Installation image by Juliet MacDonald: http://tinyurl.com/2wc2ugj
Leeds Artists’ Open Show
‘The DoGoSee Project - Leeds map’
Leeds City Art Gallery, UK.

Situation Leeds
‘The DoGoSee Project - Leeds’
Leeds Met Gallery, UK 2006.
Exhibition Brochure: http://tinyurl.com/39otnaf
Project link: LXXT[[[HSKSWIIGSQRJFPSK#GEX!7
‘The DoGoSee Project - Highbury’
Hope Gallery, London, UK.
Project link: LXXT[[[HSKSWIIGSQRJFPSK#T!0
Testbed 4
‘The DoGoSee Project - Leeds’
Leeds Met University Gallery, UK.
Project link: LXXT[[[HSKSWIIGSQRJFPSK#GEX!5
‘The DoGoSee Project - Berlin’
Live Project based throughout the city of Berlin.
Project link: LXXT[[[HSKSWIIGSQRJFPSK#GEX!1
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2005
SightSonic 05 Festival
‘Beat’
York City Centre, UK.
Festival Site: LXXTQYWMG]SVOEGYOWMKLXWSRMGEVGLMZITVSKVEQQICWEXLXQl
From the Ordinary
‘Stairs’*
Leeds Met University Gallery, UK.
Exhibition Brochure: LXXTXMR]YVPGSQPNUv
Installation image: http://tinyurl.com/36u6xlf
Immediate 3
‘The Ottawa River/La riviere des Outaouais’*
7MXI+EPPIV]7LIJ½IPH9/
Catalogue: %ZEMPEFPIYTSRVIUYIWX
Testbed 3
³7XEMVW´³&IEX´ERH³&IEGL'LEMV ;MRHS[´*
Leeds Met University Gallery, UK.
‘Beat’ Installation: http://tinyurl.com/38ne2bk
‘Beach Chair & Window’ Installation: http://tinyurl.com/358jnsr
* Works listed with this symbol did not receive a mention within this document.
³3TIR;MRHS[MR'MX]´ MWERI[GSQQMWWMSRIHMRWXEPPEXMSRERHMXJSVQWXLI½VWXTMIGIMRXLI
post-PhD practice. It is both a homage to ‘Hole-in-Space’ (1980) by Kit Galloway and Sherrie
Rabinowitz and it is an indicator of how much technology has progressed since the 1980’s. ‘Open
;MRHS[MR'MX]´[MPPEPPS[JSVETYFPMGXSMRXIVEGX[MXLTISTPIMRERSXLIVGMX]TPEGMRKMQTSVXERGI
on human contact, through live feed audio/visual display.
For ‘Cyber Party’ I was asked to interpret the ESA Arts Birthday. I liaised with other events
happening around the world and developed a live stream that featured interaction between
TEVXMIWMR7[ERWIE2I[=SVO;MRRMTIK/MRKWXSRERH8SO]S
³8LI3XXE[E6MZIV0EVMZMrVIHIW3YXESYEMW´ [EWQEHIMRHYVMRKQ]1%EX;MRGLIWXIV
School of Art-Southampton University. This piece has helped build my practice internationally
and it was used in my application for the PhD. The work points to the complex experience of
transnational identity and fragile political environments.
It can be viewed here: http://www.wooloo.org/exhibition/entry/107530
‘Stairs’ was part of the From the Ordinary exhibition. It used CCTV to document the journey of
gallery visitors from the main gallery space to the upstairs space by projecting the movement of
their feet in front of them as they moved through the space.
³7XEMVW´³&IEX´ERH³&IEGL'LEMV ;MRHS[´ [IVIQEHIHYVMRKQ]XLITestbed 3 residency using
CCTV. This research led to the expansion of ‘Beat’ for SighSonic05 and the remake of ‘Stairs’ for
From the Ordinary.
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2010
TEDxLeeds 2010
‘Embedding Narrative/Extending Social Space: Our City, Our Music’
The Mint, Leeds, 10 November.
Conference Website: http://www.tedxleeds.com/
Place, Space & Identity, Faculty of Arts & Society
‘Placemaking in the Networked Digital domain’
Leeds Metropolitan University, 22 June.
Conference Programme: http://tinyurl.com/3xfokwj
O’Reilly’s Ignite Leeds
‘Pst! the surreptitious beckoning of attention’
Rose Bowl, Leeds,19 May.
Press Review:
‘Leeds’ bright sparks Ignite for evening of geekery’
Guardian Leeds
By: Sarah Hartley, 20 May.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/leeds/2010/may/20/leeds-ignite-digital-internet

B.TWEEN09
³0SGEXMSRFEWIH2EVVEXMZI;SVOWLST%P½I(IRRIR 3YV'MX]3YV1YWMG´
FACT, Liverpool, June
Conference Programme: http://www.btween.co.uk/pages/thursday-11th-june
Conference Promotional Video: http://tinyurl.com/3ylcovl
BarCamp
‘Our City, Our Music’
NTI Leeds, 14 May.
2008
Hewlett Packard mscapeFest08
‘Our City, Our Music: Case study’
Belfast, UK, 02/12 - 03/12.
Handheld Learning 2008
‘Our City, Our Music: using mScapes to map new narratives’
London, UK. The Brewery, Barbican, 13/10 -15/10.
Conference Website: http://www.handheldlearning2008.com/home
EVA London: Electronic Information, the Visual Arts and Beyond
6IWIEVGL;SVOWLST4VSKVEQQITEVXMGMTERX
British Computer Society, London, July.
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Awards/
2010
Shortlisted Artist in NorthernNet Creative Commission.
³3TIR;MRHS[MR'MX]´
Recipient of Grant for the Arts - Arts Council England
‘Pst! microCONTROL’
Selected for ARTiMELT Academy - The Culture Company & Arts Council England supported
programme for arts organisations and individuals based in Yorkshire. Providing mentoring, training
ERH½RERGMEPWYTTSVXXSHIZIPSTEGVIEXMZITVSNIGX
‘Pst! microCONTROL’
Shortlisted Artist in Continuum Commission.
‘Pst! microCONTROL’

Northern Design Competition Finalist in New Media and Product Design, June.
Catalogue: http://tinyurl.com/2w2sd4w
2008
6IGMTMIRXWSJXLI)\TPSHMRK2EVVEXMZIHIZIPSTQIRXKVERXJVSQ,40EFWERH.YWXFEXF8;))2
conference.Total prize £11 000 + travel to Bristol and Belfast for training and publicity.The project
proposal was screened at the ICA London, Manchester Art Gallery, and at FACT, Liverpool.
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